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The cultural landscape of Ireland has
changed considerably over the last
decade; we now have a more diverse
society than ever. Change brings responsibilities,
opportunities and challenges. Football, the most
popular sporting language in the world is well
placed to allow all people regardless of age,
gender, sexuality, disability, nationality, religion
ethnicity or culture the chance to engage on an
even playing ﬁeld to build new friendships and
work together in cooperation and mutual respect.
Working towards a fully intercultural, and socially inclusive society is a key challenge for
all members of Irish society. The FAI is keen to play its role and in this regard we have
been proactive, establishing partnerships with key organisations that have experience
and expertise in working in the areas of interculturalism and anti discrimination. In 2006 in
conjunction with the FAI’s partnership agencies, the Department of Justice, Equality, and
Law Reform, the National Consultative Committee on Racism and Interculturalism, Sports
Against Racism in Ireland and Show Racism the Red Card a Football Intercultural Advisory
Group (FIAG) was established to assist the association in developing a comprehensive
intercultural football plan and programme.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform for their ﬁnancial support towards the development of this Intercultural Football
Plan, which was kindly funded under the National Action Plan Against Racism “Planning For
Diversity in Ireland” This is an exciting time for the FAI as we are going through growth and
expansion within the organisation in order to cater for the 450,000 who participate in our
game each week. Within this process we hope to grow the FAI’s Intercultural Programme,
which is one of our newest programmes and links across all departments within the
association.
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Increasing the participation base throughout all levels of our game, brings with it further
opportunities, such as more spectators, administrators, coaches, referees and volunteers,
and as Ireland becomes more diverse it is important that the constituencies of football are
reﬂective of this growing diversity, with the ultimate goal that we have more people involved
in the game at every level.
Regrettably discrimination and racism still exist within society and all those within the
football family have a responsibility to challenge and report discrimination. Apart from our
moral responsibility, we as players, managers, coaches, administrators, spectators, parents
and volunteers also have a legal responsibility to do so.
This intercultural plan has come about as a result of extensive consultation with key
stakeholders and will inform and guide the Association’s work, not only within the
Intercultural Football Programme but across its structure as a whole. Clear time phased
objectives and actions have been set out within this plan, the overall aim is to provide all
people with the opportunity to feel free to get involved in football, across all areas of the
game, reﬂective of our diverse, growing and changing Irish society. The sub title of this plan
is “many voices, one goal” I am conﬁdent that it is an objective that can be realised by
Ireland’s diverse football family and communities.
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Presidents message
Message from David Blood
President Football Association of Ireland

Through this plan, members of the Association are encouraged to design and implement
projects focused on encouraging more people from minority ethnic communities to get
involved in the game. With the increasing migrant population in Ireland, the FAI has formed
a Football Intercultural Advisory Group (FIAG) which promotes the development of an
intercultural society, free of racism and discrimination through the medium of football. The
family of football has grown ever stronger in recent years, with the sport now recognised as
the most participative and most popular team sport in Ireland. Therefore, football acts as a
great instrument of social inclusion and community pride.
Within the eircom League of Ireland, projects which promote inclusion of all nationalities
and minority groups are well established, with all clubs involved in both the UEFA 10 point
plan against Racism and the Show Racism the Red Card initiative to demonstrate their total
commitment to anti-racism. Eircom League clubs, such as Drogheda United, Galway United
and Shamrock Rovers have already formed partnerships with Show Racism the Red Card.
The initiative will be successfully completed in all 22 clubs over the next few months.
The continued development of the game is a priority of the Association, and commitment
to the development of the intercultural programme, in particular, is shown by the signiﬁcant
resources invested in the production and implementation of the Development Plan.
I wish everybody involved with the Intercultural Development Plan continued success
in the implementation of its various initiatives and thank them for their hard work
and dedication.
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE

The publication of the Intercultural
Development Plan marks a historic
moment for the development of football
in this country. This plan is both exciting and
comprehensive. It is part of a developmental
process which began in 2006 with the
appointment of Des Tomlinson, the Intercultural
Programme Coordinator. The formulation of the
plan consisted of detailed consultation with
the various stakeholders in the football family
and research on best practice within other
European countries in the area of interculturalism,
integration and football. It sets out recommendations on promoting
participation and support on the part of ethnic communities within Irish
football.
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Executive Summary
The Football Association of Ireland in conjunction with its key stakeholders have developed
the ‘Intercultural Football Plan’ The purpose of which is to examine how best, in the context
of a more diverse Irish society the Football Association of Ireland can encourage increased
participation in football among people from minority ethnic and cultural backgrounds, whilst
also challenging and preventing the spread of ‘racism’ within the game and thereby contribute
towards a fully intercultural and integrated society.
Firstly this plan seeks to understand both the important factors that can contribute to greater
participation levels from minority communities, as well as those factors that act as barriers
to participation. Secondly this plan sets out speciﬁc recommendations, tasks, actions,
responsibilities and timeframes, as to how increased participation and a football environment
that deals proactively with discrimination can be achieved.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Aim
The aim sums up what this plan is about and underpins the objectives that ﬂow from it.
“To ensure every individual can feel free to become involved in football on a basis of
equality, conﬁdent that they will be welcome if they do so, and to contribute thereby to
an integrated society at ease with its growing diversity”.
Objectives
Four overarching objectives have been formulated on the basis of extensive consultation and
research 1. Combat ‘Racism’ in football 2. Promote participation among minority ethnic
and multicultural communities 3.Develop a cultural of football which is dynamic and
globally competitive 4. Contribute to the wider process of integration

Table 1. Summary of Objective
1. Combat ‘Racism in football’
Is treated as encompassing any form of xenophobia, not just directed at visible minorities. It includes
attitudes hostile to the Travelling community and sectarian dispositions towards communities in
Northern Ireland (and vice versa). This objective has three tasks associated with it, these being FAI to
give leadership, clubs to show commitment and engagement with supporters
See table 5. for speciﬁc tasks, actions, outcomes and timeframes

Table 2. Summary of Objective
2. Promote participation among minority ethnic and multicultural communities
4

This is about maximising the inclusiveness of football so that it becomes the most natural thing in
the world for anyone in Ireland, including anyone from a minority background, to take part in the
sport. It is about football sending out positive and welcoming signals. And it is about ensuring that, in
practical terms, participation is a real possibility. That way interculturalism can become a factor in the
development of the game.
See table 5. for speciﬁc tasks, actions, outcomes and timeframes

Table 3. Summary of Objective
3. Develop a culture of football which is dynamic and globally competitive
Investment in developing a more globally competitive football culture can bring a steady improvement
over the long term. As the world has come to Ireland, in human terms, in recent years, we now
have had the opportunity of exposure to more diverse styles of play and perspectives on the game.
Competing globally means thinking globally as well.
See table 5. for speciﬁc tasks, actions, outcomes and timeframes

Table 4. Summary of Objective
4. Contribute to the wider process of integration
Football is increasingly recognising its wider social responsibilities. And this extends to the arena of
interculturalism, which is a larger challenge than football—or even sport—alone can meet. This also
breaks down into two tasks. They are promoting integration in society through football, and
contributing to integration more generally, including on the broader European canvas.
See table 5. for speciﬁc tasks, actions, outcomes and timeframes
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Promote
participation
by members
of minority
communities

FAI to give
leadership

Combat racism in
football

FAI to encourage
inclusion

Engage supporters

FAI club licensing manager,
SRRC, SARI

Racial equality practice’ to be elevated from ‘C’ (good practice) to ‘B’ Eircom League of Ireland
(mandatory ) requirement in club licensing manual, anti-racist clause clubs
to be included in players’ contracts; Eircom League of Ireland clubs
to liaise with IFA clubs to learn from their experience

Full implementation of UEFA 10-point plan by senior
clubs as minimum, with ‘charter for diversity’ as goal

FAI children’s ofﬁcer,
intercultural programme; Garda
community relations ofﬁce
FAI international department,
international squad, SARI,
SRRC

FA intercultural programme,
SARI, NCCRI
Eircom League of Ireland,
FAI domestic department

Irish team fans

Supporters’ clubs, Eircom FAI international department,
League of Ireland clubs
FAI domestic football manager,
SARI, SRRC, African Ireland
Supporters’ Club, etc
FAI intercultural programme,
international squad

All afﬁliates and clubs

Minority communities,
prospective elite players
All FAI staff

Migrant/refugee players

Use all opportunities around home internationals and via
international players as role models to present anti-racism and
intercultural messages; visual displays and PA messages to be
utilised at all international matches
Develop links with International supporters’ clubs; encourage
Eircom League of Ireland clubs to build capacity of their supporters’
clubs; liaise with Amalgamation of Ofﬁcial Northern Ireland
Supporters’ Clubs
Engage in outreach work with minority communities, using senior
FAI ﬁgures and international players; promote the use of existing
introductory ticket offers to lower barriers
Provide anti-racism and intercultural training for all FAI staff;
build links between regional ofﬁcers and local minority ethnic
communities
FAI to clarify procedures for registering players who have played in
other countries

Supporters to be active participants in building culture
of anti-racism

Broadening of support for international team among
minority communities, including among young potential
players

Raising of awareness of minority ethnic communities,
interculturalism and anti-racism within FAI and among
FAI staff

Reduction of bureaucratic barriers to participation of
minority ethnic players in senior game

All international fans to be fully aware of FAI’s stance

FAI intercultural programme,
regional ofﬁcers; NCCRI, SARI,
SRRC

Liaise with IFA’s Football for All; encourage Eircom League of Ireland General population
clubs to work with Irish League clubs; support local cross-border
initiatives

Reduction of sectarianism in game through cross-border
contacts and projects

Link dealing with racist abuse to child protection regime, and establish
clear reporting mechanism with link to police for criminal behaviour to
be reported; address misbehaviour by parents through club code of
practice to which parents must sign up on registering child

FAI board of management;
domestic football manager
Stadia and Security committee

Government; club
stewards

Lobby for legislation to deal with racist behaviour by
supporters and providing for stadium safety certiﬁcates; amend
stewards’ handbook to address racist behaviour

Safe environment at all grounds for all supporters

Racist bullying to be absent from junior game, with
redress available to anyone participating in game subject
to abuse

FAI education unit manager,
referee education ofﬁcer

Coaches, referees

Address anti-racism and interculturalism in all coach and referee
education courses, including education in diversity within style and
control of play

Coaches and referees to be guardians of fairness of
game on training pitches and match days

FAI grassroots unit

FAI, all afﬁliates and clubs FAI domestic football manager, 2007- 2010
NCCRI

Establish system to record and analyse all racist and sectarian
incidents in football; ﬁgures to be published in FAI annual report

Benchmarking and monitoring of racist and sectarian
incidents

Junior clubs

FAI domestic football manager, 2007-2010
referees manager

All afﬁliates and clubs

Use match delegate’s report (where applicable) and evidence of
match ofﬁcial(s) and any other appropriate channels as basis for
sanctions against players and/or clubs/leagues

Racist behaviour to be subject to ﬁrm
sanction throughout game

Quality benchmark to be developed for clubs; appropriate support,
advice and training to junior clubs

2007-2010

FAI intercultural programme

All afﬁliates and clubs

Guidance to all afﬁliates and clubs, organisation of regional seminars.

Clarity on appropriate language to use in context of
more diverse society

All clubs in compliance with quality benchmark, including
with regard to openness, with potential to progress to
Eircom League of Ireland status

FAI human resources manager, 2007-2010
FAI council

Minority communities

Ensure recruitment to FAI associated with welcoming statement
promoted in minority media.

FAI staff and governing bodies to become reﬂective of
diverse Irish society

2007

2007-2008

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2008

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007

FAI international department,
FAI agm

FAI; all afﬁliates and
clubs; Supporters

Use all internationals and major cup matches to promote FAI
support for UEFA 10-point plan; carry information on FAI web
site home page; amend disciplinary code in line with FIFA/UEFA
requirement; liaise with IFA to learn from its experience

Full implementation of UEFA 10-point plan by FAI

TIME
FRAME

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)
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Clubs to show
commitment

TASKS

OBJECTIVES
(Activity)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Link to local
and regional
development

Clubs to reach out

TASKS

Eircom League of Ireland
Ensure all Eircom League of Ireland and other senior clubs trawl as
widely as possible for players and consciously integrate players from managers
minority backgrounds, including via youth teams and academies

Engagement by senior clubs of players from minority
communities

2007-2010

Minority and intercultural Sport Against Racism in
associations, senior clubs Ireland, FAI intercultural
programme
Regional ofﬁcers; LSPs

Aim to support SARI with publicity and promotion and encourage
scouting presence by senior clubs; consider events to coincide with
annual intercultural dates
Promote projects and competitions in other regions of Ireland;
explore how Northern Ireland groups and teams can be included in
activities.

Maximum participation in Brian Kerr Intercontinental
League, SoccerFest and similar cosmopolitan activities

Diversiﬁed geographical basis of intercultural football
projects and competitions

FAI intercultural programme;
SARI, SRRC; IFA Football
for All

2007-2010

Department of Arts Sport &
Tourism , FAI special projects
manager,interculturs

Grassroots intercultural
volunteers

Department of Arts Sport & Tourism to be urged to include
interculturalism as criterion in priortising investment bids

Access to training pitches for new intercultural clubs

2007-2010

2007-2010
FAI intercultural programme
and regional ofﬁcers;
local minority community
organisations

Minority youngsters

Pursue targeted and afﬁrmative action to address
under-representation; ensure information is available in appropriate
medium; provide translations targeted at parents; acknowledge role
that mothers can play; liaise with minority faith groups

Engagement of youngsters from under-represented
minority communities at local level

2007-2010
FAI intercultural programme,
club and league development
co-ordinator (when appointed),
corporate affairs and
communications departments

Minority communities,
junior clubs/leagues

Develop database linked to website on club availability by locality
and produce handbook on how to set up a local club, afﬁliate to
a league, etc; broker relationships between clubs and minority
communities, and vice versa, eg by providing up to date information
on contacts among latter, linked to possible easement of
membership fees for those who are socially marginalised

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

TIME
FRAME

Strengthening network of contacts between clubs/
leagues and minority communities

Eircom League of Ireland
director

FAI Domestic Football
manager, Eircom League
of Ireland director, FAI
intercultural programme

Eircom League of
Ireland managers, club
promotion ofﬁcers

Clubs to designate intercultural ofﬁcer and/or ensure club
promotion ofﬁcers committed and trained to promote clubs among
diverse communities via open days, minority media, web pages
in minority languages and links with minority associations; clubs
also to engage with Local Sports Partnerships and support local
intercultural initiatives.

FAI education unit manager,
referee education ofﬁcer

Ensure recruitment to coach and referee education courses is based Minority communities
on widest possible trawl, including via minority media and contacts
with minority associations

Involvement of minority coaches and referees on basis
reﬂective of community

Increased engagement between Eircom League of
Ireland clubs and minority communities

FAI volunteer co-ordination
director, grassroots unit
manager

Ensure ‘human resources’ of minority communities (eg high general Minority communities,
level of communication, diverse footballing experiences) fully tapped including parents via
child/young players

Engagement of volunteers from minority communities in
junior game on basis reﬂective of community

FAI chief executive,
intercultural co-ordinator and
all unit heads, First Sports

Minority girls and women FAI intercultural programme,
women’s unit

Ensure intercultural plan fully applied to work on women’s
development, and that speciﬁc concerns of minority girls and
women addressed; promote Soccer Sisters programme through
minority communities networks

Involvement of minority women in football on basis
reﬂective of community

All FAI units, afﬁliates
and clubs

FAI development ofﬁcers

Minority communities,
children/youth clubs/
leagues

Organise local open days and ‘blitzes’ to welcome all children
unrestricted by ethnicity (or gender), with emphasis on participation
and not competition; provide appropriate support, assistance and
training to local leagues and clubs

Attraction of youngsters from minority communities to
game on basis reﬂective of community

Ensure registrations of players (including age of young players),
coaches, referees etc all all rendered electronic and that include
questions on ethnicity/nationality, and that these databases are
integrated and searchable, subject to data-protection legislation

FAI communications
department

Minority communities,
football ‘family’

Ensure all FAI brochures, plans, etc show diversity of sporting
participation as normal and natural; translate selectively for
availability in minority languages as pdfs; include interculturalist
achievement as one of criteria for club-of-month award

Recognition by sport of contribution of members of
minority communities

Full information on ethnicity and/or nationality of origin of
those involved at all levels of game

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES
(Activity)

TABLE 5 INTERCULTURAL FOOTBALL ACTION PLAN
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Integration more
generally

Integration via
football

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2008

2007-2010

FAI technical department
director, player development
manager
FAI grassroots unit, local
authorities, SFAI
FAI grassroots unit, local
authorities, LSPs
Eircom League of Ireland
director

FAI board of management,
chief executive, intercultural
programme co-ordinator

Minority communities,
schools with signiﬁcant
minority representation
Children, including from
minority communities
All children
Eircom League of Ireland
club chairs, managers,
club promotion ofﬁcers

Minority communities
(inc via minority media),
football ‘family’

Department of Taoiseach,
FAI chief executive, DJELR
Department of Arts, Sports
and Tourism, Department
of Education and Science
Minority communities
(inc via minority media),
general population

Minority activists, football FAI intercultural programme,
volunteers and workers
grasroots unit, website
manager, Irish Sports Council

Interested schools and
FAI intercultural programme,
teachers, local authorities NCCRI, SARI, SRRC, teacher
unions

Eircom League of Ireland, FAI and IFA senior
Irish League
management, Setanta

UEFA, FARE, European
institutions, FIFA

Link anti-racism and interculturalism to technical development plan
and emerging talent programme, with detailed monitoring of each
individual via player databases envisaged, with regional centres of
excellence as focus
Through Its Futsal Plan expand Futsal programme beyond Dublin
Through the schools plan build ethos of maximum participation
through schools and Buntús programme
Link anti-racism and interculturalism to club development in social,
commercial and footballing terms, so that attendance at Eircom
League of Ireland games better reﬂects interest in participation and
clubs develop more secure community footing, linked to supporter
involvement in governance arrangements
Establish wider Football Intercultural Forum, broadening out FIAG;
work towards establishment of FAI intercultural unit
Seek engagement of all relevant departments

Promote idea of football in Ireland as global game and symbol
of ‘new Ireland’ through major public awareness campaign, in
partnership with minority and anti-descrimination associations and
engaging star players
Establish countrywide e-mail system to publicise activities and
good practice; encourage regular information updates on local
and regional websites facilitate notiﬁcation of regular activities
including groups contacts, events and opportunities on its own
websites , and an intranet aspect to promote ‘virtual’ conversations;
create forums at regional level engaging development ofﬁcers,
women’s development ofﬁcers, Local Sports Partnerships, minority
associations and refugee centres / support groups
Use football and star players to promote ideas of anti-racism and
interculturalism, particularly in schools with disadvantaged and
diverse catchment areas (eg allied to Show Racism the Red Card
DVD), and to anti-racism and diversity plans at local level and work
of NCCRI nationally
Expand participation in Setanta Cup to 16 sides; include Northern
Irish participation in intercultural competitions; build working links
and share good practice between intercultural programme and
Football for All team
Link to Council of Europe and EU initiatives in intercultural dialogue;
highlight UEFA/CAF Meridian Cup, FIFA/FARE anti-racist projects,
UNICEF’s Football for Peace

Youngsters from minority backgrounds appear reﬂective
of community at all levels of player pathways and in
identiﬁed emerging talent, and do not disproportionately
drop away with age

Futsal widely promoted and accessible to young players
across country

Culture of participation as much as competition widely
promoted

Eircom League of Ireland clubs develop virtuous circle
of community embeddedness, growing support,
progressive engagement via youth teams, better stadia
and facilities, better and more attractive performances,
enhanced sponsorship and player attraction

FAI to be ‘ﬁrst mover’ as national governing body working in this arena, working in partnership with minority
associations

Full government support for interculturalism strategy

Football seen as positive symbol and role model for
emerging Ireland

Well connected network of football people ‘spontaneously’ working for interculturalism around country

Contribution to wider delivery of National Action Plan
Against Racism and other policies in arena of integration

Contribution to north-south reconciliation

Contribution to wider European project and to global
interculturalist football initiatives

FAI intercultural programme,
DJELR

FAI board of management,
chief executive, intercultural
programme, wider intercultural
forum, PFAI, private sponsors

2007-2010

FAI chief executive, player
development manager

Minority youth
organisations, junior
leagues

learn from Clairefontaine capacity to attract young minority elite
players

Abbotstown to become intercultural sporting centre of
excellence

Note that throughout above ‘minority communities’ is taken to include Travellers, though not recognised as an ethnic minority. Note also that ‘racism’ is taken to include sectarianism and other forms of xenophobic abuse and hostility.

Contribute to
wider process of
integration

Change the culture
of the game

Develop a culture
of football which
is dynamic
and globally
competitive

2007

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

FAI intercultural programme,
Pavee Point, regional Traveller
support groups

Traveller and Roma
people

Develop links with Traveller organisations and support groups;
develop local strategies to engage with Traveller communities;
acknowledge the particular discrimination faced by Travellers in
Ireland

Increased participation and engagement of Travellers
and Roma

TIME
FRAME

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)
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Change the culture
of the club

TASKS

OBJECTIVES
(Activity)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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01 The challenge
1.1. A changing society
Ireland, North and South, is rapidly changing. This intercultural plan seeks to address how
changing demography can be turned into an opportunity to enhance participation in football,
develop the ethos of the sport and contribute to the task of integration in the Republic of
Ireland (hereafter ‘Ireland’). Success will involve the co-operation of the Football Association
of Ireland and the involvement of a wide range of key stakeholders, including all those
already involved with the sport and, and representatives of minority ethnic communities.
According to the 2006 census, around one in ten of those living in the Republic of Ireland
have a nationality other than Irish, a proportion which has nearly doubled since 2002. Much
of the change is due to the accession of the 10 central and eastern European states to the
European Union in 2004, with the associated free movement of labour which Ireland (in
common with Sweden and the United Kingdom) immediately accepted. The census found
that there were now more than 63,000 Polish nationals living in the state, for example.

THE CHALLENGE

Less marked rises in the African and Asian population have added to the tapestry of ethnic
diversity which has added to the diversity that was always present in Ireland, including
the Traveller community There has also been a signiﬁcant increase in religious diversity in
recent years. Between 2002 and 2006 the Orthodox Christian community in Ireland doubled
from 10,400 to 20,800. The Muslim community grew by 70 per cent over the same period
from 19,100 to 32,500 people. Ninety-two per cent of Irish nationals in Ireland are Catholic,
compared with 51 per cent of non-Irish nationals.

01

In terms of ethnic and cultural diversity 95 per cent of the Irish population is ‘white’,
including the Irish Traveller community (0.5 per cent) and 1 per cent is ‘black’ and 0.4
per cent is ‘Asian’, with a further 1 per cent describing themselves as having a ‘mixed’
background.
This intercultural action plan acknowledges that there is racism in Ireland, although the
incidents of criminal forms of racism are lower than in many other EU countries. Attitudinal
survey evidence shows that while most people in Ireland welcome ethnic and cultural
diversity, there is a signiﬁcant minority which hold moderate to strong views against groups
such as Travellers and asylum-seekers and some who feel threatened by the signiﬁcant
increase in inward migration into Ireland in recent times.
There have also been important efforts to tackle racism and to promote an intercultural
approach to integration in Ireland. In 2003 the Charter Against Racism in Sport was
developed under the Know Racism programme, and more recently came the Government’s
Planning for Diversity: National Action Plan Against Racism 2005-2008.
The beneﬁts of inward migration to Ireland’s economic development, including returning
Irish emigrants who up until 2003 constituted half of all inward migration into Ireland, have
been widely recognised by international bodies such as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development.
Other survey evidence shows that of European Union members only Swedes and
Portuguese are more likely than people in Ireland to say that immigrants contribute a lot to
the country. Most migrant workers and asylum-seekers have third-level education, reversing
the process by which decades of emigration from Ireland drained talent from home.
Nevertheless, there is real experience of hostility, particularly for members of visible
minorities from African countries, where most have experienced harassment on the street
or public transport. This may be fed by sometimes lurid tabloid stories of asylum-seekers
supposedly enjoying huge beneﬁts denied to disadvantaged members of the indigenous
population. The beneﬁts of immigration are also less clear for those in low-income work,
where there may be competition for positions. And there is reason for concern that, after
the Celtic Tiger years, an economic downturn might see less generous attitudes emerge.

Intercultural Plan - Football Association of Ireland
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01 The challenge
The overall aim of the National Action Plan Against Racism, on which the lead government
department is the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform, is ‘to provide strategic
direction to combat racism and to develop a more inclusive, intercultural society in Ireland
based on a commitment to inclusion by design, not as an add-on or afterthought and based
on policies that promote interaction, equality of opportunity, understanding and respect’.

01

The national action plan speciﬁes sport as an arena for the promotion of cultural diversity
and recognises the role that non-governmental organisations play in tackling racism and
encouraging interculturalism. Football has a key part to play in this regard. It is a genuinely
global game. It therefore can address the tensions which give rise to racism and provide
a unifying force to contribute to a more integrated society. That is why the Football
Association of Ireland is so committed to this intercultural plan.

THE CHALLENGE

This plan is particularly timely as 2008 is the European Union Year on Intercultural
Dialogue. This will provide an important opportunity for initiatives that focus on promoting
interculturalism and integration through sport: the participation of young people is one of
the priorities for the year. The national co-ordinating body for the EU year in Ireland is the
National Consultative Committee on Racism and Interculturalism.
1.2. Wider UEFA/FIFA requirements on racism
The changes in society in Ireland in the last decade have in many ways made it seem more
‘normal’ by European standards, where cultural diversity has a longer history. Football
Against Racism in Europe (FARE) has tackled the dark side of this diversity in recent years,
and UEFA has taken an increasingly ﬁrm stand against racism in the sport. Its 10-point
plan has set a Europe-wide standard for senior clubs (see box), and UEFA and FARE have
published useful materials on good practice to follow. More than 40 of the 53 European
associations have availed themselves of the €30,000 grant available from UEFA for antiracist projects.

UEFA 10-point action plan
1.

Issue a statement saying the club will not tolerate racism, spelling out the action it will
take against those engaged in racist chanting. The statement should be printed in all match
programmes and displayed permanently and prominently around the ground.

2. Make public address announcements condemning racist chanting at matches.
3. Make it a condition for season-ticket holders that they do not take part in racist abuse.
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4. Take action to prevent the sale of racist literature inside and around the ground.
5. Take disciplinary action against players who engage in racial abuse.
6. Contact other clubs to make sure they understand the club’s policy on racism.
7.

Encourage a common strategy between stewards and police for dealing with
racist abuse.

8. Remove all racist grafﬁti from the ground as a matter of urgency.
9. Adopt an equal opportunities policy in relation to employment and service provision.
10. Work with all other groups and agencies, such as the players’ union, supporters, schools,
voluntary organisations, youth clubs, sponsors, local authorities, local businesses and police,
to develop pro-active programmes and make progress to raise awareness of campaigning to
eliminate racial abuse and discrimination.

In 2006, anxious about a rising incidence of racism in the game worldwide, FIFA
strengthened its rule 55 on non-discrimination (see box). The rule, which includes sanctions
for individuals and clubs, must be incorporated by all afﬁliated associations. The FAI planned
to address this requirement at its 2007 agm.
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Amended article 55 of the FIFA Disciplinary Code
Non-discrimination
Par. 1: Anyone who publicly disparages, discriminates against or denigrates someone in a
defamatory manner on account of race, colour, language, religion or ethnic origin, or perpetrates
any other discriminatory and/or contemptuous act, will be subject to match suspension for at least
ﬁve matches at every level. Furthermore, a stadium ban and a ﬁne of at least CHF 20,000 will be
imposed on the perpetrator. If the perpetrator is an ofﬁcial, the ﬁne will be at least CHF 30,000.

Par. 3: Any spectator who is guilty of any of the offences speciﬁed under par. 1 and/or 2 of this
article will be banned from entering any stadium for at least two years.
Par. 4: If any player, association or club ofﬁcial or spectator perpetrates any kind of
discriminatory or contemptuous act as described by par. 1 and/or 2 of this article, three points will
automatically be deducted from the team concerned, if identiﬁable, after the ﬁrst offence. In the
case of a second offence, six points will automatically be deducted, and for a further offence, the
team will be relegated. In the case of matches without points, the team concerned, if identiﬁable,
will be disqualiﬁed.
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Par. 2: If spectators display banners bearing discriminatory slogans, or are guilty of any other
discriminatory and/or contemptuous behaviour at a match, the appropriate body will impose a
sanction of at least CHF 30,000 on the association or club that the spectators concerned support
and force it to play its next ofﬁcial match without spectators. If the spectators cannot be identiﬁed
as supporters of one or the other association or club, the host association or club will be
sanctioned accordingly.

Par. 5: The confederations and associations are required to incorporate the provisions of this
article in their statutes and to enforce the sanctions stipulated. If any association infringes this
article, it will be excluded from international football for two years.

This plan is not just about complying with the requirements of the game’s international
governing bodies, however. The demands of anti-racism are based on universal norms of
equality and human dignity, as the European Parliament has recognised in backing the
efforts of UEFA and FARE. They are morally compelling and non-negotiable, and they must
provide a platform for any plan to address cultural diversity in an Irish context.
Just as the smoking ban has made smoking in company socially unacceptable, it can
similarly be signalled that racism is beyond the boundaries of normal debate. The FAI will
play its full part in doing so.
1.3. Building an intercultural approach
In any society fractures are inevitable unless everyone starts from a sense of common
humanity. But anti-racism is not enough to encourage strangers to see themselves as
neighbours.
An intercultural plan aims, more positively, to build bridges and make connections. It seeks
to create a secure environment where individuals who might otherwise not know each
other, or even feel mutually suspicious or fearful, can come together and develop trusting
relationships—where otherwise fraught social contacts can become fruitful.
This is partly a matter of ensuring that participation in football, at all levels, is reﬂective of
the wider society. But it is also about ensuring that football itself acts as a strong part of
the social fabric, where bonds are forged between fellow human beings of various ethnic,
religious or national afﬁliations, united by a sense that all are welcome and valued.
Football is about competition but it is also about team solidarity. Above all, it is governed
by impartial universal rules and the norm of ‘fair play’. These values dovetail neatly with
intercultural ideals. So the sport in general, and the FAI in particular, can make a really
positive contribution to the emergence of an intercultural society in Ireland of which we can
all be proud.

Intercultural Plan - Football Association of Ireland
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1.4. North-south dimension
The north-south linkage is an important dimension of this plan and football can play an
important supporting role in the development of peace and reconciliation on the island of
Ireland.
And there is experience on which to build. The Setanta Cup has forged relationships
between leading clubs on a cross-border basis. Club-based initiatives, pioneered by
Linﬁeld FC and Dundalk FC in the ‘Dunﬁeld’ youth programme, have created models for
engagement between young people through Drogheda FC and Glentoran FC, and fan-based
activity between Drogheda and Linﬁeld and Cork and Derry.
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The FAI has been developing links with the Irish Football Association. The IFA’s Football
for All campaign, established to tackle intolerance and widen participation in the sport in
Northern Ireland, offers much to draw upon. In 2006 a working group on sectarianism in
football decided that the Scottish FA and the Scottish Executive should establish a Football
for All campaign there.
1.5. How this plan was prepared
The following sections indicate the aim and objectives of this intercultural plan, which it is
envisaged initially will run over three years. These provide guidance and coherence in an
area that can seem fuzzy and difﬁcult to grasp. They are in turn ﬂeshed out by concrete
projects and other actions, with clear indications as to who is responsible for carrying them
out and at whom they are targeted.
These ideas have not just come from the FAI. An intercultural programme co-ordinator was
appointed by the association in 2006 and a Football Intercultural Advisory Group established
to launch this strand of work. The advisory group drew in organisations previously working
in the ﬁeld, including the non-governmental organisations Show Racism the Red Card
and Sport Against Racism in Ireland, the National Consultative Committee on Racism and
Interculturalism (an expert advisory body) and the Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform, which also provided signiﬁcant funding through the National Action Plan against
Racism (see annex one).
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In early 2007 consultants were engaged to conduct a still wider trawl of views. More
than 60 face-to-face interviews took place with a wide range of individuals. Many were
members of the broader football family, including those involved in grassroots development
and representatives of clubs as well as senior FAI ﬁgures. The interviews also critically
encompassed representatives of minority and anti-racist associations, as well as statutory
agencies.
All the interviewees gave kindly and extensively of their time, and many also attended a
valuable consultative event in Dublin (see annex two), at which the consultants presented
their initial ﬁndings. These diverse experiences and views have enriched this plan, though
the FAI is ultimately responsible for it.
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2.1. Models of integration
There is considerable confusion as to the best way to manage cultural diversity in today’s
societies, particularly where this is perceived gives rise to insecurity and fear. In the past,
it was often thought reasonable to expect members of minority communities to assimilate
wholesale to the ethos of the state, however much this was coloured by the host majority.
This became widely seen across Europe as unfair and unreasonable.
In reaction, some countries pursued a multicultural approach, which gave public recognition
to what were seen as the ‘cultures’ of minority populations. But this has had the unintended
effect of encouraging the segregation of minorities and majorities and their mutual
estrangement.
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The best approach is increasingly seen to be an intercultural one, which is promoted
in Ireland by the National Consultative Committee on Racism and Interculturalism and
endorsed in the National Action Plan Against Racism. As both have said, here the emphasis
is on interaction across cultural divides, to promote understanding and respect. The same
is true of the ofﬁcial policy to improve ‘community relations’ in Northern Ireland, A Shared
Future.
2.2. What interculturalism means
Formed in the wake of the second world war, which revealed at its end the full horror racism
had brought to Europe, the 47-member Council of Europe has led the way in thinking about
interculturalism in recent years. A key innovation has been to recognise, as accepted by
European culture ministers in 2003, that all of us are individuals—not simply a cipher for a
group, whether ‘majority’ or ‘minority’.
What makes each of us unique is that we have a complex identity that combines particular
aspects in different ways in various contexts, and which evolves through our lives: we are
not just one thing in all situations for all time. We therefore can have overlapping identities,
which give us points of contact—a common love of football, for instance—and recognise
our common humanity. So creating safe spaces for dialogue between diverse members of
society is at the heart of the intercultural approach.
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Assimilation assumes that integration is the responsibility of minority citizens.
Multiculturalism assumes it is unnecessary. Interculturalism does recognise that a society
at ease with itself is an integrated society, but insists that integration is a two-way street,
to which all must contribute. This is the best way to gain the dynamism that comes from
diversity without paying the costs of social tensions and even violence that can otherwise
arise.
It is worth recognising that there is much more diversity among those who have recently
come to Ireland’s shores than among the indigenous population. There is, for example, a
lot of difference between a Lithuanian man who has come to work, a Somalian woman
who has sought asylum from violence at home and a young Chinese student who wants to
improve their English—never mind among, say, the Polish population as a whole.
The danger of the stereotypes, which feed racism, is that they ﬂatten out these differences
between individual human beings while stigmatising whole social groups. This was, of
course, the experience of many Irish emigrants over the decades—reduced to just another
‘Paddy’, whoever they were. (Strangely, despite the Irish experience and folk memory in this
area, the term ‘Nigerian’ has become a generic term for all Africans in Ireland.)
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2.3. What this means for football
One environment where people from different cultural backgrounds can learn from
each other—or bounce off each other—is of course the school. And there are speciﬁc
recommendations later about taking the intercultural message of football into the classroom
and the playground.
Adults may meet in the workplace, but here neutrality is expected to sustain good industrial
relationships. In leisure life, sport is a key vehicle for bringing people together. And football
is particularly important because of its universality.

Through its Women’s Development Plan the FAI has recognised that afﬁrmative action is
needed to promote women’s participation in the game on an equal footing, tapping the
growing interest among women and girls. This intercultural plan seeks similarly to maximise
involvement by members of minority communities and to avoid football in Ireland being a
factor for ghettoisation rather than integration.
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If the FAI were just to take a laissez-faire approach, the risk would be that individuals would
gravitate towards those with whom they already had social connections or felt at ease. That
would mean football in Ireland would largely remain a white, male activity, with members of
minority communities feeling excluded and some establishing separate clubs for their own
nationality, without wider links.

2.4. Deﬁning the aim
These considerations underpin the aim which has been developed for this plan. That is:
To ensure every individual can feel free to become involved in football on a basis
of equality, conﬁdent that they will be welcome if they do so, and to contribute
thereby to an integrated society at ease with its growing diversity.
No one is obliged to play football: it is not the only sport or cultural activity in Ireland. But
the FAI is determined to ensure that everyone who would like to be part of the sport, at
whatever level—including just playing for fun or ﬁtness, or volunteering to help out a junior
club—can do so. This can only be on a basis of equality and an expectation of a positive
response, so that members of minority communities do not feel they have to put up with
unwelcome ‘banter’, for example, and can genuinely feel at home.
That sense of feeling ‘at home’ in Irish football is part and parcel of feeling at home in
Ireland. The FAI wants everyone resident in the state to feel they can spontaneously enjoy
the successes—and endure the failures—of the national team. This is an example of how
integration in football can be a building-block of integration in the wider society.
The aim seeks to include the strong anti-racist message on the one hand and the positive
intercultural perspective on the other. It is an ambitious aim, which can only be realised
if football embraces this plan in all its dimensions and at every level, so that it has real
traction on the street and in the stands. It will require partnerships involving a range of
organisations, particularly at local level and including minority associations. And, since
this is a complex challenge, it will have to be distilled into a simple but compelling publicawareness campaign, which could well attract private sponsorship, so that everyone
associated with the game, including individual supporters, can spontaneously identify with
the plan and contribute to its success.
The next section breaks down the aim into its constituent objectives, and translates these
into practical activities.
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03 Objectives
Four objectives ﬂow from the overall aim, and in turn they can be broken down into
particular tasks.
The ﬁrst objective is to combat racism in football. For the purposes of this plan ‘racism’
is treated as encompassing any form of xenophobia, not just directed at visible minorities.
It includes attitudes hostile to the Travelling community and sectarian dispositions towards
communities in Northern Ireland (and vice versa). This objective takes in compliance with
UEFA requirements but this is treated as a ﬂoor, not a ceiling, and several other activities are
advanced.
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Tackling racism in football can itself be divided into three tasks. These are the assumption of
leadership by the FAI, commitment by clubs and engagement of supporters.

OBJECTIVES

The second objective is promoting participation among minority ethnic and
multicultural communities. This is about maximising the inclusiveness of football so that
it becomes the most natural thing in the world for anyone in Ireland, including anyone from
a minority background, to take part in the sport. It is about football sending out positive and
welcoming signals. And it is about ensuring that, in practical terms, participation is a real
possibility. That way interculturalism can become a factor in the development of the game.
This objective can also be broken down into more manageable requirements. These are the
encouragement of inclusion on the part of the FAI, outreach by clubs, and a linkage between
participation and local and regional development of the game.
The third objective is to develop a culture of football which is dynamic and globally
competitive. While too much should not be read into movement up or down the FIFA
rankings over a few years, the slide in the status of the Republic of Ireland’s side is a matter
of concern. There is no quick ﬁx to this, but investment in developing a more globally
competitive football culture can bring a steady improvement over the long run. And as
the world has come to Ireland, in human terms, in recent years, we now have had the
opportunity of exposure to more innovative and perhaps less insular perspectives on the
game. Competing globally means thinking globally as well.
This also imposes particular tasks. It means changing the culture of the game, and changing
the culture of the club.
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Finally, the fourth objective is to contribute to the wider process of integration. Football is
increasingly recognising its wider social responsibilities. And this extends to the arena of
interculturalism, which is a larger challenge than football—or even sport—alone can meet.
This also breaks down into two tasks. They are promoting integration in society through
football, and contributing to integration more generally, including on the broader European
canvas.
The next section addresses these objectives and tasks in turn, translating them into
practical programmes and projects of activity. This is the meat of the plan and by far
the longest section. For ease of understanding its contents are also presented in the
accompanying table.
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4.1. Eliminating racism
4.1.1. FAI to give leadership
Other football associations have shown the value of leadership in tackling racism. The
Norwegian FA, for example, was spurred into action following the racist murder of a
15-year-old player, of mixed African and Norwegian parentage, who had himself made an
anti-racist statement on television. It produced a charter of principles for clubs to follow.

Leadership also entails the harder task of ensuring that the FAI’s staff and the
composition of its governing bodies become reﬂective of contemporary Irish society. The
association will seek to achieve fair representation among its staff as quickly as normal
employment turnover allows, including by afﬁrmative action to promote job applications
from members of minority communities. The FAI will work towards encouraging and
promoting representation within its structures reﬂective of the wider diversity within
society.
The association will issue guidance to all its afﬁliates on the appropriate use of language
in the context of diversity, to ensure every individual involved in the game is treated with
equal dignity.
The match delegate’s reporting form has been amended to ensure racist incidents at
senior games are recorded and reported, and any such evidence will be the basis for
ﬁrm sanctions against players and/or clubs. It will contribute to a wider monitoring and
analysis of racist incidents in the sport and the FAI will publish relevant data in its annual
report.
The association will add a module on anti-racism and interculturalism to all coach and
referee education courses. It will engage with the Professional Footballers’ Association
of Ireland on the introduction of a disciplinary clause in players’ contracts for sanctions
against any racist behaviour. And it will lobby for legislation to make plain that racist
chanting by fans is a criminal offence, and for UEFA-compliant arrangements for the
certiﬁcation of stadium security, so that supporters from minority communities can feel
safe and secure in attending games.
The FAI will continue to liaise with the Irish Football Association. It will examine
what lessons can be learnt from the IFA’s implementation of the 10-point plan. It will
encourage particularly those Eircom League of Ireland clubs close to the border to work
with their counterparts in the Irish League to address sectarianism in the game. It will
also support local cross-border initiatives.
4.1.2. Clubs to show commitment
As UEFA recognises, clubs are the focus when it comes to tackling racism in the
sport. The FAI club-licensing manual for senior clubs will be amended to elevate ‘racial
equality practice’ from a ‘C’ to a ‘B’ requirement. This means in effect that this becomes
mandatory for clubs, rather than merely recommended as good practice. The 10-point
plan provides a minimum template, but that should not stop progressive clubs going
further and developing a positive ‘charter for diversity’.
The FAI has funding, made available by the Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform, to assist clubs with implementing the 10-point plan. Both Sport Against Racism
in Ireland and Show Racism the Red Card have the expertise to help Eircom League of
Ireland clubs address the requirements of anti-racism.
Intercultural Plan - Football Association of Ireland
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For the FAI, giving leadership means making clear, ﬁrst of all, its commitment to the 10point plan. This will be done particularly via home internationals, calling upon members
of the international squad to act as role models and by requiring Eircom League of
Ireland clubs to make appropriate responses to the plan. Other appropriate vehicles,
such as major cup games and the FAI web site, will be used for this purpose. The
association will also incorporate the spirit of the amended rule 55 from FIFA (see above)
and the similar rule 11bis from UEFA.
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“It’s the greatest feeling
ever wearing the Irish
jersey...in fact it’s a dream
come true. It’s like an adoptive
family that have welcomed me into
their home. It feels good also to be
representing Nigeria and all the other
players that want to come here and
play for Ireland, in a way. Maybe one
day we will have a truly intercultural
team like other European Countries.”
Emeka Omwubiko plays football for
the Republic of Ireland Under 17sfootball team. Born in Igboland, South
East Nigeria, he is proud of his rich
Igbo culture and language. Emeka
describes his lifestyle in Ireland as quiet,
disciplined and independent as his
mother taught him from a young age
how to defend and take care of himself.
These characteristics have stood by him
on his journey to play football for the
Republic of Ireland.
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Emeka was twelve years old when
he came to Ireland from Nigeria. His
level of English was above average and
this helped him to settle into his new
lifestyle with ease. When his father
ﬁrst explained to him he would be
leaving Nigeria, Emeka felt excited at
the prospect of experiencing another
country and culture, but deep down he
had one important motivation in mind
- football. Emeka imagined that his
chances of pursuing a career in football
were greater in Europe so he decided to
join his mother and sisters in Dublin.
“When I landed in Dublin I couldn’t
believe the cold”, he recalls. “I thought
I would never warm up. At ﬁrst it was
quite amazing, all the strange white
faces, but once I found recognisable
faces, I felt more at ease.”
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Emeka sees Ireland as his new home,
a place to bring up his children one day
and to come back to if he manages to
play for an international club. On a dayto-day basis, his focus is on participating
in Irish society by representing his new
home to the very best of his ability on
the playing ﬁeld. He considers himself
really lucky to have good friends who
respect his lifestyle choices and the fact
that he doesn’t want to go ‘too crazy’ at
weekends.
“My favourite place in Dublin is River
Valley”, he says. “All the lads hang
around here or Abbey Lee, playing
football and just taking it easy. There is
something really friendly and special
about this place.”
Emeka started playing football for his
school team in Sallynoggin when he
ﬁrst arrived to Ireland. Later the family
moved to Swords, where he joined a
new school and started playing for Saint
Kevin’s. He recalls how welcoming team
members and the coaches were to him.
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“My coaches have been really good to
me and they managed to get me a trial
with the Irish Football Team. Vincent
Butler was the manager at the time
and he really pushed me as a player
and encouraged my dream to play for
Ireland. In 2005 I represented Ireland in
every match. This gave me the faith that
I have what it takes to be a professional
player.”
Last year Emeka was scouted by
Manchester City at a tournament
where he scored twelve goals in six
matches and was awarded Player of
the Tournament. He was asked to travel
to Manchester City for a proposed
professional contract but had to turn
down the opportunity as he couldn’t
travel without an Irish passport.
To add to his frustration, he has also
missed the ﬁrst leg of the European
Championship qualiﬁers in Kiev. His
managers have supported him in his
efforts to get Irish citizenship and are
especially keen for him to represent the
country abroad. He has been a member
of the team for the past three years and
feels he has earned his position.
“The second leg is in March and it will
be really difﬁcult if I have to stay at
home after all the slog and dedication
I have invested in this”, Emeka says.
“I thought my chances to play at
international club level were over but
then West Brom called me for trials a
few months ago. They have offered me
a year’s contract but again, only if I get
an Irish passport. I think Ireland is just
getting used to different people from
different places and cultures. It’s simple
for me, I just want to get my passport
and get on with my career.”
Now in his ﬁnal year in secondary
school, he admits that the temptation
to focus on football and not his
studies is great yet he understands
the importance of sitting the Leaving
Certiﬁcate and having a qualiﬁcation.
“My mates keep me in school and I
realise how important it is to get my
Leaving Cert to fall back on.”
(In April 2007, Emeka has received an
Irish passport).
Article from Changing Ireland, 2006.
NCCRI. Photograph by Derek Speirs.
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At junior level, the FAI is considering a less onerous benchmarking process than the
licensing arrangements for senior clubs. Anti-racism will ﬁgure in any such quality mark,
with support, advice and training to assist clubs with limited resources. In line with the
code of ethics, racist bullying will not be tolerated, and a clear reporting mechanism will
be established for complaints of racist behaviour.
Club codes of practice should make clear that racism is unacceptable in any form.
In schoolboy/schoolgirl clubs this is as applicable to parents as to the youngsters
themselves. Such clubs should require parents to sign up to their code on registering
their child, to ensure they are bound into these requirements too.

Fans of the international side have built up an enviable global reputation for their
behaviour and it is vital that the FAI communicate its anti-racist commitment to the
international supporters at every opportunity, as indicated above. But fans can play a
more active part themselves too.
The association will develop links with international supporters’ clubs, including for
example the African Ireland Supporters’ Club, and will encourage Eircom League
of Ireland clubs to build the capacity of supporters’ networks. It will liaise with the
Amalgamation of Northern Ireland Supporters’ Clubs, which has been instrumental in the
IFA’s Football for All campaign.
The FAI will also encourage Eircom League of Ireland clubs to explore how they can
expand their supporter base through engaging with the minority communities in their
locality.
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4.1.3. Engage supporters
Supporters are critical to the success of anti-racism initiatives, as UEFA has also
recognised. For instance, in Germany Schalke 04 fans initiated a campaign, ‘Den Ball
Egal’ (the ball doesn’t discriminate), which has won support from clubs across the Land
of Nord-Rhein Westfalia and the backing of its government.

4.2. Stimulating participation
4.2.1. FAI to encourage inclusion
For refugees who have been accepted in the country and migrants who have elected
to remain, to feel able to identify with the international team, without having to disown
their own national origin, is a powerful symbol of having arrived. The FAI is committed to
an ethos of hospitality, which can make it as possible for an Irish citizen from Lagos as
his or her counterpart from Laois to support the international side with enthusiasm.
The association will demonstrate this hospitality, including by making connections
between players and senior FAI ﬁgures and minority associations. The FAI already
provides promotional offers to international games; these should be promoted among
minority ethnic communities and media also. The FAI will aim to support efforts by SARI
to build support for the international side among African and Polish communities.
Individual players from minority backgrounds have played, and starred, in the green
shirt. But the FAI goal is to make this the norm, rather than the exception. Everyone
recognises, for example, the huge contribution of minority-ethnic players to the great
French World Cup winning team of 1998. The FAI hopes that wearing the green shirt
will be an ambition that minority youngsters will want to share. In terms of recruitment
to international squads at all levels, where appropriate and requested the FAI will put in
place an effective process to support the relevant statutory agencies which deal with
issues of travel documentation for those players from minority backgrounds representing
the FAI.
The association recognises also that it needs to broker solutions to problems that
both senior and junior clubs face in some instances with registration of players who
have played abroad. This will be assisted by the domestic department and the recent
incorporation of the Eircom League of Ireland into the FAI.
Intercultural Plan - Football Association of Ireland
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Staff throughout the association will be given access to training to assist them in
working with members of minority communities. Those working ‘on the ground’ at
regional and local levels will need particularly to be attuned to these new possibilities
and requirements.
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Inviting members of minority communities to play a full role in the sport will also involve
making ‘visible’ the contribution others are already making at all levels. All FAI livery and
brochures will ensure that its imagery of players itself reﬂects ethnic diversity. Without
incurring disproportionate printing costs, selected documents will be translated into
principal minority languages—such as Polish, Lithuanian, Latvian and Chinese—and
made available electronically as PDFs. They will also be scanned for cultural sensitivities.
This will enable all FAI staff members to have all key documentation available in a range
of languages and in an accessible format.
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Clubs which have made particular efforts to build bridges across ethnic or national
lines—from whichever direction—should be recognised. Intercultural achievement will
become one of the factors taken into consideration for the ‘club of the month’ award.
‘Blitzes’, similar to those organised by SARI, and open days in major centres will provide
the opportunity for the FAI to promote football among youngsters of all communities
(male and female). Such events will focus on the principle of participation by all, rather
than competition. They will be backed up by FAI support for leagues and clubs at junior
level seeking to enhance minority involvement.
As indicated earlier, minority ‘communities’ are no more homogeneous than any
other. In particular, the FAI is conscious of its commitment, reﬂected in the Women’s
Development Plan, to enhance participation of girls and women in the sport. This applies
equally to women from minority backgrounds. For example, the association will ensure
that the Soccer Sisters programme is promoted through minority-community networks.
The association will seek more involvement of volunteers from minority communities
in the running of clubs. Migrants and refugees tend, as indicated above, to be relatively
well-qualiﬁed and may well have under-used skills to contribute. The services of
Volunteering Ireland will be sought in this regard.
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Speciﬁcally, the FAI will aim to make coaching and refereeing in Ireland reﬂective of
the diverse population. The Referee Development Plan makes plain that referees in
Ireland are, by UEFA standards, in very short supply, and the goal is to double their
number in the space of four years. This will be done through trawling as widely as
possible, including via minority media. The FAI will investigate the best mechanism to
minimise obstacles to trainees who are not in work, regardless of ethnicity or nationality,
becoming referees. Issues of recognition of qualiﬁcations obtained elsewhere will be
handled sensitively.
All of this will require much more consistent data collection and recording. It will be
essential to record for players, coaches and referees not only their contact details, age
and gender (and any disability), but also their ethnicity and nationality of origin. This
can follow the same approach as the census, to obtain comparable material, with due
sensitivity to concerns about privacy and in compliance with data-protection legislation.
This is being trialled in 2007 with youngsters signing up for summer schemes and all
applicants for the basic coaching, Kickstart I, course.
The FAI is also piloting the development of player databases for the women’s and senior
games. This approach, when generalised, will in any event be critical if individual player
pathways are to be properly monitored, as envisaged in the association’s technicaldevelopment plan, Football for the Future. The goal will be to have up-to-date and
integrated databases so that it is easy for the association to determine to what degree
participation in the sport, in its different dimensions, does indeed reﬂect the changing
face of the wider society, and to remedy deﬁcits where these appear.
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This more professional approach may help to address a source of tension in schoolboy
football arising from allegations of players being over-age. Refugees from strife-torn
countries may well lack the documentation required to validate the ages of youngsters;
in some cases of uncertainty, an afﬁdavit sworn before a lawyers should sufﬁce to
resolve any disputes. The FAI will work with the appropriate statutory and non statutory
agencies towards establishing the most appropriate process for clarifying age/eligibility
of players, which will be most effective for resolving disputes.

Clubs, especially small ones, can easily become cliques, recruiting through traditional
networks, thereby bypassing minority communities by default. For example, the social
hub of the club may be the bar, which for some members of minority communities may
represent a chill factor. Holding open days, making links with local minority associations
and promoting the club through any local minority media are different ways in which
clubs can send out the hospitality message. This may involve clubs looking at (nondiscriminatory) easement of membership fees for those who are socially marginalised.
Every league should have an intercultural ofﬁcer, to advise junior clubs.
Senior clubs can develop their websites, including with sections in any minority language
substantially used in their catchment area, and secure links on minority-association
websites. They can sponsor minority events and build relationships via community and
asylum-seeker-reception centres. Drogheda United, for example, has developed contacts
with the reception centre at Mosney (see also below), including offering free tickets for
matches. The launch of Show Racism the Red Card in Galway built links between Galway
United, the city council and the local association for asylum-seekers and refugees.
St Patrick’s Athletic has worked hard to build Polish support for the club. Its Polish
community ofﬁcer, seconded from the SARI-Brian Kerr Intercontinental League, has set
up a Polish team, supported by the club, which plays its bigger games at the ground
when available. He writes a regular page in the club programme in Polish and English,
and updates the Polish pages on the club website. St Patrick’s advertises in local Polish
papers and has installed Polish TV channels.
At the grassroots, Local Sports Partnerships and any local intercultural initiatives offer
a vehicle for making connections, and the larger minority organisations with networks
across the country will also be able to help with contacts: Integrating Ireland alone has
more than 200 afﬁliates. The Garda Síochána now has some 400 ethnic liaison ofﬁcers
around the country, who can be drawn upon to assist on speciﬁc projects, subject to
normal rules of procedure and requirements of conﬁdentiality.
Senior clubs can also seek to attract new players from more diverse sources. This is
partly about Eircom League of Ireland teams widening their scouting purview. SARI,
for example, has encouraged senior clubs to monitor the performance of players in
the Brian Kerr Intercontinental League. It is also about nurturing cohorts of youngsters
coming through locally, via youth teams and even academies, and ensuring these
reﬂect the diversity of young people in the locality. Targeting particular schools will be
one way to do this, as well as direct links with local minority representatives. Half-time
intercultural events with youngsters from local schools offer a particular opportunity for
clubs to exploit.
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4.2.2. Clubs to reach out
While compliance with anti-racism requirements is non-negotiable, clubs which
embrace interculturalism can go further in attracting new constituencies of support.
Football is the sport most played by adults in Ireland—one in six take part if 5-a-side is
included—yet only around 12-15,000 people attend Eircom League of Irelands games
each week. Attendances have recently risen, however, and Eircom League of Ireland
clubs have already begun to employ club promotion ofﬁcers. All senior clubs should
have a designated intercultural ofﬁcer, which may be the CPO, to reach out to minority
communities with the assistance of the FAI’s intercultural programme and the Football
Intercultural Forum (see below).
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Gil Berkovich, pictured on the right of the photograph.
Gil Berkovich arrived from Israel to Ireland in
April 2001. He was raised on a kibbutz where
he managed a football team for the Jordan
Valley.
Upon arriving in Dublin he missed his regular football
games and started playing casually at Fairview Park.
This soon encouraged him to start his own football
team. He placed notices up at his apartment complex
and work. Very soon he was running his own team.
Soon the idea for creating a League took seed. Back in
Israel Gil arranged games between Israeli and Arabs. The
goal of the Ireland League of Nations was to develop
and promote inter-cultural relations between a diverse
mix of nationalities and ethnics groups in Dublin and the
surroundings areas. Soccer, as the world’s most popular
sport, transcends national and cultural boundaries and
provides the most appropriate bridge to bring people
together.
He gave out ﬂiers to all the city centre shops that catered
for immigrants and any willing passer by he met. With
his usual boyish charm he managed to convince many
immigrants and Irish to create their own teams which
would then compete against each other to a ﬁnal winning
cup. The games were played in St. Anne’s Park. In the
beginning many of the players, being immigrants did not
have shin guards, teams did not have matching jerseys
and Gil would referee three to four games in an afternoon.
The ﬁrst summer League award was held 2005 at the
Conrad Hotel where Algeria won the cup.
Word of the League soon got out by word of mouth and
with more ﬂiers. Gil soon had to organise the League
teams - working on the computer until the early hours of
the morning. Teams had to choose jersey colours, players
names listed, Managers appointed, contact telephone
numbers, game rules – the list goes on. Gil was always
ready at hand day or night to answer or sort out any
problems a team might have. To say the least Gil put his
whole into the League and with hard work and drive made
it work. Professionalism was the key word. Rules were
strictly adhered to keep the games rolling.
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“But it’s worth it, “ he says.
“If you put in time like this, the teams realize that you’re
not just messing about. They realize that this is something
that can be done right. So they turn up on time and they
listen to you. They respect the league, which means they
respect the other teams. That is what the league is for.”
The League has not only given the opportunity for
foreigners and immigrants to interact on a sport level but
also for the spectators on a social level. There has also
been an opportunity at getting to know and respect each
others cultures.
At present there are twenty teams from different
countries including ﬁve Polish teams. There are also two
League seasons, summer season and winter season.
Brian Kerr (ex Republic of Ireland Manager) became patron
to the League and an ofﬁcial launch of the Brian Kerr
International League was held on 19 January 2006 at the
Dalymount Park. The competing teams were China &
Poland. Invited guests included: Brian Kerr and the Polish
and Chinese Ambassadors. There were 3000 enthusiastic
spectators.
This year Gil has been very busy organising a match at
Dalymount between Poland and Italy and a seven aside
Polish May Day at the AUL Sports Ground’s. Children
were entertained by stilt walkers and face painters and
football games were organised by the FAI. Gils future
plans for the league consist of exploring how the league
might become afﬁliated to the FAI through one of its
afﬁliated leagues in Dublin.
Gil Berkovich is a very busy man with an unstoppable
drive. Not only does he have a fulltime job but, he is
continuously busy organising the games for the weekends
and sport days as well keeping everyone happy. In a few
short years Gil has not only brought the different foreign
and Irish communities together on a sport and social level,
his passion for football has made the Ireland League of
Nations grow from strength to strength with regular media
articles and television appearances. At the 2006 World
Refugee Day Awards Gil received the Sports and Leisure
Awards in recognition for his contribution.
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There are nearly 100 leagues in Ireland, and some 2,500 clubs. For obvious reasons
of practicality, the FAI has in the past related to its afﬁliates, rather than to individual
clubs. But modern information technology means the association will shortly have a full
database of information on clubs, on top of the incorporation of the Eircom League of
Ireland. This will allow the FAI website to provide visitors with an instantly searchable
facility, to ﬁnd out about any clubs in their area.
The intercultural programme of the FAI will play a key role in helping to broker
connections between clubs and communities at all levels of the game. Indeed, this is
likely to be the biggest single practical contribution it will make.

But soccer initiatives will also arise organically from within minority communities—as
they do all the time within the ‘majority’ community—as has happened, for example,
in and around the Islamic Cultural Centre in Dublin and among the Traveller community
in Galway. Such initiatives can and should be supported where the goal is to establish
intercultural teams and connections.
Interculturalism can also be promoted by organising competitions. In 2006, the
Waterford Local Sports Partnership organised a Fáilte Football event. Employers of
minority workers in the area were invited to sponsor ﬁve-a-side teams, where each
eight-strong squad had to have at least two minority and two ‘indigenous’ players. The
event was very successful and was later repeated as part of a big International Family
fun day.
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The FAI does not seek to establish separate ‘national’ football communities in Ireland,
as these could inadvertently foster ghettoisation. If clubs do reach out sufﬁciently to
minority communities, including by having well-advertised trials for example, this is
unlikely to happen. Conversely, experiences of racist bullying will lead to separate teams
being formed.

Many people from minority communities lack basic knowledge about the formal
requirements of setting up a football club in Ireland and afﬁliating to a league. The FAI
will develop a simple document, in more than one language, offering straightforward
advice and promoting its intercultural philosophy.
4.2.3. Link to local and regional development
Much of the future of football in Ireland depends on whether ever-wider cohorts of
young people can be attracted to participate in the game, how early they start, how long
they stay, how well they are supported and how high their ambition can go. This is what
the FAI’s technical-development plan is all about and why the association’s technical
department has expanded, in the space of ﬁve years, from fewer than 10 to more than
70 staff.
This intercultural plan closely dovetails with Football for the Future. The technical
department will work to promote the involvement of minority youngsters—boys and
girls—in the game in several ways. Using the information that will be gleaned in pursuit
of this plan, it will adopt targeted initiatives to address evidence of under-representation
of particular communities. It will address linguistic and religious differences through
ensuring information is available in relevant languages, as far as is reasonably
practicable, and developing relationships with institutions embodying minority faiths.
Attention will be paid to the role mothers, as well as fathers, play in families and
communities.
Other agencies apart from the FAI are involved in the development of football, including
the Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism. The FAI special projects manager already
liaises with DAST on the funding of projects to establish all-weather pitches, and access
to training pitches can be a barrier to involvement for grassroots minority initiatives.
At the time of writing, DAST was preparing a national sports facilities strategy. The
association believes an aspect of this plan should be the prioritisation of intercultural
investment proposals.
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One excellent intercultural initiative, which has blossomed with the support of SARI,
is the Brian Kerr Intercontinental League (Ireland League of Nations). With Dublin City
Council providing pitches, driven by the leagues enthusiastic CEO Gil Berkovich, has 20
teams, involving some 400 players and some 50 nationalities, drawn from the diaspora
of the participating countries along with ‘surrogate’ teams and guest nations. In 2006 it
was able to run a ‘world cup’, before the real event took place in Germany, with most of
the countries involved represented by teams.
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One particular beneﬁt of the SARI-Brian Kerr Intercontinental (Ireland League of
Nations) has been to provide a vehicle for asylum-seekers at Mosney, dependent on
‘direct provision’, to break out of social isolation via football—a sport which has so often
provided at least a distraction from, and at best a way out of, experiences of social
disadvantage. Mosney United has also helped develop a sense of camaraderie among
the members of the squad. The league has struck a nice balance by its cosmopolitan
character between the natural tendency of members of communities to stick together
and the needs of interculturalism.
SARI, which has a strong link with local area partnerships (for example, Dublin Inner City
Partnership) organises diverse, distressed and sometimes divided communities, such
as Ivorians and Somalians, through football and assists them in forming representative
community groups that have the capacity to become part of mainstream voluntary
associations. An integral part of this is the SARI mentoring and scholarship programme,
which protects and nurtures vulnerable young footballers who are unaccompanied
minors. SARI also organises an annual 7-a-side SoccerFest in Phoenix Park in Dublin,
with some 60 sides from across these islands, linked to multicultural music and food.
The FAI will aim to support SARI in this and will encourage other cosmopolitan initiatives
across the country. It will explore the possible involvement of Northern Ireland groups
and teams, via its relationship with the IFA. It will also spread the word by looking to see
how football events can be linked to particular dates in the annual intercultural calendar,
as with SARI’s Children’s Sports Mayfest, the Africa Centre’s World Refugee Day awards
or the Anti-Racist Week co-ordinated by the National Consultative Committee on Racism
and Interculturalism.
Travellers are a minority group in Ireland who have been somewhat overshadowed
by the arrivals of the ‘new Irish’, largely from east and central Europe, in recent years.
But football is a valuable way of engaging this ‘old Irish’ community too in the project
of integration. The FAI will thus develop links with Traveller support groups, and will
encourage such links in locations where there are signiﬁcant Traveller communities,
contributing to improved relationships between Travelling and settled people in the
process.
4.3. Develop a dynamic and globally competitive football culture
4.3.1. Change the culture of the game
Association football emerged in the 19th century at a time when Ireland as a whole
remained part of the union with Britain, as Northern Ireland remains today. It was part
of a shared, male, working-class experience across these islands. This valued tradition
is sustained in the continuing enthusiasm of many Irish soccer fans for English and
Scottish premiership clubs. But there may be a downside too.
Joining what was then the European Economic Community in 1973 provided Ireland
with the opportunity to escape from the shadow of Britain—and from the associated
historic animosity—to play its full part on the wider European, indeed global, stage. Now,
in an interesting irony, as many from other European countries, and further aﬁeld, have
come to Ireland, some have suggested that it is time for football in Ireland to become
more global in its approach if it is to progress.
The social origins of football in northern England placed a deﬁning stamp upon it—a
celebration of work rate, physical ‘hardness’ and team spirit, often associated with a
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culture of heavy drinking. Yet to be competitive at the highest levels in today’s global
game, with club or country, requires very different qualities: technical mastery and a
capacity for improvisation, athleticism based on a demanding dietary and ﬁtness regime,
application of sports science and psychology, and professional management particularly
in choice of tactics.
This calls for greater diversity in styles of play, at club and international level—
recognising that the frenetic and error-strewn style that sometimes characterises English
league football, with which elite Irish players and the Irish viewing public are so familiar,
is not always the most appropriate for today’s game. Sir Trevor Brooking, director of
youth development at the English FA, has complained: ‘Ask any of the foreign coaches
in England and they will tell you that kids in Germany, Spain, Holland and Portugal are all
ahead of our kids in terms of basic skills.’

First, not enough attention was being paid to technical, tactical and physical
development of players. Secondly, the age and gender proﬁles of some leagues were
unbalanced and overly competitive at too early a stage in a player’s development. And,
thirdly, competition was crowding out practice. As a result, the FAI’s ‘player pathway’
approach puts a premium on fun and skill development at early stages of player
development.
These concerns again show how interculturalism and the aspirations of the technical
department neatly intertwine. The FAI will ensure coach education addresses not only
the demands of anti-racism but also the diversity of footballing cultures; having more
coaches from minority backgrounds on the books will help this process of enrichment.
Looking ahead to the development of Abbotstown, the FAI will seek to learn from the
success of the Clairefontaine academy for the French Football Federation. Through
the FAI’s programmes, such as coach education and those driven by, for example
UEFA, UNICEF, The United Nations, and Irish Aid the FAI will explore opportunities for
international exchanges of coaches and trainees.
Again returning to the issue of information, recording and electronically storing
information on every registered player in Ireland will allow their progress to be
monitored. In terms of elite players, this will chart their progress to the regional centres
and, eventually, Abbotstown, and from members of the junior international squads to
potential members of the senior side. This can ensure that if minority players are not
pursuing these pathways towards excellence as far as their counterparts, this will be
recognised and so can be addressed.
Futsal is critical to a culture of football based around enjoyment and creativity,
technical skill and improvisation. A number of Brazilian football stars have testiﬁed
to its importance in their development as players. It is widely played across Europe
and can thus itself be a factor for integration of members of minority communities,
including coaches, who are familiar with it. Through its Futsal Strategic Plan the FAI will
ensure that the Futsal programme is extended beyond Dublin. The FAI will link with
the Department of Education and Science and lobby for sports facilities in schools and
community centres where possible.
It will also begin a discussion with the schoolboy/schoolgirl leagues about the possibility
of moving to the summer when pitches are always playable, rather than in the winter
when youngsters could be developing their talents via Futsal. This would reverse the
tendency for competition to marginalise practice.
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The FAI is involved in the training of some 2,000 coaches per year, and there are some
17,000 in the country, yet too few are trained to UEFA ‘B’ and ‘A’ standard and Football
for the Future recognised that there was no structured programme for the most talented
young players. The subsequent Emerging Talent Programme identiﬁed three ﬂaws in
terms of developing these critical future ‘human resources’ of the game.
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The values of competition and participation tend to clash, particularly in children’s
football. Yet only by maximising participation in the game and avoiding an early sense
of failure can a critical mass of future young competitive players emerge. The Buntús
programme already allows some primary children to engage with football as fun, and
the resource cards associated with it already show players of a range of ethnicities. The
FAI schools strategic plan seeks to ensure that this programme is extended as widely
as possible to schools that have a Local Sports Partnerships, ensuring in particular that
schools experiencing social disadvantage and with high numbers of minority pupils
(often the same ones) are covered by it.
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4.3.2. Change the culture of the club
These changes would together increase the pool of talent in the game, up to and
including players available for international selection, and engender a culture more
conducive to international success. But Eircom League of Ireland clubs are also in the
business of international competition, and they too have scope to modernise.
The typical senior club has tended to focus on the short-term challenges to hand—
notably, paying the next week’s wages for its professional or semi-professional players.
But as in any organisation, success is only possible with a long-term vision of where a
club wants to be, and how it aims to get there.
Successful Eircom League of Ireland clubs will be deﬁned by the following features:
•

their embeddedness in local communities and a sense of ownership, in some cases
even legal ownership, among their supporters;

•

their commitment to developing successive cohorts of young players, rather than
simply contracting in the short term those players they can afford;

•

a capacity to produce an entertaining spectacle on the pitch, better than that which
can be viewed from the sofa; and

•

investment in facilities today’s supporters expect, and in effective event management.

At every point, a commitment to interculturalism provides one element of the answer as
to how clubs can get out of a vicious circle of limited resources, poor performance and
weak support, and into a virtuous circle of improving performance, rising support and
enhanced resources. It can mean access to new constituencies of support which help
ﬁll the stands. It can mean drawing upon and bringing on a wider range of players and
coaches, maybe adding a competitive edge. It can mean more ticket sales and bring new
sponsors. It can create new stars and attract more media coverage.
Progressive clubs will recognise that being ahead in the interculturalist game is part
of being ahead on the pitch. Bohemians has not only been strong in its commitment
to anti-racism but also has 500 members with a voice at its agm and a 5-10 year
investment plan to take the club to what it hopes will be new levels of ﬁnancial and
football performance. Similarly, Derry City has seen attendances multiply in recent
years since it tackled sectarian behaviour by a section of its fans, while simultaneously
becoming competitive on the European stage.
Much of this plan has been about brokering networks. And some clubs have found
bureaucratic difﬁculties in registering players who have previously played in other
countries, as indicated earlier. One positive response would be for the FAI, the Eircom
League of Ireland and relevant government departments (notably the Department of
Education and Science and the Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism) to sponsor a
scholarship scheme for young foreign players, particularly from Africa. This would operate
like the sports scholarships under which some students go to US universities.
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Such a scheme could be a ‘fair trade’ alternative to the exploitation of young talent
from developing countries and would ensure young players were able to continue their
education and enjoy social supports while developing their playing career with a club in
Ireland. In turn, such players could become heroes and role models for others to follow.
It was only when top French clubs started to buy in foreign stars—and France’s colonial
past meant, of course, that there were already links to Francophone Africa—that they
were able to develop a way of playing football that was internationally competitive.
4.4. Contributing to integration

A further concrete commitment immediately follows from this for the FAI. This is to
expand the Football Intercultural Advisory Group, which has been instrumental in the
development of this plan, into a broader Football Intercultural Forum. As indicated above,
the group has beneﬁted from the engagement of minority voices in this process. A
logical extension of this will be not only to sustain the FIAG into the future but to expand
it by including minority representatives, without whom delivery of the plan will be
incomplete.
The FAI intercultural programme co-ordinator will be the hub of a network that links units
and staff within the FAI in promoting the intercultural plan, while physical networks will
also be developed which link FAI staff on the ground, particularly the regional/county and
women’s development ofﬁcers, and link them to other intercultural projects and activists.
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4.4.1. Integration via football
Although sports bodies like the Irish Cricket Union and the Irish Amateur Boxing
Association, as well as the IFA, have clear and longstanding anti-racism and diversity
policies, the FAI is the ﬁrst Republic of Ireland (only) sporting body to develop an antiracism and intercultural plan. The value of its links with the IFA is paramount in this
regard, as it has led the way in Northern Ireland.

The FAI also recognises that the success of this plan will depend on full support from
across government. Hitherto the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform has
been committed to the FIAG, but it is also important that other departments, notably the
Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism and the Department of Education and Science,
are engaged as well.
The school is a key institution for integration. Many schools, particularly in inner-city
Dublin, now have pupils from a wide range of nationalities. Football can help here. It
offers a vehicle for addressing issues of interculturalism in terms, for example, of civic,
social and political education. Show Racism the Red Card has been working on a DVD
and educational materials with the teaching unions with this in mind.
Connections can also be made to social, personal and health education and to physical
education itself. Imaginative initiatives are possible: St Mary’s Place in Dublin, for
example, runs an anti-racist ‘world cup’ where children are allocated for a week to one
of the nationalities represented in the school, learning (including from other pupils) about
‘their’ country as well as playing for ‘their’ team. The FAI will be keen to support such
initiatives.
Perhaps of greatest importance however is that the FAI communicates in readily
accessible form to the general public in Ireland its commitment to anti-racism and
interculturalism, and why. The association will engage in a major public-awareness
campaign, with a simple slogan and graphic message, which can be badged along with
the livery of individual clubs, other partners and/or sponsors as appropriate. It will be
launched and pursued in conjunction with anti-racist and minority associations and will
spotlight star players. It will portray the changing face of football as a positive symbol of
a new, integrated Ireland.
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As elsewhere in this plan, access to accurate and up-to-date information will be essential
if interculturalism is to be properly incorporated into the warp and weft of the day-to-day
work of football’s grassroots development. The FAI will encourage regular information
updates on local and regional websites and where possible will highlight regular
activities, groups and contacts on its own website.
The association will seek to have links to its website from the sites of minority
associations. Good practice and information about activities will be disseminated by a
countrywide e-mail network.
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4.4.2. Integration more generally
The FAI also recognises its responsibilities to play a part in the wider challenge of
integration. That is partly in terms of contributing to the implementation of the National
Action Plan Against Racism. Here it will support, for example, the work of SARI, Show
Racism the Red Card and the NCCRI.
Research by SARI for its Sporting Equals programme revealed that very few sporting
bodies had equality clauses in their constitutions, never mind a dedicated anti-racism and
diversity plan. The Football Intercultural Forum, using the experience gained with the FAI
plan, will work in concert with the Sports Council to support its member organisations in
the development of speciﬁc policies in this area.
The FAI is also committed to the pursuit of reconciliation between the peoples of Ireland
and Northern Ireland. To that end, it will build upon its relationships with the IFA, and will
encourage the exchange of good practice between its intercultural programme and the
IFA’s Football for All. It will encourage clubs and others involved in intercultural activities
to look to potential Northern Ireland partners, particularly where they are close to the
border. And it will support the expansion of the Setanta Cup, which has been a northsouth success story, to 16 teams.
Finally, on a wider European canvas, the FAI is conscious that, as with UEFA, the major
European public institutions are taking anti-racism and interculturalism increasingly
seriously. Not only is 2007 the European Union Year of Equal Opportunities, but 2008
will be the Year of Intercultural Dialogue. The Council of Europe, meanwhile, is launching
a white paper on intercultural dialogue, to be agreed by the 46 member states later in
2007. The FAI will seek to contribute to the wider European interculturalist project.
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Wider still, in the global arena, the FAI will support projects like the Meridian Cup
partnering UEFA and the African football confederation, CAF; collaborations between
FARE and FIFA, as in the anti-racist work around the last world cup; and the Football for
Peace initiative of the United Nations children’s fund, UNICEF.
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5.1. FAI departments and units
Taking on the challenge of interculturalism is not easy for any organisation. Interculturalism
has at its heart people talking to each other and solving their problems through dialogue,
and so answers do not come off the peg. Nor do the issues easily ﬁt into one department
to whom responsibility can be hived off. Indeed, it is critical for the success of this plan that
it is not seen as something that can be left by others to the FAI intercultural programme
co-ordinator.
Interculturalism is basically about how we live together in diverse societies, including how
we work and how we enjoy our leisure. So the FAI recognises that this is a responsibility of
everyone involved with the association and should be seen as part of the day-to-day work of
everyone involved with football in Ireland.

5.2. An FAI intercultural unit
As indicated above, this plan extends the commitment of the FAI to anti-racism and
interculturalism and the association will accordingly work towards the establishment of an
intercultural unit in the organisation as activity builds. While not to be treated as a place
to whom the intercultural buck could be passed, this could function as a ‘consultancy’ in
the organisation—a repository of expertise, contacts and good practice to which other
departments and units, and the football family more generally, could turn for advice.
Such a unit could also play a challenge role within the organisation. Where important new
commitments were being developed by the FAI, it would ensure that relevant intercultural
aspects were embraced. This would ensure that interculturalism entered the mainstream of
soccer in Ireland and was seen as having practical implications for football-related activities,
rather than representing an additional burden or a meaningless aspiration.
The intercultural programme co-ordinator is located in the grassroots unit of the technical
department. Being within the grassroots unit provides valuable links to developmental
work on the ground. It is important to note however, that the role does have a crossdepartmental perspective, so that every strand of the work of the association is inﬂuenced
by it. With the expansion of this programme it is hoped that it would move towards an
intercultural unit in the future.
5.3. Regional networks
Since interculturalism is not simply a matter of doing predictable things, the FAI cannot
simply issue missives from Dublin and expect them to be implemented on the ground. It
will be essential that there be a network of workers across the country, with the training
and autonomy to be able to address various intercultural issues as they arise, rather than
awaiting direction from FAI headquarters.
What works in Dublin may not be the same as what works in Dundalk, Donegal
or Dungarvan, partly because in different parts of the country different issues may
predominate. In areas close to the border, sectarianism and the potential for cross-border
bridge-building will be more immediate than, say, in Munster. Whether the predominant
minority communities in a particular locality are migrants, Travellers or asylum-seekers and
refugees will make a difference, as will be the main nationalities of origin and whether
minorities are deﬁned along national or faith lines.
The FAI already has a developing network of county and regional development ofﬁcers,
and to a lesser extent women’s development ofﬁcers, employed by the association. These
grassroots workers do not attract the same status or publicity as top Eircom League of
Ireland clubs or the international team, but they will be critical to ensuring this plan has real
purchase on the ground.
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This has three key implications for the FAI. First, all association staff should be trained in
dealing with intercultural issues. Secondly, it highlights the need for the association, both in
its staff and its voluntary dimensions, to become reﬂective of contemporary Irish society.
And, thirdly, it underscores the need for a public-awareness campaign by the association,
which will not only raise public consciousness but make plain the commitment of the FAI at
the highest levels.
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05 Structures and mechanisms
5.4. Local partnerships
Since interculturalism is also not the province of any one sector of the game, it will be
essential to build horizontal links at regional and local levels, so that otherwise isolated
individuals can exchange ideas and draw on each other for support. Of particular importance
will be the engagement on equal terms of local minority associations. They will be able
to bring credibility and authority. And they will have critical local knowledge, in terms of
micro-networks within and across minority communities and associated concerns and
sensitivities.

Anti-racist efforts by clubs in Britain, such as Charlton Athletic, have been particularly
effective where they have stimulated broader partnerships, including with local authorities.
Recognising the wider intercultural responsibilities of sport, LSPs can play a key role. An
LSP in every county is envisaged by the end of 2007. They are charged with preparing local
sports development plans, embracing issues such as women’s involvement and dealing with
ethnic diversity. Some LSPs have already been involved in seeking to integrate members of
minority communities and local clubs, as with the Waterford initiative mentioned above.
Following the National Action Plan Against Racism, anti-racism and diversity plans are being
piloted in 10 localities, under the auspices of city/county enterprise boards or local-authority
social-inclusion units. As in Galway, these provide an opportunity for concerted local action
around football and interculturalism—more than the sport can do by itself.
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As at the level of society as a whole, at this local or regional level, the best answer is to
create a forum for continuing conversations, so that experience can be built up and lessons
learned as to what proves to be good practice. Such intercultural forums should thus
include development ofﬁcers, women’s development ofﬁcers, Local Sports Partnerships
and minority representatives. Bearing in mind the earlier point about the extent of diversity
among minority communities, care is needed here to avoid assuming that one or two
individuals from minority backgrounds can somehow ‘speak for’ everyone.

5.5. North-south connections
The separation of soccer in Ireland into two football associations, north and south, took
some decades after the partition of the country. And football retains a capacity not only for
sectarian expression but also for reconciliation. In an ideal Ireland, networks of connections
across the island would be unaffected by the political border.
One of those networks is the evolving relationship between the FAI and the IFA. This
intercultural plan, along with the IFA’s Football for All campaign, gives a sound basis for
conversations about good practice between the two associations. The IFA will be invited to
have an observer role on the Football Intercultural Forum (see below).
Secondly, the Setanta Cup has provided an occasion for meetings as well as matches
between clubs on either side of the border. This can be and has extended to engaging
supporters and youngsters as well, as Drogheda United and Linﬁeld have demonstrated.
Thirdly, particularly with the IFA establishing its own network of development centres across
Northern Ireland, there is scope for cross-border links among football development workers.
These could build people-to-people relationships around football, as with the Gateway
project linking Inishowen and Limavady at the Donegal/Derry border.
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06 Agents of change
Such a complex plan as this cannot possibly be delivered by the FAI on its own. Indeed, a
whole range of organisations and individuals will need to show their commitment if it is to
come off the page.
6.1. FAI
Clearly, however, the FAI has to take prime responsibility. It would be unreasonable to
expect anyone else to take the intercultural challenge in football seriously if the FAI was not
willing to put its head above the parapet.
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In addition, it is critical that a plan involving so many actors is properly co-ordinated. That
role falls inevitably to the FAI. If in many cases others will be involved in the execution of
the plan—as listed in detail below—they will rightly expect the FAI to help them broker
relationships and co-ordinate the overall approach.

AGENTS OF CHANGE

6.2. Intercultural and minority associations
The challenges facing members of minority communities in Ireland have thrown up a
range of associations to give minorities a voice, to combat racism and to build intercultural
connections. Some, like Show Racism the Red Card or SARI, have had a sporting focus.
Some have sought to represent a whole continent, like the Africa Centre, particular
nationalities, like the Nigerian Association, or groups within nationalities, like the Association
of Chinese Professionals. Others have been organised around faith, such as the Islamic
Cultural Centre. Others again have had a more general remit, like the Immigrant Council of
Ireland or Integrating Ireland.
All of these, and similar, associations have a wealth of tacit knowledge to bring to bear to
the task of building interculturalism in football. The Football Intercultural Advisory Group
already embraces SARI and Show Racism the Red Card, alongside the Department of
Justice, Equality and Law Reform and the NCCRI. Through the extension of the group into a
wider forum, embracing the major minority/intercultural NGOs in this area, it will be possible
to tap that vital knowledge.
6.3. Clubs, senior and junior
The unit of football is the club, from the Eircom League of Ireland right down to the smallest
schoolboy/girl endeavour. So if the intercultural plan is to enter the mainstream of football
in Ireland, it must be organically connected to the organisation and playing of the game at
club level. This will not only make the plan more effective; it will also reduce accordingly the
additional work implementation will require.
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It would be unreasonable, even then, to place a disproportionate burden on clubs with
limited resources. So this plan deliberately places much less onerous requirements on junior
than senior clubs. But every schoolboy or schoolgirl club, for example, however small, has
to have a child-protection ofﬁcer. His or her task includes ensuring that any child from a
minority background is protected from racist bullying.
The FAI brochures advising clubs on issues such as the code of ethics make clear the
requirement that children be respected regardless of colour or creed.
Clubs will also be key to developing good practice in interculturalism. So pioneering clubs
could be invited to make an input into the new intercultural forum.
6.4. Coaches
There are around 17,000 registered coaches around the country, a critical group of potential
envoys for interculturalism. This is particularly so as they are involved with players from day
to day, set moral standards and must solve the practical problems, like language difﬁculties,
that cultural diversity raises.
An intercultural dimension to all coach-education courses will help equip coaches to handle
these issues. Coaches will be responsible for ensuring the FAI’s guidance on appropriate—
and inappropriate—language in an intercultural context is acted upon, including by parents in
schoolboy and schoolgirl clubs.
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They will also be key to instilling a more technical and creative culture in the game, ensuring
for example that the opportunities presented by Futsal for the development of young
players are fully exploited. In line with Football for the Future, the FAI will ensure that as
many coaches as possible can progress up the coaching ladder, so that their own technical
competence is fully developed.
In particular, coaches must avoid falling into ethnic stereotyping. When a strongly physical
game is taken for granted, players for whom this is not the norm may be regarded as
insufﬁciently ‘robust’. Coaches need to be mindful of the insidious forms of racism to which
this can lead.

While players will always berate each other—and, even more, referees—in football, insults
which refer to an opponent’s nationality, colour or creed are clearly unacceptable and will
demand an immediate sending-off. Trainee referees are already told on FAI courses that
racism represents a red-card offence, and the association will ensure that what constitutes
racist behaviour is made clear on such courses, so that there is consistency of approach.
The FAI would want to discuss any such episode with the club concerned, to ensure nonrepetition.
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6.5. Referees
Referees are the only moral arbiters in football during the critical period of the game itself.
They need to be seen throughout to act impartially, as well as dealing severely with any
racist behaviour. At junior level, in the absence of a match delegate to report, it is imperative
that the referee reports to the relevant league any racist incident during the game, of which
again he or she will be the only independent witness.

More subtle challenges are faced by referees, however, again as a result of diverse
styles of play. There is a ﬁne line between ‘diving’ and being unprepared for powerful
physical challenges. Referees need to be aware that they cannot assume that because a
player comes from, say, mainland Europe it means—as much TV commentary on UEFA
competitions routinely assumes—they have a predisposition to simulation.
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6.6. Stewards
Members of minority-ethnic communities need to know that if they play or simply attend a
football game they will not have to endure racial abuse by spectators. The FETAC-accredited
course for stewards deals with racism and disability issues and will be essential for senior
clubs to comply with the new club-licensing arrangements. While hitherto only available in
Dublin it will be available online and be delivered as outreach training through four centres
across the country. The FAI has developed separate course for event controllers, available to
senior stewards, to which the intercultural programme co-ordinator makes an input. Material
on handling racist behaviour will be inserted into the stewards’ handbook.
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It is difﬁcult to get stewards and event controllers to work for clubs, especially as
volunteers, and there is a big turnover. Periodic update training and payment of club
stewards will therefore be required to raise standards and create a stable base of stewards,
who feel an allegiance and commitment to the club, co-ordinated by an event controller.
Clubs can also expect a more favourable legislative environment; however, as indicated
above, if they are to deal properly with any racist chanting and wider public-safety issues.
6.7. Players
Much of our behaviour, particularly as youngsters, is imitation. Racism and xenophobia
constitute learned behaviour, rather than being a ‘natural’ disposition. And footballers,
particularly star players, have a great capacity to act as role models, for good or ill: Zinedine
Zidane has helped French people come to terms with their society’s cultural diversity, while
Paolo di Canio’s fascist salute only served to reinforce the extremism of some Italian ‘ultras’.
Paul McGrath, Chris Hughton and Clinton Morrison have similarly pioneered the involvement
of members of minority communities in the Irish international side, signalling to countless
youngsters ‘That could be me.’ It should not, however, fall to players from minority
backgrounds to shoulder the burden of challenging racism and promoting interculturalism.
This is a responsibility of all senior players, and should be seen as a key part of the
requirement in the current standard professional player’s contract to be available for club
‘community relations’ activities. The contract commits a player not to do anything that would
bring the club or the game ‘into disrepute’ and, as indicated above, this could be spelled out
as indicating that any form of racist behaviour would result in severe sanction.
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Players can contribute by being photographed as a team with anti-racist messages and
by appearing before a game with anti-racist tee-shirts or displays. Individually, they can
particularly help in work with children, for example in visiting schools, along with club
promotion ofﬁcers, to support activities addressing racism and interculturalism. They will
feature on the DVD being developed by Show Racism the Red Card. Articulate players can
offer a powerful counterweight to peer pressures towards racist behaviour.
6.8. Supporters
Supporters have a key role to play in making this plan a reality in the stands. The goal is to
transfer the ebullient hospitality which has characterised the international fans’ behaviour
to club loyalties. One way of enhancing that sense of ownership and commitment is by
promoting supporter involvement in club management. Shamrock Rovers is now run by its
supporters and the club believes this has enhanced fans’ sense of responsibility, such that
any racist comment by a supporter would be shouted down by neighbours.
This self-policing by supporters makes the task of securing the safety of all fans—including
those from minority communities—much easier. The work of the Amalgamation of Ofﬁcial
Northern Ireland Supporters’ Clubs, along with the IFA, to stop sectarian manifestations
at Windsor Park during Northern Ireland international games has been associated with a
more carnivalesque atmosphere. This has attracted a much broader audience to games and
underpinned recent successes on the pitch.
Efforts to develop a league supporters’ association in Ireland have not been successful;
the hope instead is that club promotion ofﬁcers will help organise supporters. A code of
conduct for fans is one way clubs and active supporters can make clear to everyone the
bounds of acceptable behaviour—and that any form of racism lies beyond them.
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07 Monitoring and evaluation
7.1. Collecting information
This plan relies on the rigorous collection and dissemination of relevant information, using
the simplest and quickest electronic means. If the FAI is to play the brokering role central
to the plan—connecting clubs and communities, in particular—it must have access to the
information that clubs and communities, and individuals, may themselves lack. It is also critical
that the FAI knows what is happening on the ground, and can communicate as widely as
possible experiences of good practice, which others can adopt and adapt.
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But information is particularly important for the monitoring and evaluation of the success of
this plan, particularly since it is broaching new ground for the association. In terms of players,
for example, a fully electronic database of all registered players in Ireland, with relevant details
on ethnicity and/or nationality, will allow a baseline to be established as to participation in the
sport by members of various communities and allow progress to be assessed over time.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

7.2. Annual operational planning and review
The plan will be fed into the FAI’s wider process of annual operational planning. This will be
based on a review of achievements in the previous year and any evidence emerging of issues
which need to be prioritised in the coming year. The broad benchmark of progress should be
that football ought to be reﬂective, countrywide and locally, of the community it serves.
The plan is set out for three years, 2007-2010. A fuller review will take place towards
its conclusion. The expectation would be of a renewal of the plan, revised in the light of
experience, for a further three-year period.
7.2.1. Measurements
Conditions for success
There are a number of essential pre conditions for the success of the plan.
Key ones include:
•
•
•
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The extents to which afﬁliates, organisations and agencies involved with the organisation
of football and community development at a local, regional and national level engage with
this plan
The development of the internal organisations capacity to effectively deliver this plan
Resourcing support from the FAI and other statutory and non statutory agencies

Critical Success Indicators
Interculturalism can never be said to be ‘job done’ but will represent a continuing challenge
for the association, indeed one likely only to rise in prominence. However there are important
qualitative and quantitative measurement tools and markers that provide a clear indication as
to how this plan has impacted on football and interculturalism, these include:
•
•
•
•
•

Ethnicity monitoring
Participation audits
Policy/training audits
Incident monitoring
Surveys/questionnaires

The annual operational planning process will seek to utilise and expand on these methodologies
in order to fully evaluate the progress of this plan over the course of the next 3 years
7.3. Football Intercultural Forum
While objective evidence is critical for evaluating this plan, there will still be legitimate
differences of perspective as to the degree to which progress is being made. By extending
membership of the Football Intercultural Advisory Group, the FAI envisages that this can
become a continuing forum for all those interested in football and interculturalism to reﬂect on
the implementation of the plan. Pioneering clubs and representatives of minority associations
will all bring valid perspectives and experiences to bear.
The aim will be for the forum to meet quarterly. This would allow regular, periodic monitoring
of progress and exchange of information. The forum will also address each year the operational
plan for the intercultural programme.
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08 Conclusion
Anti-racism can sometimes be seen as an unfortunate duty which has to be met. For the
FAI, however, this plan is an important opportunity to turn Ireland’s growing cultural diversity
to advantage—for football, and the wider society.
8.1. Taking Irish football to new level
Football in Ireland has been on a rising curve in recent decades, boosted by the
achievements of the international team since the 80s and the Celtic Tiger phenomenon.
The FAI has expanded dramatically as a result. But competitive success is never secure,
and a strand running through this plan is that Ireland’s newfound cultural diversity provides
a resource on which to build, to develop a more globally competitive football style and to
underpin the future of the international team.

8.2. Leading way towards a more integrated society
This plan can make a signiﬁcant contribution to the wider public good of a more integrated
Irish society. A number of government departments are involved in intercultural initiatives,
but ironically it is sometimes easier for non-governmental organisations, like the FAI, to
take a ‘joined-up’ approach to such a complex problem, as government can fall foul of its
departmental ‘silos’.

08
CONCLUSION

Success at elite level, however, depends on a wide basis of participation at the grassroots.
And this plan is also about redressing the weak community embeddedness of football in
Ireland, by comparison for example with Gaelic sports. Strengthening minority participation
in football at all levels is part and parcel of ensuring that more people support and volunteer
for local clubs and put the sport on a stronger social foundation.

The FAI is proud to be the ﬁrst mover, in terms of sporting governing bodies, in developing
this intercultural plan. The universal nature of the game undoubtedly gives football an edge
in this regard. But it very much hopes that other sporting organisations in Ireland will ﬁnd
this plan useful, as they too come to terms with today’s culturally diverse society.
8.3. Support from government
Finally, the FAI looks to government to assist in the success of this plan. There will
be signiﬁcant resource implications, which the association will want to discuss with
government as it contributes to the achievement of an integrated Ireland. But investment
in integration today can avoid huge potential costs in disintegration tomorrow, as evidenced
by the riots in 2001 in northern England and in 2005 in the French suburbs. The FAI will also
look to government to help champion the plan and ensure that it enjoys support across the
full range of departments, through the National Action Plan Against Racism ofﬁcers.
Politicians, for good or ill, may not be seen as role models in the same way as celebrity
football players. But they do set a tone, which is picked up by the media and frames the way
the public debate social issues. Public and sustained support for this plan from ministers
and senior ofﬁcials would be strongly welcomed by the FAI.
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Annex one
Football Intercultural Advisory Group: a background
The Football Intercultural Advisory Group was conceived further to the developing working
relationship of the FAI and SARI and Show Racism the Red Card. In order to build an
intercultural strategy the group was expanded so that the FAI’s Intercultural Strategy would
have input from the two Non Government Organisations and also the Department of
Justice, Equality and Law Reform and the government’s advisory body the NCCRI.
As a consequence, a round-table meeting was called in March 2006. It was attended by
representatives of the FAI; SARI; the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform;
the Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism; the NCCRI and Show Racism the Red Card. It
was agreed that all participant parties, with the exception of DAST (which elected to take a
supportive / observatory role), would form a working group to advise the FAI on a three-year
strategic plan focused on intercultural integration, social inclusion and anti-racist policy.

ANNEX ONE

The group drove the recruitment and appointment, on behalf of the FAI, of the association’s
ﬁrst ever intercultural ofﬁcer (Des Tomlinson), and then engaged Neil Jarman of the Institute
for Conﬂict Research and Robin Wilson to formulate and encapsulate an Intercultural
Strategic Plan on behalf of the FAI. Funding for this plan was kindly provided by the
Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform.
This plan, together with its deployment schedule, is the summation of the group’s collective
efforts to date. It builds an excellent base for extending the scope and ambition of the work
beyond its three-year focus, and also to widen the group to include representatives from our
new communities.
The current membership of FIAG is: Frank Buckley (SARI), Miriam Malone (grassroots unit
manager, FAI), Garrett Mullan (Show Racism the Red Card), Eamonn O’Shea (SARI), Des
Tomlinson (intercultural programme co-ordinator, FAI) Philip Watt (NCCRI) Willie O’Dwyer,
Julie Anderson and Maria Troy from the department of Justice Equality and Law Reform.
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Annex two
Interviewees for this project and/or attendees at the associated consultative event

Noel King
Pierre Lanfranchi
Lawrence Lee
Michael Lynam
Nicky McAlinden
Declan McCluskey
Ken McCue
Martin McDonagh
Gerry McGinn
Liam McGroarty
Stephen McGuinness
Sgt Dave McInerney
Martin McKenna

Fast Ireland Soccer School
Algerian Community
SIPTU
SARI / Brian Kerr Intercontinental League
Latvian Society in Ireland
Technical Director, FAI
Bohemian FC
football coach
Domestic Football Manager, FAI
Club Licensing Manager, FAI
Sport Against Racism in Ireland
Shamrock Rovers FC
Louth County Council
Irish Sport Council
Dublin City Council
Pavee Point
Drogheda United FC
Irish Sport Council
Galway City Council
Spirasi / Mosney United FC
Chief Executive, FAI
football coach
Tallaght Partnership
Integrating Ireland
Assistant Technical Director, FAI
football coach
Referee Education Ofﬁcer, FAI
Somali Community in Ireland
Islamic Cultural Centre
UEFA
Eircom League of Ireland Director, FAI
Africa Centre
Education Unit Manager, FAI
Irish Sports Council
coach, Galway
Galway Refugee Support Group
Waterford Local Sports Partnership
FIFA referee
Referees Manager, FAI
SARI / former international manager
St Mary’s Place PS, Dublin
Women’s Development Ofﬁcer,
Dublin to border region, FAI
Senior Women’s Manager, FAI
De Montfort University, Leicester
Association of Chinese Professionals in Ireland
Children’s Ofﬁcer, FAI
Louth County Council
Safety Ofﬁcer, FAI
Sport Against Racism in Ireland
East United FC, Galway
Drogheda Boys FC
Volunteer Co-ordination Director, FAI
Professional Footballers’ Association of Ireland
Garda Síochána
Drogheda Boys FC
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Moktar Addanni
Oaumer Amar
Kazik Anhalt
Gil Berkovich
Andris Bogdanovs
Packie Bonner
Garrett Bracken
Kenneth Brady
Paul Brady
Bob Breen
Frank Buckley
John Byrne
Mary Capliss
Emma-Jane Clark
Gerard Carty
John-Paul Collins
Terry Collins
Fiona Coyne
Jason Craughwell
Audrey Crawford
John Delaney
Tongai Dodo
John Doyle
Jean Pierre Eyanga Ekumeloko
Richard Fahy
Jose Ferreira
James Finnegan
Ahmed Gadaf
Mostafhiz Gani
Patrick Gasser
Fran Gavin
Mubarak Habib
Paul Hamill
Mark Howard
Henry Jackson
Kelly Jipe
Rosarie Kealy
Alan Kelly
Pat Kelly
Brian Kerr
Gregor Kerr
Eoin Killackey
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Stephen McNutt
Duncan Madlala
Miriam Malone
Patrick Maphoso
Gerry Matthews
Ovidiu Matuit
Danny Meenan
Will Morris
Garrett Mullan
Frank Murray
Fidele Mutwarasibo
John O’Donnell
Willy O’Dwyer
Reginald Oko-Flex Inya
Stephen Ojo
Eamonn O’Shea
Anna Pas
Piara Power
Marian Quinn
David Rake
Gerry Reardon
Jim Rainey
Noel Redmond
Novlette Rennie
James Rickard
Jim Roddy
Dave Russell
Graham Russell
Matthew Seebach
Niall Smyth
Pat Spelman
Des Tomlinson
Kurt Wachter
Daniel Walsh
Mary Christine Wangari
Philip Watt
Lukasz Wawrzyniak
Henry Williams
John Williams
Summy Sing Wong
Ophir Zardok
Abdelrazak Zeroug
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Development Ofﬁcer, Donegal, FAI
Migrant Workers’ League
Grassroots Unit Manager, FAI
Migrant Workers’ League
Dundalk FC
Spirasi Refugee Support Agency
Derry City Council
Sport Development Ofﬁcer, Dublin
Show Racism the Red Card
community development worker, Gort
Immigrant Council of Ireland
Traveller support worker, Galway
Department of Justice, Equality
and Law Reform
Nigerian Association Ireland
Eagle’s Wing FC, Drogheda
Sport Against Racism in Ireland
Polski Express
Kick It Out
Reception and Integration Agency
Football Development Ofﬁcer, Dublin, FAI
Football Development Ofﬁcer, Dublin, FAI
Amalgamation of Ofﬁcial Northern Ireland
Supporters’ Clubs
Louth County Council
Sporting Equals (UK)
Rehab
Derry City FC
Bohemian FC
Louth County Council
Pavee Point
St Gabriel’s PS, Dublin
East United FC, Galway
Intercultural Programme Co-ordinator, FAI
Football Against Racism in Europe
Galway United FC
INSAKA-All Africa Youth Movement
National Consultative Committee on
Racism and Interculturalism
Polish Eagles FC / St Patrick’s Athletic FC
coach and youth worker, Galway
Centre for the Sociology of Sport,
Leicester University
Chinese-Irish Cultural Academy
Drogheda United FC
Algerian Community
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Promote
participation
by members
of minority
communities

FAI to give
leadership

Combat racism in
football

FAI to encourage
inclusion

Engage supporters

Clubs to show
commitment

TASKS

2007

Eircom League of Ireland,
FAI domestic department

Migrant/refugee players
FAI to clarify procedures for registering players who have played in
other countries

Reduction of bureaucratic barriers to participation of
minority ethnic players in senior game

2007-2008

FA intercultural programme,
SARI, NCCRI

All FAI staff

Provide anti-racism and intercultural training for all FAI staff;
build links between regional ofﬁcers and local minority ethnic
communities

Raising of awareness of minority ethnic communities,
interculturalism and anti-racism within FAI and among
FAI staff

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

FAI intercultural programme,
international squad

Minority communities,
prospective elite players

Engage in outreach work with minority communities, using senior
FAI ﬁgures and international players; promote the use of existing
introductory ticket offers to lower barriers

Broadening of support for international team among
minority communities, including among young potential
players

FAI international department,
international squad, SARI,
SRRC
Supporters’ clubs, Eircom FAI international department,
League of Ireland clubs
FAI domestic football manager,
SARI, SRRC, African Ireland
Supporters’ Club, etc

FAI children’s ofﬁcer,
intercultural programme; Garda
community relations ofﬁce

All afﬁliates and clubs

Develop links with International supporters’ clubs; encourage
Eircom League of Ireland clubs to build capacity of their supporters’
clubs; liaise with Amalgamation of Ofﬁcial Northern Ireland
Supporters’ Clubs

FAI grassroots unit

Junior clubs

Supporters to be active participants in building culture
of anti-racism

FAI club licensing manager,
SRRC, SARI

Racial equality practice’ to be elevated from ‘C’ (good practice) to ‘B’ Eircom League of Ireland
(mandatory ) requirement in club licensing manual, anti-racist clause clubs
to be included in players’ contracts; Eircom League of Ireland clubs
to liaise with IFA clubs to learn from their experience

Full implementation of UEFA 10-point plan by senior
clubs as minimum, with ‘charter for diversity’ as goal

Irish team fans

FAI intercultural programme,
regional ofﬁcers; NCCRI, SARI,
SRRC

Liaise with IFA’s Football for All; encourage Eircom League of Ireland General population
clubs to work with Irish League clubs; support local cross-border
initiatives

Reduction of sectarianism in game through cross-border
contacts and projects

Use all opportunities around home internationals and via
international players as role models to present anti-racism and
intercultural messages; visual displays and PA messages to be
utilised at all international matches

2007-2010

FAI board of management;
domestic football manager
Stadia and Security committee

Government; club
stewards

Lobby for legislation to deal with racist behaviour by
supporters and providing for stadium safety certiﬁcates; amend
stewards’ handbook to address racist behaviour

Safe environment at all grounds for all supporters

All international fans to be fully aware of FAI’s stance

2008

FAI education unit manager,
referee education ofﬁcer

Coaches, referees

Address anti-racism and interculturalism in all coach and referee
education courses, including education in diversity within style and
control of play

Coaches and referees to be guardians of fairness of
game on training pitches and match days

Link dealing with racist abuse to child protection regime, and establish
clear reporting mechanism with link to police for criminal behaviour to
be reported; address misbehaviour by parents through club code of
practice to which parents must sign up on registering child

FAI, all afﬁliates and clubs FAI domestic football manager, 2007- 2010
NCCRI

Establish system to record and analyse all racist and sectarian
incidents in football; ﬁgures to be published in FAI annual report

Benchmarking and monitoring of racist and sectarian
incidents

Racist bullying to be absent from junior game, with
redress available to anyone participating in game subject
to abuse

FAI domestic football manager, 2007-2010
referees manager

All afﬁliates and clubs

Use match delegate’s report (where applicable) and evidence of
match ofﬁcial(s) and any other appropriate channels as basis for
sanctions against players and/or clubs/leagues

Racist behaviour to be subject to ﬁrm
sanction throughout game

Quality benchmark to be developed for clubs; appropriate support,
advice and training to junior clubs

2007-2010

FAI intercultural programme

All afﬁliates and clubs

Guidance to all afﬁliates and clubs, organisation of regional seminars.

Clarity on appropriate language to use in context of
more diverse society

All clubs in compliance with quality benchmark, including
with regard to openness, with potential to progress to
Eircom League of Ireland status

FAI human resources manager, 2007-2010
FAI council

Minority communities

Ensure recruitment to FAI associated with welcoming statement
promoted in minority media.

FAI staff and governing bodies to become reﬂective of
diverse Irish society

2007

FAI international department,
FAI agm

FAI; all afﬁliates and
clubs; Supporters

Use all internationals and major cup matches to promote FAI
support for UEFA 10-point plan; carry information on FAI web
site home page; amend disciplinary code in line with FIFA/UEFA
requirement; liaise with IFA to learn from its experience

Full implementation of UEFA 10-point plan by FAI

TIME
FRAME

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)
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OBJECTIVES
(Activity)
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Link to local
and regional
development

Eircom League of Ireland
Ensure all Eircom League of Ireland and other senior clubs trawl as
widely as possible for players and consciously integrate players from managers
minority backgrounds, including via youth teams and academies

Engagement by senior clubs of players from minority
communities

2007-2010

Minority and intercultural Sport Against Racism in
associations, senior clubs Ireland, FAI intercultural
programme
Regional ofﬁcers; LSPs

Aim to support SARI with publicity and promotion and encourage
scouting presence by senior clubs; consider events to coincide with
annual intercultural dates
Promote projects and competitions in other regions of Ireland;
explore how Northern Ireland groups and teams can be included in
activities.

Maximum participation in Brian Kerr Intercontinental
League, SoccerFest and similar cosmopolitan activities

Diversiﬁed geographical basis of intercultural football
projects and competitions

FAI intercultural programme;
SARI, SRRC; IFA Football
for All

2007-2010

Department of Arts Sport &
Tourism , FAI special projects
manager,interculturs

Grassroots intercultural
volunteers

Department of Arts Sport & Tourism to be urged to include
interculturalism as criterion in priortising investment bids

Access to training pitches for new intercultural clubs

2007-2010

2007-2010
FAI intercultural programme
and regional ofﬁcers;
local minority community
organisations

Minority youngsters

Pursue targeted and afﬁrmative action to address
under-representation; ensure information is available in appropriate
medium; provide translations targeted at parents; acknowledge role
that mothers can play; liaise with minority faith groups

Engagement of youngsters from under-represented
minority communities at local level

2007-2010
FAI intercultural programme,
club and league development
co-ordinator (when appointed),
corporate affairs and
communications departments

Minority communities,
junior clubs/leagues

Develop database linked to website on club availability by locality
and produce handbook on how to set up a local club, afﬁliate to
a league, etc; broker relationships between clubs and minority
communities, and vice versa, eg by providing up to date information
on contacts among latter, linked to possible easement of
membership fees for those who are socially marginalised

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

TIME
FRAME

Strengthening network of contacts between clubs/
leagues and minority communities

Eircom League of Ireland
director

FAI Domestic Football
manager, Eircom League
of Ireland director, FAI
intercultural programme

Eircom League of
Ireland managers, club
promotion ofﬁcers

Clubs to designate intercultural ofﬁcer and/or ensure club
promotion ofﬁcers committed and trained to promote clubs among
diverse communities via open days, minority media, web pages
in minority languages and links with minority associations; clubs
also to engage with Local Sports Partnerships and support local
intercultural initiatives.

FAI education unit manager,
referee education ofﬁcer

Ensure recruitment to coach and referee education courses is based Minority communities
on widest possible trawl, including via minority media and contacts
with minority associations

Involvement of minority coaches and referees on basis
reﬂective of community

Increased engagement between Eircom League of
Ireland clubs and minority communities

FAI volunteer co-ordination
director, grassroots unit
manager

Ensure ‘human resources’ of minority communities (eg high general Minority communities,
level of communication, diverse footballing experiences) fully tapped including parents via
child/young players

Engagement of volunteers from minority communities in
junior game on basis reﬂective of community

FAI chief executive,
intercultural co-ordinator and
all unit heads, First Sports

Minority girls and women FAI intercultural programme,
women’s unit

Ensure intercultural plan fully applied to work on women’s
development, and that speciﬁc concerns of minority girls and
women addressed; promote Soccer Sisters programme through
minority communities networks

Involvement of minority women in football on basis
reﬂective of community

All FAI units, afﬁliates
and clubs

FAI development ofﬁcers

Minority communities,
children/youth clubs/
leagues

Organise local open days and ‘blitzes’ to welcome all children
unrestricted by ethnicity (or gender), with emphasis on participation
and not competition; provide appropriate support, assistance and
training to local leagues and clubs

Attraction of youngsters from minority communities to
game on basis reﬂective of community

Ensure registrations of players (including age of young players),
coaches, referees etc all all rendered electronic and that include
questions on ethnicity/nationality, and that these databases are
integrated and searchable, subject to data-protection legislation

FAI communications
department

Minority communities,
football ‘family’

Ensure all FAI brochures, plans, etc show diversity of sporting
participation as normal and natural; translate selectively for
availability in minority languages as pdfs; include interculturalist
achievement as one of criteria for club-of-month award

Recognition by sport of contribution of members of
minority communities

Full information on ethnicity and/or nationality of origin of
those involved at all levels of game

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)
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Integration more
generally

Integration via
football

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2008

2007-2010

FAI technical department
director, player development
manager
FAI grassroots unit, local
authorities, SFAI
FAI grassroots unit, local
authorities, LSPs
Eircom League of Ireland
director

FAI board of management,
chief executive, intercultural
programme co-ordinator

Minority communities,
schools with signiﬁcant
minority representation
Children, including from
minority communities
All children
Eircom League of Ireland
club chairs, managers,
club promotion ofﬁcers

Minority communities
(inc via minority media),
football ‘family’

Department of Taoiseach,
FAI chief executive, DJELR
Department of Arts, Sports
and Tourism, Department
of Education and Science
Minority communities
(inc via minority media),
general population

Minority activists, football FAI intercultural programme,
volunteers and workers
grasroots unit, website
manager, Irish Sports Council

Interested schools and
FAI intercultural programme,
teachers, local authorities NCCRI, SARI, SRRC, teacher
unions

Eircom League of Ireland, FAI and IFA senior
Irish League
management, Setanta

UEFA, FARE, European
institutions, FIFA

Link anti-racism and interculturalism to technical development plan
and emerging talent programme, with detailed monitoring of each
individual via player databases envisaged, with regional centres of
excellence as focus
Through Its Futsal Plan expand Futsal programme beyond Dublin
Through the schools plan build ethos of maximum participation
through schools and Buntús programme
Link anti-racism and interculturalism to club development in social,
commercial and footballing terms, so that attendance at Eircom
League of Ireland games better reﬂects interest in participation and
clubs develop more secure community footing, linked to supporter
involvement in governance arrangements
Establish wider Football Intercultural Forum, broadening out FIAG;
work towards establishment of FAI intercultural unit
Seek engagement of all relevant departments

Promote idea of football in Ireland as global game and symbol
of ‘new Ireland’ through major public awareness campaign, in
partnership with minority and anti-descrimination associations and
engaging star players
Establish countrywide e-mail system to publicise activities and
good practice; encourage regular information updates on local
and regional websites facilitate notiﬁcation of regular activities
including groups contacts, events and opportunities on its own
websites , and an intranet aspect to promote ‘virtual’ conversations;
create forums at regional level engaging development ofﬁcers,
women’s development ofﬁcers, Local Sports Partnerships, minority
associations and refugee centres / support groups
Use football and star players to promote ideas of anti-racism and
interculturalism, particularly in schools with disadvantaged and
diverse catchment areas (eg allied to Show Racism the Red Card
DVD), and to anti-racism and diversity plans at local level and work
of NCCRI nationally
Expand participation in Setanta Cup to 16 sides; include Northern
Irish participation in intercultural competitions; build working links
and share good practice between intercultural programme and
Football for All team
Link to Council of Europe and EU initiatives in intercultural dialogue;
highlight UEFA/CAF Meridian Cup, FIFA/FARE anti-racist projects,
UNICEF’s Football for Peace

Youngsters from minority backgrounds appear reﬂective
of community at all levels of player pathways and in
identiﬁed emerging talent, and do not disproportionately
drop away with age

Futsal widely promoted and accessible to young players
across country

Culture of participation as much as competition widely
promoted

Eircom League of Ireland clubs develop virtuous circle
of community embeddedness, growing support,
progressive engagement via youth teams, better stadia
and facilities, better and more attractive performances,
enhanced sponsorship and player attraction

FAI to be ‘ﬁrst mover’ as national governing body
working in this arena, working in partnership with
minority associations

Full government support for interculturalism strategy

Football seen as positive symbol and role model for
emerging Ireland

Well connected network of football people
‘spontaneously’ working for interculturalism around
country

Contribution to wider delivery of National Action Plan
Against Racism and other policies in arena of integration

Contribution to north-south reconciliation

Contribution to wider European project and to global
interculturalist football initiatives

FAI intercultural programme,
DJELR

FAI board of management,
chief executive, intercultural
programme, wider intercultural
forum, PFAI, private sponsors

2007-2010

FAI chief executive, player
development manager

Minority youth
organisations, junior
leagues

learn from Clairefontaine capacity to attract young minority elite
players

Abbotstown to become intercultural sporting centre of
excellence

2007

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

FAI intercultural programme,
Pavee Point, regional Traveller
support groups

Traveller and Roma
people

Develop links with Traveller organisations and support groups;
develop local strategies to engage with Traveller communities;
acknowledge the particular discrimination faced by Travellers in
Ireland

Increased participation and engagement of Travellers
and Roma

TIME
FRAME

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)

ANNEX TWO

Note that throughout above ‘minority communities’ is taken to include Travellers, though not recognised as an ethnic minority. Note also that ‘racism’ is taken to include sectarianism and other forms of xenophobic abuse and hostility.

Contribute to
wider process of
integration

Change the culture
of the game

Develop a culture
of football which
is dynamic
and globally
competitive

Change the culture
of the club

TASKS

OBJECTIVES
(Activity)

TABLE 5 INTERCULTURAL FOOTBALL ACTION PLAN
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FORWARD

The cultural landscape of Ireland has
changed considerably over the last
decade; we now have a more diverse
society than ever. Change brings responsibilities,
opportunities and challenges. Football, the most
popular sporting language in the world is well
placed to allow all people regardless of age,
gender, sexuality, disability, nationality, religion
ethnicity or culture the chance to engage on an
even playing ﬁeld to build new friendships and
work together in cooperation and mutual respect.
Working towards a fully intercultural, and socially inclusive society is a key challenge for
all members of Irish society. The FAI is keen to play its role and in this regard we have
been proactive, establishing partnerships with key organisations that have experience
and expertise in working in the areas of interculturalism and anti discrimination. In 2006 in
conjunction with the FAI’s partnership agencies, the Department of Justice, Equality, and
Law Reform, the National Consultative Committee on Racism and Interculturalism, Sports
Against Racism in Ireland and Show Racism the Red Card a Football Intercultural Advisory
Group (FIAG) was established to assist the association in developing a comprehensive
intercultural football plan and programme.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform for their ﬁnancial support towards the development of this Intercultural Football
Plan, which was kindly funded under the National Action Plan Against Racism “Planning For
Diversity in Ireland” This is an exciting time for the FAI as we are going through growth and
expansion within the organisation in order to cater for the 450,000 who participate in our
game each week. Within this process we hope to grow the FAI’s Intercultural Programme,
which is one of our newest programmes and links across all departments within the
association.
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Increasing the participation base throughout all levels of our game, brings with it further
opportunities, such as more spectators, administrators, coaches, referees and volunteers,
and as Ireland becomes more diverse it is important that the constituencies of football are
reﬂective of this growing diversity, with the ultimate goal that we have more people involved
in the game at every level.
Regrettably discrimination and racism still exist within society and all those within the
football family have a responsibility to challenge and report discrimination. Apart from our
moral responsibility, we as players, managers, coaches, administrators, spectators, parents
and volunteers also have a legal responsibility to do so.
This intercultural plan has come about as a result of extensive consultation with key
stakeholders and will inform and guide the Association’s work, not only within the
Intercultural Football Programme but across its structure as a whole. Clear time phased
objectives and actions have been set out within this plan, the overall aim is to provide all
people with the opportunity to feel free to get involved in football, across all areas of the
game, reﬂective of our diverse, growing and changing Irish society. The sub title of this plan
is “many voices, one goal” I am conﬁdent that it is an objective that can be realised by
Ireland’s diverse football family and communities.
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Presidents message
Message from David Blood
President Football Association of Ireland

Through this plan, members of the Association are encouraged to design and implement
projects focused on encouraging more people from minority ethnic communities to get
involved in the game. With the increasing migrant population in Ireland, the FAI has formed
a Football Intercultural Advisory Group (FIAG) which promotes the development of an
intercultural society, free of racism and discrimination through the medium of football. The
family of football has grown ever stronger in recent years, with the sport now recognised as
the most participative and most popular team sport in Ireland. Therefore, football acts as a
great instrument of social inclusion and community pride.
Within the eircom League of Ireland, projects which promote inclusion of all nationalities
and minority groups are well established, with all clubs involved in both the UEFA 10 point
plan against Racism and the Show Racism the Red Card initiative to demonstrate their total
commitment to anti-racism. Eircom League clubs, such as Drogheda United, Galway United
and Shamrock Rovers have already formed partnerships with Show Racism the Red Card.
The initiative will be successfully completed in all 22 clubs over the next few months.
The continued development of the game is a priority of the Association, and commitment
to the development of the intercultural programme, in particular, is shown by the signiﬁcant
resources invested in the production and implementation of the Development Plan.
I wish everybody involved with the Intercultural Development Plan continued success
in the implementation of its various initiatives and thank them for their hard work
and dedication.
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE

The publication of the Intercultural
Development Plan marks a historic
moment for the development of football
in this country. This plan is both exciting and
comprehensive. It is part of a developmental
process which began in 2006 with the
appointment of Des Tomlinson, the Intercultural
Programme Coordinator. The formulation of the
plan consisted of detailed consultation with
the various stakeholders in the football family
and research on best practice within other
European countries in the area of interculturalism,
integration and football. It sets out recommendations on promoting
participation and support on the part of ethnic communities within Irish
football.
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Executive Summary
The Football Association of Ireland in conjunction with its key stakeholders have developed
the ‘Intercultural Football Plan’ The purpose of which is to examine how best, in the context
of a more diverse Irish society the Football Association of Ireland can encourage increased
participation in football among people from minority ethnic and cultural backgrounds, whilst
also challenging and preventing the spread of ‘racism’ within the game and thereby contribute
towards a fully intercultural and integrated society.
Firstly this plan seeks to understand both the important factors that can contribute to greater
participation levels from minority communities, as well as those factors that act as barriers
to participation. Secondly this plan sets out speciﬁc recommendations, tasks, actions,
responsibilities and timeframes, as to how increased participation and a football environment
that deals proactively with discrimination can be achieved.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Aim
The aim sums up what this plan is about and underpins the objectives that ﬂow from it.
“To ensure every individual can feel free to become involved in football on a basis of
equality, conﬁdent that they will be welcome if they do so, and to contribute thereby to
an integrated society at ease with its growing diversity”.
Objectives
Four overarching objectives have been formulated on the basis of extensive consultation and
research 1. Combat ‘Racism’ in football 2. Promote participation among minority ethnic
and multicultural communities 3.Develop a cultural of football which is dynamic and
globally competitive 4. Contribute to the wider process of integration

Table 1. Summary of Objective
1. Combat ‘Racism in football’
Is treated as encompassing any form of xenophobia, not just directed at visible minorities. It includes
attitudes hostile to the Travelling community and sectarian dispositions towards communities in
Northern Ireland (and vice versa). This objective has three tasks associated with it, these being FAI to
give leadership, clubs to show commitment and engagement with supporters
See table 5. for speciﬁc tasks, actions, outcomes and timeframes

Table 2. Summary of Objective
2. Promote participation among minority ethnic and multicultural communities
4

This is about maximising the inclusiveness of football so that it becomes the most natural thing in
the world for anyone in Ireland, including anyone from a minority background, to take part in the
sport. It is about football sending out positive and welcoming signals. And it is about ensuring that, in
practical terms, participation is a real possibility. That way interculturalism can become a factor in the
development of the game.
See table 5. for speciﬁc tasks, actions, outcomes and timeframes

Table 3. Summary of Objective
3. Develop a culture of football which is dynamic and globally competitive
Investment in developing a more globally competitive football culture can bring a steady improvement
over the long term. As the world has come to Ireland, in human terms, in recent years, we now
have had the opportunity of exposure to more diverse styles of play and perspectives on the game.
Competing globally means thinking globally as well.
See table 5. for speciﬁc tasks, actions, outcomes and timeframes

Table 4. Summary of Objective
4. Contribute to the wider process of integration
Football is increasingly recognising its wider social responsibilities. And this extends to the arena of
interculturalism, which is a larger challenge than football—or even sport—alone can meet. This also
breaks down into two tasks. They are promoting integration in society through football, and
contributing to integration more generally, including on the broader European canvas.
See table 5. for speciﬁc tasks, actions, outcomes and timeframes
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Promote
participation
by members
of minority
communities

FAI to give
leadership

Combat racism in
football

FAI to encourage
inclusion

Engage supporters

FAI club licensing manager,
SRRC, SARI

Racial equality practice’ to be elevated from ‘C’ (good practice) to ‘B’ Eircom League of Ireland
(mandatory ) requirement in club licensing manual, anti-racist clause clubs
to be included in players’ contracts; Eircom League of Ireland clubs
to liaise with IFA clubs to learn from their experience

Full implementation of UEFA 10-point plan by senior
clubs as minimum, with ‘charter for diversity’ as goal

FAI children’s ofﬁcer,
intercultural programme; Garda
community relations ofﬁce
FAI international department,
international squad, SARI,
SRRC

FA intercultural programme,
SARI, NCCRI
Eircom League of Ireland,
FAI domestic department

Irish team fans

Supporters’ clubs, Eircom FAI international department,
League of Ireland clubs
FAI domestic football manager,
SARI, SRRC, African Ireland
Supporters’ Club, etc
FAI intercultural programme,
international squad

All afﬁliates and clubs

Minority communities,
prospective elite players
All FAI staff

Migrant/refugee players

Use all opportunities around home internationals and via
international players as role models to present anti-racism and
intercultural messages; visual displays and PA messages to be
utilised at all international matches
Develop links with International supporters’ clubs; encourage
Eircom League of Ireland clubs to build capacity of their supporters’
clubs; liaise with Amalgamation of Ofﬁcial Northern Ireland
Supporters’ Clubs
Engage in outreach work with minority communities, using senior
FAI ﬁgures and international players; promote the use of existing
introductory ticket offers to lower barriers
Provide anti-racism and intercultural training for all FAI staff;
build links between regional ofﬁcers and local minority ethnic
communities
FAI to clarify procedures for registering players who have played in
other countries

Supporters to be active participants in building culture
of anti-racism

Broadening of support for international team among
minority communities, including among young potential
players

Raising of awareness of minority ethnic communities,
interculturalism and anti-racism within FAI and among
FAI staff

Reduction of bureaucratic barriers to participation of
minority ethnic players in senior game

All international fans to be fully aware of FAI’s stance

FAI intercultural programme,
regional ofﬁcers; NCCRI, SARI,
SRRC

Liaise with IFA’s Football for All; encourage Eircom League of Ireland General population
clubs to work with Irish League clubs; support local cross-border
initiatives

Reduction of sectarianism in game through cross-border
contacts and projects

Link dealing with racist abuse to child protection regime, and establish
clear reporting mechanism with link to police for criminal behaviour to
be reported; address misbehaviour by parents through club code of
practice to which parents must sign up on registering child

FAI board of management;
domestic football manager
Stadia and Security committee

Government; club
stewards

Lobby for legislation to deal with racist behaviour by
supporters and providing for stadium safety certiﬁcates; amend
stewards’ handbook to address racist behaviour

Safe environment at all grounds for all supporters

Racist bullying to be absent from junior game, with
redress available to anyone participating in game subject
to abuse

FAI education unit manager,
referee education ofﬁcer

Coaches, referees

Address anti-racism and interculturalism in all coach and referee
education courses, including education in diversity within style and
control of play

Coaches and referees to be guardians of fairness of
game on training pitches and match days

FAI grassroots unit

FAI, all afﬁliates and clubs FAI domestic football manager, 2007- 2010
NCCRI

Establish system to record and analyse all racist and sectarian
incidents in football; ﬁgures to be published in FAI annual report

Benchmarking and monitoring of racist and sectarian
incidents

Junior clubs

FAI domestic football manager, 2007-2010
referees manager

All afﬁliates and clubs

Use match delegate’s report (where applicable) and evidence of
match ofﬁcial(s) and any other appropriate channels as basis for
sanctions against players and/or clubs/leagues

Racist behaviour to be subject to ﬁrm
sanction throughout game

Quality benchmark to be developed for clubs; appropriate support,
advice and training to junior clubs

2007-2010

FAI intercultural programme

All afﬁliates and clubs

Guidance to all afﬁliates and clubs, organisation of regional seminars.

Clarity on appropriate language to use in context of
more diverse society

All clubs in compliance with quality benchmark, including
with regard to openness, with potential to progress to
Eircom League of Ireland status

FAI human resources manager, 2007-2010
FAI council

Minority communities

Ensure recruitment to FAI associated with welcoming statement
promoted in minority media.

FAI staff and governing bodies to become reﬂective of
diverse Irish society

2007

2007-2008

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2008

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007

FAI international department,
FAI agm

FAI; all afﬁliates and
clubs; Supporters

Use all internationals and major cup matches to promote FAI
support for UEFA 10-point plan; carry information on FAI web
site home page; amend disciplinary code in line with FIFA/UEFA
requirement; liaise with IFA to learn from its experience

Full implementation of UEFA 10-point plan by FAI

TIME
FRAME

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)
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Clubs to show
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Link to local
and regional
development

Clubs to reach out

TASKS

Eircom League of Ireland
Ensure all Eircom League of Ireland and other senior clubs trawl as
widely as possible for players and consciously integrate players from managers
minority backgrounds, including via youth teams and academies

Engagement by senior clubs of players from minority
communities

2007-2010

Minority and intercultural Sport Against Racism in
associations, senior clubs Ireland, FAI intercultural
programme
Regional ofﬁcers; LSPs

Aim to support SARI with publicity and promotion and encourage
scouting presence by senior clubs; consider events to coincide with
annual intercultural dates
Promote projects and competitions in other regions of Ireland;
explore how Northern Ireland groups and teams can be included in
activities.

Maximum participation in Brian Kerr Intercontinental
League, SoccerFest and similar cosmopolitan activities

Diversiﬁed geographical basis of intercultural football
projects and competitions

FAI intercultural programme;
SARI, SRRC; IFA Football
for All

2007-2010

Department of Arts Sport &
Tourism , FAI special projects
manager,interculturs

Grassroots intercultural
volunteers

Department of Arts Sport & Tourism to be urged to include
interculturalism as criterion in priortising investment bids

Access to training pitches for new intercultural clubs

2007-2010

2007-2010
FAI intercultural programme
and regional ofﬁcers;
local minority community
organisations

Minority youngsters

Pursue targeted and afﬁrmative action to address
under-representation; ensure information is available in appropriate
medium; provide translations targeted at parents; acknowledge role
that mothers can play; liaise with minority faith groups

Engagement of youngsters from under-represented
minority communities at local level

2007-2010
FAI intercultural programme,
club and league development
co-ordinator (when appointed),
corporate affairs and
communications departments

Minority communities,
junior clubs/leagues

Develop database linked to website on club availability by locality
and produce handbook on how to set up a local club, afﬁliate to
a league, etc; broker relationships between clubs and minority
communities, and vice versa, eg by providing up to date information
on contacts among latter, linked to possible easement of
membership fees for those who are socially marginalised

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

TIME
FRAME

Strengthening network of contacts between clubs/
leagues and minority communities

Eircom League of Ireland
director

FAI Domestic Football
manager, Eircom League
of Ireland director, FAI
intercultural programme

Eircom League of
Ireland managers, club
promotion ofﬁcers

Clubs to designate intercultural ofﬁcer and/or ensure club
promotion ofﬁcers committed and trained to promote clubs among
diverse communities via open days, minority media, web pages
in minority languages and links with minority associations; clubs
also to engage with Local Sports Partnerships and support local
intercultural initiatives.

FAI education unit manager,
referee education ofﬁcer

Ensure recruitment to coach and referee education courses is based Minority communities
on widest possible trawl, including via minority media and contacts
with minority associations

Involvement of minority coaches and referees on basis
reﬂective of community

Increased engagement between Eircom League of
Ireland clubs and minority communities

FAI volunteer co-ordination
director, grassroots unit
manager

Ensure ‘human resources’ of minority communities (eg high general Minority communities,
level of communication, diverse footballing experiences) fully tapped including parents via
child/young players

Engagement of volunteers from minority communities in
junior game on basis reﬂective of community

FAI chief executive,
intercultural co-ordinator and
all unit heads, First Sports

Minority girls and women FAI intercultural programme,
women’s unit

Ensure intercultural plan fully applied to work on women’s
development, and that speciﬁc concerns of minority girls and
women addressed; promote Soccer Sisters programme through
minority communities networks

Involvement of minority women in football on basis
reﬂective of community

All FAI units, afﬁliates
and clubs

FAI development ofﬁcers

Minority communities,
children/youth clubs/
leagues

Organise local open days and ‘blitzes’ to welcome all children
unrestricted by ethnicity (or gender), with emphasis on participation
and not competition; provide appropriate support, assistance and
training to local leagues and clubs

Attraction of youngsters from minority communities to
game on basis reﬂective of community

Ensure registrations of players (including age of young players),
coaches, referees etc all all rendered electronic and that include
questions on ethnicity/nationality, and that these databases are
integrated and searchable, subject to data-protection legislation

FAI communications
department

Minority communities,
football ‘family’

Ensure all FAI brochures, plans, etc show diversity of sporting
participation as normal and natural; translate selectively for
availability in minority languages as pdfs; include interculturalist
achievement as one of criteria for club-of-month award

Recognition by sport of contribution of members of
minority communities

Full information on ethnicity and/or nationality of origin of
those involved at all levels of game

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OBJECTIVES
(Activity)

TABLE 5 INTERCULTURAL FOOTBALL ACTION PLAN
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Integration more
generally

Integration via
football

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2008

2007-2010

FAI technical department
director, player development
manager
FAI grassroots unit, local
authorities, SFAI
FAI grassroots unit, local
authorities, LSPs
Eircom League of Ireland
director

FAI board of management,
chief executive, intercultural
programme co-ordinator

Minority communities,
schools with signiﬁcant
minority representation
Children, including from
minority communities
All children
Eircom League of Ireland
club chairs, managers,
club promotion ofﬁcers

Minority communities
(inc via minority media),
football ‘family’

Department of Taoiseach,
FAI chief executive, DJELR
Department of Arts, Sports
and Tourism, Department
of Education and Science
Minority communities
(inc via minority media),
general population

Minority activists, football FAI intercultural programme,
volunteers and workers
grasroots unit, website
manager, Irish Sports Council

Interested schools and
FAI intercultural programme,
teachers, local authorities NCCRI, SARI, SRRC, teacher
unions

Eircom League of Ireland, FAI and IFA senior
Irish League
management, Setanta

UEFA, FARE, European
institutions, FIFA

Link anti-racism and interculturalism to technical development plan
and emerging talent programme, with detailed monitoring of each
individual via player databases envisaged, with regional centres of
excellence as focus
Through Its Futsal Plan expand Futsal programme beyond Dublin
Through the schools plan build ethos of maximum participation
through schools and Buntús programme
Link anti-racism and interculturalism to club development in social,
commercial and footballing terms, so that attendance at Eircom
League of Ireland games better reﬂects interest in participation and
clubs develop more secure community footing, linked to supporter
involvement in governance arrangements
Establish wider Football Intercultural Forum, broadening out FIAG;
work towards establishment of FAI intercultural unit
Seek engagement of all relevant departments

Promote idea of football in Ireland as global game and symbol
of ‘new Ireland’ through major public awareness campaign, in
partnership with minority and anti-descrimination associations and
engaging star players
Establish countrywide e-mail system to publicise activities and
good practice; encourage regular information updates on local
and regional websites facilitate notiﬁcation of regular activities
including groups contacts, events and opportunities on its own
websites , and an intranet aspect to promote ‘virtual’ conversations;
create forums at regional level engaging development ofﬁcers,
women’s development ofﬁcers, Local Sports Partnerships, minority
associations and refugee centres / support groups
Use football and star players to promote ideas of anti-racism and
interculturalism, particularly in schools with disadvantaged and
diverse catchment areas (eg allied to Show Racism the Red Card
DVD), and to anti-racism and diversity plans at local level and work
of NCCRI nationally
Expand participation in Setanta Cup to 16 sides; include Northern
Irish participation in intercultural competitions; build working links
and share good practice between intercultural programme and
Football for All team
Link to Council of Europe and EU initiatives in intercultural dialogue;
highlight UEFA/CAF Meridian Cup, FIFA/FARE anti-racist projects,
UNICEF’s Football for Peace

Youngsters from minority backgrounds appear reﬂective
of community at all levels of player pathways and in
identiﬁed emerging talent, and do not disproportionately
drop away with age

Futsal widely promoted and accessible to young players
across country

Culture of participation as much as competition widely
promoted

Eircom League of Ireland clubs develop virtuous circle
of community embeddedness, growing support,
progressive engagement via youth teams, better stadia
and facilities, better and more attractive performances,
enhanced sponsorship and player attraction

FAI to be ‘ﬁrst mover’ as national governing body working in this arena, working in partnership with minority
associations

Full government support for interculturalism strategy

Football seen as positive symbol and role model for
emerging Ireland

Well connected network of football people ‘spontaneously’ working for interculturalism around country

Contribution to wider delivery of National Action Plan
Against Racism and other policies in arena of integration

Contribution to north-south reconciliation

Contribution to wider European project and to global
interculturalist football initiatives

FAI intercultural programme,
DJELR

FAI board of management,
chief executive, intercultural
programme, wider intercultural
forum, PFAI, private sponsors

2007-2010

FAI chief executive, player
development manager

Minority youth
organisations, junior
leagues

learn from Clairefontaine capacity to attract young minority elite
players

Abbotstown to become intercultural sporting centre of
excellence

Note that throughout above ‘minority communities’ is taken to include Travellers, though not recognised as an ethnic minority. Note also that ‘racism’ is taken to include sectarianism and other forms of xenophobic abuse and hostility.

Contribute to
wider process of
integration

Change the culture
of the game

Develop a culture
of football which
is dynamic
and globally
competitive

2007

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

FAI intercultural programme,
Pavee Point, regional Traveller
support groups

Traveller and Roma
people

Develop links with Traveller organisations and support groups;
develop local strategies to engage with Traveller communities;
acknowledge the particular discrimination faced by Travellers in
Ireland

Increased participation and engagement of Travellers
and Roma

TIME
FRAME

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)
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Change the culture
of the club

TASKS

OBJECTIVES
(Activity)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TABLE 5 INTERCULTURAL FOOTBALL ACTION PLAN

Executive Summary

01 The challenge
1.1. A changing society
Ireland, North and South, is rapidly changing. This intercultural plan seeks to address how
changing demography can be turned into an opportunity to enhance participation in football,
develop the ethos of the sport and contribute to the task of integration in the Republic of
Ireland (hereafter ‘Ireland’). Success will involve the co-operation of the Football Association
of Ireland and the involvement of a wide range of key stakeholders, including all those
already involved with the sport and, and representatives of minority ethnic communities.
According to the 2006 census, around one in ten of those living in the Republic of Ireland
have a nationality other than Irish, a proportion which has nearly doubled since 2002. Much
of the change is due to the accession of the 10 central and eastern European states to the
European Union in 2004, with the associated free movement of labour which Ireland (in
common with Sweden and the United Kingdom) immediately accepted. The census found
that there were now more than 63,000 Polish nationals living in the state, for example.

THE CHALLENGE

Less marked rises in the African and Asian population have added to the tapestry of ethnic
diversity which has added to the diversity that was always present in Ireland, including
the Traveller community There has also been a signiﬁcant increase in religious diversity in
recent years. Between 2002 and 2006 the Orthodox Christian community in Ireland doubled
from 10,400 to 20,800. The Muslim community grew by 70 per cent over the same period
from 19,100 to 32,500 people. Ninety-two per cent of Irish nationals in Ireland are Catholic,
compared with 51 per cent of non-Irish nationals.
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In terms of ethnic and cultural diversity 95 per cent of the Irish population is ‘white’,
including the Irish Traveller community (0.5 per cent) and 1 per cent is ‘black’ and 0.4
per cent is ‘Asian’, with a further 1 per cent describing themselves as having a ‘mixed’
background.
This intercultural action plan acknowledges that there is racism in Ireland, although the
incidents of criminal forms of racism are lower than in many other EU countries. Attitudinal
survey evidence shows that while most people in Ireland welcome ethnic and cultural
diversity, there is a signiﬁcant minority which hold moderate to strong views against groups
such as Travellers and asylum-seekers and some who feel threatened by the signiﬁcant
increase in inward migration into Ireland in recent times.
There have also been important efforts to tackle racism and to promote an intercultural
approach to integration in Ireland. In 2003 the Charter Against Racism in Sport was
developed under the Know Racism programme, and more recently came the Government’s
Planning for Diversity: National Action Plan Against Racism 2005-2008.
The beneﬁts of inward migration to Ireland’s economic development, including returning
Irish emigrants who up until 2003 constituted half of all inward migration into Ireland, have
been widely recognised by international bodies such as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development.
Other survey evidence shows that of European Union members only Swedes and
Portuguese are more likely than people in Ireland to say that immigrants contribute a lot to
the country. Most migrant workers and asylum-seekers have third-level education, reversing
the process by which decades of emigration from Ireland drained talent from home.
Nevertheless, there is real experience of hostility, particularly for members of visible
minorities from African countries, where most have experienced harassment on the street
or public transport. This may be fed by sometimes lurid tabloid stories of asylum-seekers
supposedly enjoying huge beneﬁts denied to disadvantaged members of the indigenous
population. The beneﬁts of immigration are also less clear for those in low-income work,
where there may be competition for positions. And there is reason for concern that, after
the Celtic Tiger years, an economic downturn might see less generous attitudes emerge.

Intercultural Plan - Football Association of Ireland
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01 The challenge
The overall aim of the National Action Plan Against Racism, on which the lead government
department is the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform, is ‘to provide strategic
direction to combat racism and to develop a more inclusive, intercultural society in Ireland
based on a commitment to inclusion by design, not as an add-on or afterthought and based
on policies that promote interaction, equality of opportunity, understanding and respect’.

01

The national action plan speciﬁes sport as an arena for the promotion of cultural diversity
and recognises the role that non-governmental organisations play in tackling racism and
encouraging interculturalism. Football has a key part to play in this regard. It is a genuinely
global game. It therefore can address the tensions which give rise to racism and provide
a unifying force to contribute to a more integrated society. That is why the Football
Association of Ireland is so committed to this intercultural plan.

THE CHALLENGE

This plan is particularly timely as 2008 is the European Union Year on Intercultural
Dialogue. This will provide an important opportunity for initiatives that focus on promoting
interculturalism and integration through sport: the participation of young people is one of
the priorities for the year. The national co-ordinating body for the EU year in Ireland is the
National Consultative Committee on Racism and Interculturalism.
1.2. Wider UEFA/FIFA requirements on racism
The changes in society in Ireland in the last decade have in many ways made it seem more
‘normal’ by European standards, where cultural diversity has a longer history. Football
Against Racism in Europe (FARE) has tackled the dark side of this diversity in recent years,
and UEFA has taken an increasingly ﬁrm stand against racism in the sport. Its 10-point
plan has set a Europe-wide standard for senior clubs (see box), and UEFA and FARE have
published useful materials on good practice to follow. More than 40 of the 53 European
associations have availed themselves of the €30,000 grant available from UEFA for antiracist projects.

UEFA 10-point action plan
1.

Issue a statement saying the club will not tolerate racism, spelling out the action it will
take against those engaged in racist chanting. The statement should be printed in all match
programmes and displayed permanently and prominently around the ground.

2. Make public address announcements condemning racist chanting at matches.
3. Make it a condition for season-ticket holders that they do not take part in racist abuse.
10

4. Take action to prevent the sale of racist literature inside and around the ground.
5. Take disciplinary action against players who engage in racial abuse.
6. Contact other clubs to make sure they understand the club’s policy on racism.
7.

Encourage a common strategy between stewards and police for dealing with
racist abuse.

8. Remove all racist grafﬁti from the ground as a matter of urgency.
9. Adopt an equal opportunities policy in relation to employment and service provision.
10. Work with all other groups and agencies, such as the players’ union, supporters, schools,
voluntary organisations, youth clubs, sponsors, local authorities, local businesses and police,
to develop pro-active programmes and make progress to raise awareness of campaigning to
eliminate racial abuse and discrimination.

In 2006, anxious about a rising incidence of racism in the game worldwide, FIFA
strengthened its rule 55 on non-discrimination (see box). The rule, which includes sanctions
for individuals and clubs, must be incorporated by all afﬁliated associations. The FAI planned
to address this requirement at its 2007 agm.
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01 The challenge
Amended article 55 of the FIFA Disciplinary Code
Non-discrimination
Par. 1: Anyone who publicly disparages, discriminates against or denigrates someone in a
defamatory manner on account of race, colour, language, religion or ethnic origin, or perpetrates
any other discriminatory and/or contemptuous act, will be subject to match suspension for at least
ﬁve matches at every level. Furthermore, a stadium ban and a ﬁne of at least CHF 20,000 will be
imposed on the perpetrator. If the perpetrator is an ofﬁcial, the ﬁne will be at least CHF 30,000.

Par. 3: Any spectator who is guilty of any of the offences speciﬁed under par. 1 and/or 2 of this
article will be banned from entering any stadium for at least two years.
Par. 4: If any player, association or club ofﬁcial or spectator perpetrates any kind of
discriminatory or contemptuous act as described by par. 1 and/or 2 of this article, three points will
automatically be deducted from the team concerned, if identiﬁable, after the ﬁrst offence. In the
case of a second offence, six points will automatically be deducted, and for a further offence, the
team will be relegated. In the case of matches without points, the team concerned, if identiﬁable,
will be disqualiﬁed.

01
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Par. 2: If spectators display banners bearing discriminatory slogans, or are guilty of any other
discriminatory and/or contemptuous behaviour at a match, the appropriate body will impose a
sanction of at least CHF 30,000 on the association or club that the spectators concerned support
and force it to play its next ofﬁcial match without spectators. If the spectators cannot be identiﬁed
as supporters of one or the other association or club, the host association or club will be
sanctioned accordingly.

Par. 5: The confederations and associations are required to incorporate the provisions of this
article in their statutes and to enforce the sanctions stipulated. If any association infringes this
article, it will be excluded from international football for two years.

This plan is not just about complying with the requirements of the game’s international
governing bodies, however. The demands of anti-racism are based on universal norms of
equality and human dignity, as the European Parliament has recognised in backing the
efforts of UEFA and FARE. They are morally compelling and non-negotiable, and they must
provide a platform for any plan to address cultural diversity in an Irish context.
Just as the smoking ban has made smoking in company socially unacceptable, it can
similarly be signalled that racism is beyond the boundaries of normal debate. The FAI will
play its full part in doing so.
1.3. Building an intercultural approach
In any society fractures are inevitable unless everyone starts from a sense of common
humanity. But anti-racism is not enough to encourage strangers to see themselves as
neighbours.
An intercultural plan aims, more positively, to build bridges and make connections. It seeks
to create a secure environment where individuals who might otherwise not know each
other, or even feel mutually suspicious or fearful, can come together and develop trusting
relationships—where otherwise fraught social contacts can become fruitful.
This is partly a matter of ensuring that participation in football, at all levels, is reﬂective of
the wider society. But it is also about ensuring that football itself acts as a strong part of
the social fabric, where bonds are forged between fellow human beings of various ethnic,
religious or national afﬁliations, united by a sense that all are welcome and valued.
Football is about competition but it is also about team solidarity. Above all, it is governed
by impartial universal rules and the norm of ‘fair play’. These values dovetail neatly with
intercultural ideals. So the sport in general, and the FAI in particular, can make a really
positive contribution to the emergence of an intercultural society in Ireland of which we can
all be proud.
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01 The challenge
1.4. North-south dimension
The north-south linkage is an important dimension of this plan and football can play an
important supporting role in the development of peace and reconciliation on the island of
Ireland.
And there is experience on which to build. The Setanta Cup has forged relationships
between leading clubs on a cross-border basis. Club-based initiatives, pioneered by
Linﬁeld FC and Dundalk FC in the ‘Dunﬁeld’ youth programme, have created models for
engagement between young people through Drogheda FC and Glentoran FC, and fan-based
activity between Drogheda and Linﬁeld and Cork and Derry.

01
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The FAI has been developing links with the Irish Football Association. The IFA’s Football
for All campaign, established to tackle intolerance and widen participation in the sport in
Northern Ireland, offers much to draw upon. In 2006 a working group on sectarianism in
football decided that the Scottish FA and the Scottish Executive should establish a Football
for All campaign there.
1.5. How this plan was prepared
The following sections indicate the aim and objectives of this intercultural plan, which it is
envisaged initially will run over three years. These provide guidance and coherence in an
area that can seem fuzzy and difﬁcult to grasp. They are in turn ﬂeshed out by concrete
projects and other actions, with clear indications as to who is responsible for carrying them
out and at whom they are targeted.
These ideas have not just come from the FAI. An intercultural programme co-ordinator was
appointed by the association in 2006 and a Football Intercultural Advisory Group established
to launch this strand of work. The advisory group drew in organisations previously working
in the ﬁeld, including the non-governmental organisations Show Racism the Red Card
and Sport Against Racism in Ireland, the National Consultative Committee on Racism and
Interculturalism (an expert advisory body) and the Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform, which also provided signiﬁcant funding through the National Action Plan against
Racism (see annex one).
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In early 2007 consultants were engaged to conduct a still wider trawl of views. More
than 60 face-to-face interviews took place with a wide range of individuals. Many were
members of the broader football family, including those involved in grassroots development
and representatives of clubs as well as senior FAI ﬁgures. The interviews also critically
encompassed representatives of minority and anti-racist associations, as well as statutory
agencies.
All the interviewees gave kindly and extensively of their time, and many also attended a
valuable consultative event in Dublin (see annex two), at which the consultants presented
their initial ﬁndings. These diverse experiences and views have enriched this plan, though
the FAI is ultimately responsible for it.
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02 Overall aim
2.1. Models of integration
There is considerable confusion as to the best way to manage cultural diversity in today’s
societies, particularly where this is perceived gives rise to insecurity and fear. In the past,
it was often thought reasonable to expect members of minority communities to assimilate
wholesale to the ethos of the state, however much this was coloured by the host majority.
This became widely seen across Europe as unfair and unreasonable.
In reaction, some countries pursued a multicultural approach, which gave public recognition
to what were seen as the ‘cultures’ of minority populations. But this has had the unintended
effect of encouraging the segregation of minorities and majorities and their mutual
estrangement.

02
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The best approach is increasingly seen to be an intercultural one, which is promoted
in Ireland by the National Consultative Committee on Racism and Interculturalism and
endorsed in the National Action Plan Against Racism. As both have said, here the emphasis
is on interaction across cultural divides, to promote understanding and respect. The same
is true of the ofﬁcial policy to improve ‘community relations’ in Northern Ireland, A Shared
Future.
2.2. What interculturalism means
Formed in the wake of the second world war, which revealed at its end the full horror racism
had brought to Europe, the 47-member Council of Europe has led the way in thinking about
interculturalism in recent years. A key innovation has been to recognise, as accepted by
European culture ministers in 2003, that all of us are individuals—not simply a cipher for a
group, whether ‘majority’ or ‘minority’.
What makes each of us unique is that we have a complex identity that combines particular
aspects in different ways in various contexts, and which evolves through our lives: we are
not just one thing in all situations for all time. We therefore can have overlapping identities,
which give us points of contact—a common love of football, for instance—and recognise
our common humanity. So creating safe spaces for dialogue between diverse members of
society is at the heart of the intercultural approach.
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Assimilation assumes that integration is the responsibility of minority citizens.
Multiculturalism assumes it is unnecessary. Interculturalism does recognise that a society
at ease with itself is an integrated society, but insists that integration is a two-way street,
to which all must contribute. This is the best way to gain the dynamism that comes from
diversity without paying the costs of social tensions and even violence that can otherwise
arise.
It is worth recognising that there is much more diversity among those who have recently
come to Ireland’s shores than among the indigenous population. There is, for example, a
lot of difference between a Lithuanian man who has come to work, a Somalian woman
who has sought asylum from violence at home and a young Chinese student who wants to
improve their English—never mind among, say, the Polish population as a whole.
The danger of the stereotypes, which feed racism, is that they ﬂatten out these differences
between individual human beings while stigmatising whole social groups. This was, of
course, the experience of many Irish emigrants over the decades—reduced to just another
‘Paddy’, whoever they were. (Strangely, despite the Irish experience and folk memory in this
area, the term ‘Nigerian’ has become a generic term for all Africans in Ireland.)
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02 Overall aim
2.3. What this means for football
One environment where people from different cultural backgrounds can learn from
each other—or bounce off each other—is of course the school. And there are speciﬁc
recommendations later about taking the intercultural message of football into the classroom
and the playground.
Adults may meet in the workplace, but here neutrality is expected to sustain good industrial
relationships. In leisure life, sport is a key vehicle for bringing people together. And football
is particularly important because of its universality.

Through its Women’s Development Plan the FAI has recognised that afﬁrmative action is
needed to promote women’s participation in the game on an equal footing, tapping the
growing interest among women and girls. This intercultural plan seeks similarly to maximise
involvement by members of minority communities and to avoid football in Ireland being a
factor for ghettoisation rather than integration.

02
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If the FAI were just to take a laissez-faire approach, the risk would be that individuals would
gravitate towards those with whom they already had social connections or felt at ease. That
would mean football in Ireland would largely remain a white, male activity, with members of
minority communities feeling excluded and some establishing separate clubs for their own
nationality, without wider links.

2.4. Deﬁning the aim
These considerations underpin the aim which has been developed for this plan. That is:
To ensure every individual can feel free to become involved in football on a basis
of equality, conﬁdent that they will be welcome if they do so, and to contribute
thereby to an integrated society at ease with its growing diversity.
No one is obliged to play football: it is not the only sport or cultural activity in Ireland. But
the FAI is determined to ensure that everyone who would like to be part of the sport, at
whatever level—including just playing for fun or ﬁtness, or volunteering to help out a junior
club—can do so. This can only be on a basis of equality and an expectation of a positive
response, so that members of minority communities do not feel they have to put up with
unwelcome ‘banter’, for example, and can genuinely feel at home.
That sense of feeling ‘at home’ in Irish football is part and parcel of feeling at home in
Ireland. The FAI wants everyone resident in the state to feel they can spontaneously enjoy
the successes—and endure the failures—of the national team. This is an example of how
integration in football can be a building-block of integration in the wider society.
The aim seeks to include the strong anti-racist message on the one hand and the positive
intercultural perspective on the other. It is an ambitious aim, which can only be realised
if football embraces this plan in all its dimensions and at every level, so that it has real
traction on the street and in the stands. It will require partnerships involving a range of
organisations, particularly at local level and including minority associations. And, since
this is a complex challenge, it will have to be distilled into a simple but compelling publicawareness campaign, which could well attract private sponsorship, so that everyone
associated with the game, including individual supporters, can spontaneously identify with
the plan and contribute to its success.
The next section breaks down the aim into its constituent objectives, and translates these
into practical activities.
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03 Objectives
Four objectives ﬂow from the overall aim, and in turn they can be broken down into
particular tasks.
The ﬁrst objective is to combat racism in football. For the purposes of this plan ‘racism’
is treated as encompassing any form of xenophobia, not just directed at visible minorities.
It includes attitudes hostile to the Travelling community and sectarian dispositions towards
communities in Northern Ireland (and vice versa). This objective takes in compliance with
UEFA requirements but this is treated as a ﬂoor, not a ceiling, and several other activities are
advanced.
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Tackling racism in football can itself be divided into three tasks. These are the assumption of
leadership by the FAI, commitment by clubs and engagement of supporters.

OBJECTIVES

The second objective is promoting participation among minority ethnic and
multicultural communities. This is about maximising the inclusiveness of football so that
it becomes the most natural thing in the world for anyone in Ireland, including anyone from
a minority background, to take part in the sport. It is about football sending out positive and
welcoming signals. And it is about ensuring that, in practical terms, participation is a real
possibility. That way interculturalism can become a factor in the development of the game.
This objective can also be broken down into more manageable requirements. These are the
encouragement of inclusion on the part of the FAI, outreach by clubs, and a linkage between
participation and local and regional development of the game.
The third objective is to develop a culture of football which is dynamic and globally
competitive. While too much should not be read into movement up or down the FIFA
rankings over a few years, the slide in the status of the Republic of Ireland’s side is a matter
of concern. There is no quick ﬁx to this, but investment in developing a more globally
competitive football culture can bring a steady improvement over the long run. And as
the world has come to Ireland, in human terms, in recent years, we now have had the
opportunity of exposure to more innovative and perhaps less insular perspectives on the
game. Competing globally means thinking globally as well.
This also imposes particular tasks. It means changing the culture of the game, and changing
the culture of the club.
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Finally, the fourth objective is to contribute to the wider process of integration. Football is
increasingly recognising its wider social responsibilities. And this extends to the arena of
interculturalism, which is a larger challenge than football—or even sport—alone can meet.
This also breaks down into two tasks. They are promoting integration in society through
football, and contributing to integration more generally, including on the broader European
canvas.
The next section addresses these objectives and tasks in turn, translating them into
practical programmes and projects of activity. This is the meat of the plan and by far
the longest section. For ease of understanding its contents are also presented in the
accompanying table.
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04 Programmes and projects
4.1. Eliminating racism
4.1.1. FAI to give leadership
Other football associations have shown the value of leadership in tackling racism. The
Norwegian FA, for example, was spurred into action following the racist murder of a
15-year-old player, of mixed African and Norwegian parentage, who had himself made an
anti-racist statement on television. It produced a charter of principles for clubs to follow.

Leadership also entails the harder task of ensuring that the FAI’s staff and the
composition of its governing bodies become reﬂective of contemporary Irish society. The
association will seek to achieve fair representation among its staff as quickly as normal
employment turnover allows, including by afﬁrmative action to promote job applications
from members of minority communities. The FAI will work towards encouraging and
promoting representation within its structures reﬂective of the wider diversity within
society.
The association will issue guidance to all its afﬁliates on the appropriate use of language
in the context of diversity, to ensure every individual involved in the game is treated with
equal dignity.
The match delegate’s reporting form has been amended to ensure racist incidents at
senior games are recorded and reported, and any such evidence will be the basis for
ﬁrm sanctions against players and/or clubs. It will contribute to a wider monitoring and
analysis of racist incidents in the sport and the FAI will publish relevant data in its annual
report.
The association will add a module on anti-racism and interculturalism to all coach and
referee education courses. It will engage with the Professional Footballers’ Association
of Ireland on the introduction of a disciplinary clause in players’ contracts for sanctions
against any racist behaviour. And it will lobby for legislation to make plain that racist
chanting by fans is a criminal offence, and for UEFA-compliant arrangements for the
certiﬁcation of stadium security, so that supporters from minority communities can feel
safe and secure in attending games.
The FAI will continue to liaise with the Irish Football Association. It will examine
what lessons can be learnt from the IFA’s implementation of the 10-point plan. It will
encourage particularly those Eircom League of Ireland clubs close to the border to work
with their counterparts in the Irish League to address sectarianism in the game. It will
also support local cross-border initiatives.
4.1.2. Clubs to show commitment
As UEFA recognises, clubs are the focus when it comes to tackling racism in the
sport. The FAI club-licensing manual for senior clubs will be amended to elevate ‘racial
equality practice’ from a ‘C’ to a ‘B’ requirement. This means in effect that this becomes
mandatory for clubs, rather than merely recommended as good practice. The 10-point
plan provides a minimum template, but that should not stop progressive clubs going
further and developing a positive ‘charter for diversity’.
The FAI has funding, made available by the Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform, to assist clubs with implementing the 10-point plan. Both Sport Against Racism
in Ireland and Show Racism the Red Card have the expertise to help Eircom League of
Ireland clubs address the requirements of anti-racism.
Intercultural Plan - Football Association of Ireland
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For the FAI, giving leadership means making clear, ﬁrst of all, its commitment to the 10point plan. This will be done particularly via home internationals, calling upon members
of the international squad to act as role models and by requiring Eircom League of
Ireland clubs to make appropriate responses to the plan. Other appropriate vehicles,
such as major cup games and the FAI web site, will be used for this purpose. The
association will also incorporate the spirit of the amended rule 55 from FIFA (see above)
and the similar rule 11bis from UEFA.
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“It’s the greatest feeling
ever wearing the Irish
jersey...in fact it’s a dream
come true. It’s like an adoptive
family that have welcomed me into
their home. It feels good also to be
representing Nigeria and all the other
players that want to come here and
play for Ireland, in a way. Maybe one
day we will have a truly intercultural
team like other European Countries.”
Emeka Omwubiko plays football for
the Republic of Ireland Under 17sfootball team. Born in Igboland, South
East Nigeria, he is proud of his rich
Igbo culture and language. Emeka
describes his lifestyle in Ireland as quiet,
disciplined and independent as his
mother taught him from a young age
how to defend and take care of himself.
These characteristics have stood by him
on his journey to play football for the
Republic of Ireland.
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Emeka was twelve years old when
he came to Ireland from Nigeria. His
level of English was above average and
this helped him to settle into his new
lifestyle with ease. When his father
ﬁrst explained to him he would be
leaving Nigeria, Emeka felt excited at
the prospect of experiencing another
country and culture, but deep down he
had one important motivation in mind
- football. Emeka imagined that his
chances of pursuing a career in football
were greater in Europe so he decided to
join his mother and sisters in Dublin.
“When I landed in Dublin I couldn’t
believe the cold”, he recalls. “I thought
I would never warm up. At ﬁrst it was
quite amazing, all the strange white
faces, but once I found recognisable
faces, I felt more at ease.”
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Emeka sees Ireland as his new home,
a place to bring up his children one day
and to come back to if he manages to
play for an international club. On a dayto-day basis, his focus is on participating
in Irish society by representing his new
home to the very best of his ability on
the playing ﬁeld. He considers himself
really lucky to have good friends who
respect his lifestyle choices and the fact
that he doesn’t want to go ‘too crazy’ at
weekends.
“My favourite place in Dublin is River
Valley”, he says. “All the lads hang
around here or Abbey Lee, playing
football and just taking it easy. There is
something really friendly and special
about this place.”
Emeka started playing football for his
school team in Sallynoggin when he
ﬁrst arrived to Ireland. Later the family
moved to Swords, where he joined a
new school and started playing for Saint
Kevin’s. He recalls how welcoming team
members and the coaches were to him.
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“My coaches have been really good to
me and they managed to get me a trial
with the Irish Football Team. Vincent
Butler was the manager at the time
and he really pushed me as a player
and encouraged my dream to play for
Ireland. In 2005 I represented Ireland in
every match. This gave me the faith that
I have what it takes to be a professional
player.”
Last year Emeka was scouted by
Manchester City at a tournament
where he scored twelve goals in six
matches and was awarded Player of
the Tournament. He was asked to travel
to Manchester City for a proposed
professional contract but had to turn
down the opportunity as he couldn’t
travel without an Irish passport.
To add to his frustration, he has also
missed the ﬁrst leg of the European
Championship qualiﬁers in Kiev. His
managers have supported him in his
efforts to get Irish citizenship and are
especially keen for him to represent the
country abroad. He has been a member
of the team for the past three years and
feels he has earned his position.
“The second leg is in March and it will
be really difﬁcult if I have to stay at
home after all the slog and dedication
I have invested in this”, Emeka says.
“I thought my chances to play at
international club level were over but
then West Brom called me for trials a
few months ago. They have offered me
a year’s contract but again, only if I get
an Irish passport. I think Ireland is just
getting used to different people from
different places and cultures. It’s simple
for me, I just want to get my passport
and get on with my career.”
Now in his ﬁnal year in secondary
school, he admits that the temptation
to focus on football and not his
studies is great yet he understands
the importance of sitting the Leaving
Certiﬁcate and having a qualiﬁcation.
“My mates keep me in school and I
realise how important it is to get my
Leaving Cert to fall back on.”
(In April 2007, Emeka has received an
Irish passport).
Article from Changing Ireland, 2006.
NCCRI. Photograph by Derek Speirs.
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At junior level, the FAI is considering a less onerous benchmarking process than the
licensing arrangements for senior clubs. Anti-racism will ﬁgure in any such quality mark,
with support, advice and training to assist clubs with limited resources. In line with the
code of ethics, racist bullying will not be tolerated, and a clear reporting mechanism will
be established for complaints of racist behaviour.
Club codes of practice should make clear that racism is unacceptable in any form.
In schoolboy/schoolgirl clubs this is as applicable to parents as to the youngsters
themselves. Such clubs should require parents to sign up to their code on registering
their child, to ensure they are bound into these requirements too.

Fans of the international side have built up an enviable global reputation for their
behaviour and it is vital that the FAI communicate its anti-racist commitment to the
international supporters at every opportunity, as indicated above. But fans can play a
more active part themselves too.
The association will develop links with international supporters’ clubs, including for
example the African Ireland Supporters’ Club, and will encourage Eircom League
of Ireland clubs to build the capacity of supporters’ networks. It will liaise with the
Amalgamation of Northern Ireland Supporters’ Clubs, which has been instrumental in the
IFA’s Football for All campaign.
The FAI will also encourage Eircom League of Ireland clubs to explore how they can
expand their supporter base through engaging with the minority communities in their
locality.
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4.1.3. Engage supporters
Supporters are critical to the success of anti-racism initiatives, as UEFA has also
recognised. For instance, in Germany Schalke 04 fans initiated a campaign, ‘Den Ball
Egal’ (the ball doesn’t discriminate), which has won support from clubs across the Land
of Nord-Rhein Westfalia and the backing of its government.

4.2. Stimulating participation
4.2.1. FAI to encourage inclusion
For refugees who have been accepted in the country and migrants who have elected
to remain, to feel able to identify with the international team, without having to disown
their own national origin, is a powerful symbol of having arrived. The FAI is committed to
an ethos of hospitality, which can make it as possible for an Irish citizen from Lagos as
his or her counterpart from Laois to support the international side with enthusiasm.
The association will demonstrate this hospitality, including by making connections
between players and senior FAI ﬁgures and minority associations. The FAI already
provides promotional offers to international games; these should be promoted among
minority ethnic communities and media also. The FAI will aim to support efforts by SARI
to build support for the international side among African and Polish communities.
Individual players from minority backgrounds have played, and starred, in the green
shirt. But the FAI goal is to make this the norm, rather than the exception. Everyone
recognises, for example, the huge contribution of minority-ethnic players to the great
French World Cup winning team of 1998. The FAI hopes that wearing the green shirt
will be an ambition that minority youngsters will want to share. In terms of recruitment
to international squads at all levels, where appropriate and requested the FAI will put in
place an effective process to support the relevant statutory agencies which deal with
issues of travel documentation for those players from minority backgrounds representing
the FAI.
The association recognises also that it needs to broker solutions to problems that
both senior and junior clubs face in some instances with registration of players who
have played abroad. This will be assisted by the domestic department and the recent
incorporation of the Eircom League of Ireland into the FAI.
Intercultural Plan - Football Association of Ireland
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Staff throughout the association will be given access to training to assist them in
working with members of minority communities. Those working ‘on the ground’ at
regional and local levels will need particularly to be attuned to these new possibilities
and requirements.

04

Inviting members of minority communities to play a full role in the sport will also involve
making ‘visible’ the contribution others are already making at all levels. All FAI livery and
brochures will ensure that its imagery of players itself reﬂects ethnic diversity. Without
incurring disproportionate printing costs, selected documents will be translated into
principal minority languages—such as Polish, Lithuanian, Latvian and Chinese—and
made available electronically as PDFs. They will also be scanned for cultural sensitivities.
This will enable all FAI staff members to have all key documentation available in a range
of languages and in an accessible format.
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Clubs which have made particular efforts to build bridges across ethnic or national
lines—from whichever direction—should be recognised. Intercultural achievement will
become one of the factors taken into consideration for the ‘club of the month’ award.
‘Blitzes’, similar to those organised by SARI, and open days in major centres will provide
the opportunity for the FAI to promote football among youngsters of all communities
(male and female). Such events will focus on the principle of participation by all, rather
than competition. They will be backed up by FAI support for leagues and clubs at junior
level seeking to enhance minority involvement.
As indicated earlier, minority ‘communities’ are no more homogeneous than any
other. In particular, the FAI is conscious of its commitment, reﬂected in the Women’s
Development Plan, to enhance participation of girls and women in the sport. This applies
equally to women from minority backgrounds. For example, the association will ensure
that the Soccer Sisters programme is promoted through minority-community networks.
The association will seek more involvement of volunteers from minority communities
in the running of clubs. Migrants and refugees tend, as indicated above, to be relatively
well-qualiﬁed and may well have under-used skills to contribute. The services of
Volunteering Ireland will be sought in this regard.
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Speciﬁcally, the FAI will aim to make coaching and refereeing in Ireland reﬂective of
the diverse population. The Referee Development Plan makes plain that referees in
Ireland are, by UEFA standards, in very short supply, and the goal is to double their
number in the space of four years. This will be done through trawling as widely as
possible, including via minority media. The FAI will investigate the best mechanism to
minimise obstacles to trainees who are not in work, regardless of ethnicity or nationality,
becoming referees. Issues of recognition of qualiﬁcations obtained elsewhere will be
handled sensitively.
All of this will require much more consistent data collection and recording. It will be
essential to record for players, coaches and referees not only their contact details, age
and gender (and any disability), but also their ethnicity and nationality of origin. This
can follow the same approach as the census, to obtain comparable material, with due
sensitivity to concerns about privacy and in compliance with data-protection legislation.
This is being trialled in 2007 with youngsters signing up for summer schemes and all
applicants for the basic coaching, Kickstart I, course.
The FAI is also piloting the development of player databases for the women’s and senior
games. This approach, when generalised, will in any event be critical if individual player
pathways are to be properly monitored, as envisaged in the association’s technicaldevelopment plan, Football for the Future. The goal will be to have up-to-date and
integrated databases so that it is easy for the association to determine to what degree
participation in the sport, in its different dimensions, does indeed reﬂect the changing
face of the wider society, and to remedy deﬁcits where these appear.
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This more professional approach may help to address a source of tension in schoolboy
football arising from allegations of players being over-age. Refugees from strife-torn
countries may well lack the documentation required to validate the ages of youngsters;
in some cases of uncertainty, an afﬁdavit sworn before a lawyers should sufﬁce to
resolve any disputes. The FAI will work with the appropriate statutory and non statutory
agencies towards establishing the most appropriate process for clarifying age/eligibility
of players, which will be most effective for resolving disputes.

Clubs, especially small ones, can easily become cliques, recruiting through traditional
networks, thereby bypassing minority communities by default. For example, the social
hub of the club may be the bar, which for some members of minority communities may
represent a chill factor. Holding open days, making links with local minority associations
and promoting the club through any local minority media are different ways in which
clubs can send out the hospitality message. This may involve clubs looking at (nondiscriminatory) easement of membership fees for those who are socially marginalised.
Every league should have an intercultural ofﬁcer, to advise junior clubs.
Senior clubs can develop their websites, including with sections in any minority language
substantially used in their catchment area, and secure links on minority-association
websites. They can sponsor minority events and build relationships via community and
asylum-seeker-reception centres. Drogheda United, for example, has developed contacts
with the reception centre at Mosney (see also below), including offering free tickets for
matches. The launch of Show Racism the Red Card in Galway built links between Galway
United, the city council and the local association for asylum-seekers and refugees.
St Patrick’s Athletic has worked hard to build Polish support for the club. Its Polish
community ofﬁcer, seconded from the SARI-Brian Kerr Intercontinental League, has set
up a Polish team, supported by the club, which plays its bigger games at the ground
when available. He writes a regular page in the club programme in Polish and English,
and updates the Polish pages on the club website. St Patrick’s advertises in local Polish
papers and has installed Polish TV channels.
At the grassroots, Local Sports Partnerships and any local intercultural initiatives offer
a vehicle for making connections, and the larger minority organisations with networks
across the country will also be able to help with contacts: Integrating Ireland alone has
more than 200 afﬁliates. The Garda Síochána now has some 400 ethnic liaison ofﬁcers
around the country, who can be drawn upon to assist on speciﬁc projects, subject to
normal rules of procedure and requirements of conﬁdentiality.
Senior clubs can also seek to attract new players from more diverse sources. This is
partly about Eircom League of Ireland teams widening their scouting purview. SARI,
for example, has encouraged senior clubs to monitor the performance of players in
the Brian Kerr Intercontinental League. It is also about nurturing cohorts of youngsters
coming through locally, via youth teams and even academies, and ensuring these
reﬂect the diversity of young people in the locality. Targeting particular schools will be
one way to do this, as well as direct links with local minority representatives. Half-time
intercultural events with youngsters from local schools offer a particular opportunity for
clubs to exploit.
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4.2.2. Clubs to reach out
While compliance with anti-racism requirements is non-negotiable, clubs which
embrace interculturalism can go further in attracting new constituencies of support.
Football is the sport most played by adults in Ireland—one in six take part if 5-a-side is
included—yet only around 12-15,000 people attend Eircom League of Irelands games
each week. Attendances have recently risen, however, and Eircom League of Ireland
clubs have already begun to employ club promotion ofﬁcers. All senior clubs should
have a designated intercultural ofﬁcer, which may be the CPO, to reach out to minority
communities with the assistance of the FAI’s intercultural programme and the Football
Intercultural Forum (see below).
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Gil Berkovich, pictured on the right of the photograph.
Gil Berkovich arrived from Israel to Ireland in
April 2001. He was raised on a kibbutz where
he managed a football team for the Jordan
Valley.
Upon arriving in Dublin he missed his regular football
games and started playing casually at Fairview Park.
This soon encouraged him to start his own football
team. He placed notices up at his apartment complex
and work. Very soon he was running his own team.
Soon the idea for creating a League took seed. Back in
Israel Gil arranged games between Israeli and Arabs. The
goal of the Ireland League of Nations was to develop
and promote inter-cultural relations between a diverse
mix of nationalities and ethnics groups in Dublin and the
surroundings areas. Soccer, as the world’s most popular
sport, transcends national and cultural boundaries and
provides the most appropriate bridge to bring people
together.
He gave out ﬂiers to all the city centre shops that catered
for immigrants and any willing passer by he met. With
his usual boyish charm he managed to convince many
immigrants and Irish to create their own teams which
would then compete against each other to a ﬁnal winning
cup. The games were played in St. Anne’s Park. In the
beginning many of the players, being immigrants did not
have shin guards, teams did not have matching jerseys
and Gil would referee three to four games in an afternoon.
The ﬁrst summer League award was held 2005 at the
Conrad Hotel where Algeria won the cup.
Word of the League soon got out by word of mouth and
with more ﬂiers. Gil soon had to organise the League
teams - working on the computer until the early hours of
the morning. Teams had to choose jersey colours, players
names listed, Managers appointed, contact telephone
numbers, game rules – the list goes on. Gil was always
ready at hand day or night to answer or sort out any
problems a team might have. To say the least Gil put his
whole into the League and with hard work and drive made
it work. Professionalism was the key word. Rules were
strictly adhered to keep the games rolling.
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“But it’s worth it, “ he says.
“If you put in time like this, the teams realize that you’re
not just messing about. They realize that this is something
that can be done right. So they turn up on time and they
listen to you. They respect the league, which means they
respect the other teams. That is what the league is for.”
The League has not only given the opportunity for
foreigners and immigrants to interact on a sport level but
also for the spectators on a social level. There has also
been an opportunity at getting to know and respect each
others cultures.
At present there are twenty teams from different
countries including ﬁve Polish teams. There are also two
League seasons, summer season and winter season.
Brian Kerr (ex Republic of Ireland Manager) became patron
to the League and an ofﬁcial launch of the Brian Kerr
International League was held on 19 January 2006 at the
Dalymount Park. The competing teams were China &
Poland. Invited guests included: Brian Kerr and the Polish
and Chinese Ambassadors. There were 3000 enthusiastic
spectators.
This year Gil has been very busy organising a match at
Dalymount between Poland and Italy and a seven aside
Polish May Day at the AUL Sports Ground’s. Children
were entertained by stilt walkers and face painters and
football games were organised by the FAI. Gils future
plans for the league consist of exploring how the league
might become afﬁliated to the FAI through one of its
afﬁliated leagues in Dublin.
Gil Berkovich is a very busy man with an unstoppable
drive. Not only does he have a fulltime job but, he is
continuously busy organising the games for the weekends
and sport days as well keeping everyone happy. In a few
short years Gil has not only brought the different foreign
and Irish communities together on a sport and social level,
his passion for football has made the Ireland League of
Nations grow from strength to strength with regular media
articles and television appearances. At the 2006 World
Refugee Day Awards Gil received the Sports and Leisure
Awards in recognition for his contribution.
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There are nearly 100 leagues in Ireland, and some 2,500 clubs. For obvious reasons
of practicality, the FAI has in the past related to its afﬁliates, rather than to individual
clubs. But modern information technology means the association will shortly have a full
database of information on clubs, on top of the incorporation of the Eircom League of
Ireland. This will allow the FAI website to provide visitors with an instantly searchable
facility, to ﬁnd out about any clubs in their area.
The intercultural programme of the FAI will play a key role in helping to broker
connections between clubs and communities at all levels of the game. Indeed, this is
likely to be the biggest single practical contribution it will make.

But soccer initiatives will also arise organically from within minority communities—as
they do all the time within the ‘majority’ community—as has happened, for example,
in and around the Islamic Cultural Centre in Dublin and among the Traveller community
in Galway. Such initiatives can and should be supported where the goal is to establish
intercultural teams and connections.
Interculturalism can also be promoted by organising competitions. In 2006, the
Waterford Local Sports Partnership organised a Fáilte Football event. Employers of
minority workers in the area were invited to sponsor ﬁve-a-side teams, where each
eight-strong squad had to have at least two minority and two ‘indigenous’ players. The
event was very successful and was later repeated as part of a big International Family
fun day.
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The FAI does not seek to establish separate ‘national’ football communities in Ireland,
as these could inadvertently foster ghettoisation. If clubs do reach out sufﬁciently to
minority communities, including by having well-advertised trials for example, this is
unlikely to happen. Conversely, experiences of racist bullying will lead to separate teams
being formed.

Many people from minority communities lack basic knowledge about the formal
requirements of setting up a football club in Ireland and afﬁliating to a league. The FAI
will develop a simple document, in more than one language, offering straightforward
advice and promoting its intercultural philosophy.
4.2.3. Link to local and regional development
Much of the future of football in Ireland depends on whether ever-wider cohorts of
young people can be attracted to participate in the game, how early they start, how long
they stay, how well they are supported and how high their ambition can go. This is what
the FAI’s technical-development plan is all about and why the association’s technical
department has expanded, in the space of ﬁve years, from fewer than 10 to more than
70 staff.
This intercultural plan closely dovetails with Football for the Future. The technical
department will work to promote the involvement of minority youngsters—boys and
girls—in the game in several ways. Using the information that will be gleaned in pursuit
of this plan, it will adopt targeted initiatives to address evidence of under-representation
of particular communities. It will address linguistic and religious differences through
ensuring information is available in relevant languages, as far as is reasonably
practicable, and developing relationships with institutions embodying minority faiths.
Attention will be paid to the role mothers, as well as fathers, play in families and
communities.
Other agencies apart from the FAI are involved in the development of football, including
the Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism. The FAI special projects manager already
liaises with DAST on the funding of projects to establish all-weather pitches, and access
to training pitches can be a barrier to involvement for grassroots minority initiatives.
At the time of writing, DAST was preparing a national sports facilities strategy. The
association believes an aspect of this plan should be the prioritisation of intercultural
investment proposals.
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One excellent intercultural initiative, which has blossomed with the support of SARI,
is the Brian Kerr Intercontinental League (Ireland League of Nations). With Dublin City
Council providing pitches, driven by the leagues enthusiastic CEO Gil Berkovich, has 20
teams, involving some 400 players and some 50 nationalities, drawn from the diaspora
of the participating countries along with ‘surrogate’ teams and guest nations. In 2006 it
was able to run a ‘world cup’, before the real event took place in Germany, with most of
the countries involved represented by teams.
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One particular beneﬁt of the SARI-Brian Kerr Intercontinental (Ireland League of
Nations) has been to provide a vehicle for asylum-seekers at Mosney, dependent on
‘direct provision’, to break out of social isolation via football—a sport which has so often
provided at least a distraction from, and at best a way out of, experiences of social
disadvantage. Mosney United has also helped develop a sense of camaraderie among
the members of the squad. The league has struck a nice balance by its cosmopolitan
character between the natural tendency of members of communities to stick together
and the needs of interculturalism.
SARI, which has a strong link with local area partnerships (for example, Dublin Inner City
Partnership) organises diverse, distressed and sometimes divided communities, such
as Ivorians and Somalians, through football and assists them in forming representative
community groups that have the capacity to become part of mainstream voluntary
associations. An integral part of this is the SARI mentoring and scholarship programme,
which protects and nurtures vulnerable young footballers who are unaccompanied
minors. SARI also organises an annual 7-a-side SoccerFest in Phoenix Park in Dublin,
with some 60 sides from across these islands, linked to multicultural music and food.
The FAI will aim to support SARI in this and will encourage other cosmopolitan initiatives
across the country. It will explore the possible involvement of Northern Ireland groups
and teams, via its relationship with the IFA. It will also spread the word by looking to see
how football events can be linked to particular dates in the annual intercultural calendar,
as with SARI’s Children’s Sports Mayfest, the Africa Centre’s World Refugee Day awards
or the Anti-Racist Week co-ordinated by the National Consultative Committee on Racism
and Interculturalism.
Travellers are a minority group in Ireland who have been somewhat overshadowed
by the arrivals of the ‘new Irish’, largely from east and central Europe, in recent years.
But football is a valuable way of engaging this ‘old Irish’ community too in the project
of integration. The FAI will thus develop links with Traveller support groups, and will
encourage such links in locations where there are signiﬁcant Traveller communities,
contributing to improved relationships between Travelling and settled people in the
process.
4.3. Develop a dynamic and globally competitive football culture
4.3.1. Change the culture of the game
Association football emerged in the 19th century at a time when Ireland as a whole
remained part of the union with Britain, as Northern Ireland remains today. It was part
of a shared, male, working-class experience across these islands. This valued tradition
is sustained in the continuing enthusiasm of many Irish soccer fans for English and
Scottish premiership clubs. But there may be a downside too.
Joining what was then the European Economic Community in 1973 provided Ireland
with the opportunity to escape from the shadow of Britain—and from the associated
historic animosity—to play its full part on the wider European, indeed global, stage. Now,
in an interesting irony, as many from other European countries, and further aﬁeld, have
come to Ireland, some have suggested that it is time for football in Ireland to become
more global in its approach if it is to progress.
The social origins of football in northern England placed a deﬁning stamp upon it—a
celebration of work rate, physical ‘hardness’ and team spirit, often associated with a
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culture of heavy drinking. Yet to be competitive at the highest levels in today’s global
game, with club or country, requires very different qualities: technical mastery and a
capacity for improvisation, athleticism based on a demanding dietary and ﬁtness regime,
application of sports science and psychology, and professional management particularly
in choice of tactics.
This calls for greater diversity in styles of play, at club and international level—
recognising that the frenetic and error-strewn style that sometimes characterises English
league football, with which elite Irish players and the Irish viewing public are so familiar,
is not always the most appropriate for today’s game. Sir Trevor Brooking, director of
youth development at the English FA, has complained: ‘Ask any of the foreign coaches
in England and they will tell you that kids in Germany, Spain, Holland and Portugal are all
ahead of our kids in terms of basic skills.’

First, not enough attention was being paid to technical, tactical and physical
development of players. Secondly, the age and gender proﬁles of some leagues were
unbalanced and overly competitive at too early a stage in a player’s development. And,
thirdly, competition was crowding out practice. As a result, the FAI’s ‘player pathway’
approach puts a premium on fun and skill development at early stages of player
development.
These concerns again show how interculturalism and the aspirations of the technical
department neatly intertwine. The FAI will ensure coach education addresses not only
the demands of anti-racism but also the diversity of footballing cultures; having more
coaches from minority backgrounds on the books will help this process of enrichment.
Looking ahead to the development of Abbotstown, the FAI will seek to learn from the
success of the Clairefontaine academy for the French Football Federation. Through
the FAI’s programmes, such as coach education and those driven by, for example
UEFA, UNICEF, The United Nations, and Irish Aid the FAI will explore opportunities for
international exchanges of coaches and trainees.
Again returning to the issue of information, recording and electronically storing
information on every registered player in Ireland will allow their progress to be
monitored. In terms of elite players, this will chart their progress to the regional centres
and, eventually, Abbotstown, and from members of the junior international squads to
potential members of the senior side. This can ensure that if minority players are not
pursuing these pathways towards excellence as far as their counterparts, this will be
recognised and so can be addressed.
Futsal is critical to a culture of football based around enjoyment and creativity,
technical skill and improvisation. A number of Brazilian football stars have testiﬁed
to its importance in their development as players. It is widely played across Europe
and can thus itself be a factor for integration of members of minority communities,
including coaches, who are familiar with it. Through its Futsal Strategic Plan the FAI will
ensure that the Futsal programme is extended beyond Dublin. The FAI will link with
the Department of Education and Science and lobby for sports facilities in schools and
community centres where possible.
It will also begin a discussion with the schoolboy/schoolgirl leagues about the possibility
of moving to the summer when pitches are always playable, rather than in the winter
when youngsters could be developing their talents via Futsal. This would reverse the
tendency for competition to marginalise practice.
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The FAI is involved in the training of some 2,000 coaches per year, and there are some
17,000 in the country, yet too few are trained to UEFA ‘B’ and ‘A’ standard and Football
for the Future recognised that there was no structured programme for the most talented
young players. The subsequent Emerging Talent Programme identiﬁed three ﬂaws in
terms of developing these critical future ‘human resources’ of the game.
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The values of competition and participation tend to clash, particularly in children’s
football. Yet only by maximising participation in the game and avoiding an early sense
of failure can a critical mass of future young competitive players emerge. The Buntús
programme already allows some primary children to engage with football as fun, and
the resource cards associated with it already show players of a range of ethnicities. The
FAI schools strategic plan seeks to ensure that this programme is extended as widely
as possible to schools that have a Local Sports Partnerships, ensuring in particular that
schools experiencing social disadvantage and with high numbers of minority pupils
(often the same ones) are covered by it.
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4.3.2. Change the culture of the club
These changes would together increase the pool of talent in the game, up to and
including players available for international selection, and engender a culture more
conducive to international success. But Eircom League of Ireland clubs are also in the
business of international competition, and they too have scope to modernise.
The typical senior club has tended to focus on the short-term challenges to hand—
notably, paying the next week’s wages for its professional or semi-professional players.
But as in any organisation, success is only possible with a long-term vision of where a
club wants to be, and how it aims to get there.
Successful Eircom League of Ireland clubs will be deﬁned by the following features:
•

their embeddedness in local communities and a sense of ownership, in some cases
even legal ownership, among their supporters;

•

their commitment to developing successive cohorts of young players, rather than
simply contracting in the short term those players they can afford;

•

a capacity to produce an entertaining spectacle on the pitch, better than that which
can be viewed from the sofa; and

•

investment in facilities today’s supporters expect, and in effective event management.

At every point, a commitment to interculturalism provides one element of the answer as
to how clubs can get out of a vicious circle of limited resources, poor performance and
weak support, and into a virtuous circle of improving performance, rising support and
enhanced resources. It can mean access to new constituencies of support which help
ﬁll the stands. It can mean drawing upon and bringing on a wider range of players and
coaches, maybe adding a competitive edge. It can mean more ticket sales and bring new
sponsors. It can create new stars and attract more media coverage.
Progressive clubs will recognise that being ahead in the interculturalist game is part
of being ahead on the pitch. Bohemians has not only been strong in its commitment
to anti-racism but also has 500 members with a voice at its agm and a 5-10 year
investment plan to take the club to what it hopes will be new levels of ﬁnancial and
football performance. Similarly, Derry City has seen attendances multiply in recent
years since it tackled sectarian behaviour by a section of its fans, while simultaneously
becoming competitive on the European stage.
Much of this plan has been about brokering networks. And some clubs have found
bureaucratic difﬁculties in registering players who have previously played in other
countries, as indicated earlier. One positive response would be for the FAI, the Eircom
League of Ireland and relevant government departments (notably the Department of
Education and Science and the Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism) to sponsor a
scholarship scheme for young foreign players, particularly from Africa. This would operate
like the sports scholarships under which some students go to US universities.
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Such a scheme could be a ‘fair trade’ alternative to the exploitation of young talent
from developing countries and would ensure young players were able to continue their
education and enjoy social supports while developing their playing career with a club in
Ireland. In turn, such players could become heroes and role models for others to follow.
It was only when top French clubs started to buy in foreign stars—and France’s colonial
past meant, of course, that there were already links to Francophone Africa—that they
were able to develop a way of playing football that was internationally competitive.
4.4. Contributing to integration

A further concrete commitment immediately follows from this for the FAI. This is to
expand the Football Intercultural Advisory Group, which has been instrumental in the
development of this plan, into a broader Football Intercultural Forum. As indicated above,
the group has beneﬁted from the engagement of minority voices in this process. A
logical extension of this will be not only to sustain the FIAG into the future but to expand
it by including minority representatives, without whom delivery of the plan will be
incomplete.
The FAI intercultural programme co-ordinator will be the hub of a network that links units
and staff within the FAI in promoting the intercultural plan, while physical networks will
also be developed which link FAI staff on the ground, particularly the regional/county and
women’s development ofﬁcers, and link them to other intercultural projects and activists.
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4.4.1. Integration via football
Although sports bodies like the Irish Cricket Union and the Irish Amateur Boxing
Association, as well as the IFA, have clear and longstanding anti-racism and diversity
policies, the FAI is the ﬁrst Republic of Ireland (only) sporting body to develop an antiracism and intercultural plan. The value of its links with the IFA is paramount in this
regard, as it has led the way in Northern Ireland.

The FAI also recognises that the success of this plan will depend on full support from
across government. Hitherto the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform has
been committed to the FIAG, but it is also important that other departments, notably the
Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism and the Department of Education and Science,
are engaged as well.
The school is a key institution for integration. Many schools, particularly in inner-city
Dublin, now have pupils from a wide range of nationalities. Football can help here. It
offers a vehicle for addressing issues of interculturalism in terms, for example, of civic,
social and political education. Show Racism the Red Card has been working on a DVD
and educational materials with the teaching unions with this in mind.
Connections can also be made to social, personal and health education and to physical
education itself. Imaginative initiatives are possible: St Mary’s Place in Dublin, for
example, runs an anti-racist ‘world cup’ where children are allocated for a week to one
of the nationalities represented in the school, learning (including from other pupils) about
‘their’ country as well as playing for ‘their’ team. The FAI will be keen to support such
initiatives.
Perhaps of greatest importance however is that the FAI communicates in readily
accessible form to the general public in Ireland its commitment to anti-racism and
interculturalism, and why. The association will engage in a major public-awareness
campaign, with a simple slogan and graphic message, which can be badged along with
the livery of individual clubs, other partners and/or sponsors as appropriate. It will be
launched and pursued in conjunction with anti-racist and minority associations and will
spotlight star players. It will portray the changing face of football as a positive symbol of
a new, integrated Ireland.
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As elsewhere in this plan, access to accurate and up-to-date information will be essential
if interculturalism is to be properly incorporated into the warp and weft of the day-to-day
work of football’s grassroots development. The FAI will encourage regular information
updates on local and regional websites and where possible will highlight regular
activities, groups and contacts on its own website.
The association will seek to have links to its website from the sites of minority
associations. Good practice and information about activities will be disseminated by a
countrywide e-mail network.
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4.4.2. Integration more generally
The FAI also recognises its responsibilities to play a part in the wider challenge of
integration. That is partly in terms of contributing to the implementation of the National
Action Plan Against Racism. Here it will support, for example, the work of SARI, Show
Racism the Red Card and the NCCRI.
Research by SARI for its Sporting Equals programme revealed that very few sporting
bodies had equality clauses in their constitutions, never mind a dedicated anti-racism and
diversity plan. The Football Intercultural Forum, using the experience gained with the FAI
plan, will work in concert with the Sports Council to support its member organisations in
the development of speciﬁc policies in this area.
The FAI is also committed to the pursuit of reconciliation between the peoples of Ireland
and Northern Ireland. To that end, it will build upon its relationships with the IFA, and will
encourage the exchange of good practice between its intercultural programme and the
IFA’s Football for All. It will encourage clubs and others involved in intercultural activities
to look to potential Northern Ireland partners, particularly where they are close to the
border. And it will support the expansion of the Setanta Cup, which has been a northsouth success story, to 16 teams.
Finally, on a wider European canvas, the FAI is conscious that, as with UEFA, the major
European public institutions are taking anti-racism and interculturalism increasingly
seriously. Not only is 2007 the European Union Year of Equal Opportunities, but 2008
will be the Year of Intercultural Dialogue. The Council of Europe, meanwhile, is launching
a white paper on intercultural dialogue, to be agreed by the 46 member states later in
2007. The FAI will seek to contribute to the wider European interculturalist project.
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Wider still, in the global arena, the FAI will support projects like the Meridian Cup
partnering UEFA and the African football confederation, CAF; collaborations between
FARE and FIFA, as in the anti-racist work around the last world cup; and the Football for
Peace initiative of the United Nations children’s fund, UNICEF.
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5.1. FAI departments and units
Taking on the challenge of interculturalism is not easy for any organisation. Interculturalism
has at its heart people talking to each other and solving their problems through dialogue,
and so answers do not come off the peg. Nor do the issues easily ﬁt into one department
to whom responsibility can be hived off. Indeed, it is critical for the success of this plan that
it is not seen as something that can be left by others to the FAI intercultural programme
co-ordinator.
Interculturalism is basically about how we live together in diverse societies, including how
we work and how we enjoy our leisure. So the FAI recognises that this is a responsibility of
everyone involved with the association and should be seen as part of the day-to-day work of
everyone involved with football in Ireland.

5.2. An FAI intercultural unit
As indicated above, this plan extends the commitment of the FAI to anti-racism and
interculturalism and the association will accordingly work towards the establishment of an
intercultural unit in the organisation as activity builds. While not to be treated as a place
to whom the intercultural buck could be passed, this could function as a ‘consultancy’ in
the organisation—a repository of expertise, contacts and good practice to which other
departments and units, and the football family more generally, could turn for advice.
Such a unit could also play a challenge role within the organisation. Where important new
commitments were being developed by the FAI, it would ensure that relevant intercultural
aspects were embraced. This would ensure that interculturalism entered the mainstream of
soccer in Ireland and was seen as having practical implications for football-related activities,
rather than representing an additional burden or a meaningless aspiration.
The intercultural programme co-ordinator is located in the grassroots unit of the technical
department. Being within the grassroots unit provides valuable links to developmental
work on the ground. It is important to note however, that the role does have a crossdepartmental perspective, so that every strand of the work of the association is inﬂuenced
by it. With the expansion of this programme it is hoped that it would move towards an
intercultural unit in the future.
5.3. Regional networks
Since interculturalism is not simply a matter of doing predictable things, the FAI cannot
simply issue missives from Dublin and expect them to be implemented on the ground. It
will be essential that there be a network of workers across the country, with the training
and autonomy to be able to address various intercultural issues as they arise, rather than
awaiting direction from FAI headquarters.
What works in Dublin may not be the same as what works in Dundalk, Donegal
or Dungarvan, partly because in different parts of the country different issues may
predominate. In areas close to the border, sectarianism and the potential for cross-border
bridge-building will be more immediate than, say, in Munster. Whether the predominant
minority communities in a particular locality are migrants, Travellers or asylum-seekers and
refugees will make a difference, as will be the main nationalities of origin and whether
minorities are deﬁned along national or faith lines.
The FAI already has a developing network of county and regional development ofﬁcers,
and to a lesser extent women’s development ofﬁcers, employed by the association. These
grassroots workers do not attract the same status or publicity as top Eircom League of
Ireland clubs or the international team, but they will be critical to ensuring this plan has real
purchase on the ground.
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This has three key implications for the FAI. First, all association staff should be trained in
dealing with intercultural issues. Secondly, it highlights the need for the association, both in
its staff and its voluntary dimensions, to become reﬂective of contemporary Irish society.
And, thirdly, it underscores the need for a public-awareness campaign by the association,
which will not only raise public consciousness but make plain the commitment of the FAI at
the highest levels.
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5.4. Local partnerships
Since interculturalism is also not the province of any one sector of the game, it will be
essential to build horizontal links at regional and local levels, so that otherwise isolated
individuals can exchange ideas and draw on each other for support. Of particular importance
will be the engagement on equal terms of local minority associations. They will be able
to bring credibility and authority. And they will have critical local knowledge, in terms of
micro-networks within and across minority communities and associated concerns and
sensitivities.

Anti-racist efforts by clubs in Britain, such as Charlton Athletic, have been particularly
effective where they have stimulated broader partnerships, including with local authorities.
Recognising the wider intercultural responsibilities of sport, LSPs can play a key role. An
LSP in every county is envisaged by the end of 2007. They are charged with preparing local
sports development plans, embracing issues such as women’s involvement and dealing with
ethnic diversity. Some LSPs have already been involved in seeking to integrate members of
minority communities and local clubs, as with the Waterford initiative mentioned above.
Following the National Action Plan Against Racism, anti-racism and diversity plans are being
piloted in 10 localities, under the auspices of city/county enterprise boards or local-authority
social-inclusion units. As in Galway, these provide an opportunity for concerted local action
around football and interculturalism—more than the sport can do by itself.
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As at the level of society as a whole, at this local or regional level, the best answer is to
create a forum for continuing conversations, so that experience can be built up and lessons
learned as to what proves to be good practice. Such intercultural forums should thus
include development ofﬁcers, women’s development ofﬁcers, Local Sports Partnerships
and minority representatives. Bearing in mind the earlier point about the extent of diversity
among minority communities, care is needed here to avoid assuming that one or two
individuals from minority backgrounds can somehow ‘speak for’ everyone.

5.5. North-south connections
The separation of soccer in Ireland into two football associations, north and south, took
some decades after the partition of the country. And football retains a capacity not only for
sectarian expression but also for reconciliation. In an ideal Ireland, networks of connections
across the island would be unaffected by the political border.
One of those networks is the evolving relationship between the FAI and the IFA. This
intercultural plan, along with the IFA’s Football for All campaign, gives a sound basis for
conversations about good practice between the two associations. The IFA will be invited to
have an observer role on the Football Intercultural Forum (see below).
Secondly, the Setanta Cup has provided an occasion for meetings as well as matches
between clubs on either side of the border. This can be and has extended to engaging
supporters and youngsters as well, as Drogheda United and Linﬁeld have demonstrated.
Thirdly, particularly with the IFA establishing its own network of development centres across
Northern Ireland, there is scope for cross-border links among football development workers.
These could build people-to-people relationships around football, as with the Gateway
project linking Inishowen and Limavady at the Donegal/Derry border.
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06 Agents of change
Such a complex plan as this cannot possibly be delivered by the FAI on its own. Indeed, a
whole range of organisations and individuals will need to show their commitment if it is to
come off the page.
6.1. FAI
Clearly, however, the FAI has to take prime responsibility. It would be unreasonable to
expect anyone else to take the intercultural challenge in football seriously if the FAI was not
willing to put its head above the parapet.
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In addition, it is critical that a plan involving so many actors is properly co-ordinated. That
role falls inevitably to the FAI. If in many cases others will be involved in the execution of
the plan—as listed in detail below—they will rightly expect the FAI to help them broker
relationships and co-ordinate the overall approach.

AGENTS OF CHANGE

6.2. Intercultural and minority associations
The challenges facing members of minority communities in Ireland have thrown up a
range of associations to give minorities a voice, to combat racism and to build intercultural
connections. Some, like Show Racism the Red Card or SARI, have had a sporting focus.
Some have sought to represent a whole continent, like the Africa Centre, particular
nationalities, like the Nigerian Association, or groups within nationalities, like the Association
of Chinese Professionals. Others have been organised around faith, such as the Islamic
Cultural Centre. Others again have had a more general remit, like the Immigrant Council of
Ireland or Integrating Ireland.
All of these, and similar, associations have a wealth of tacit knowledge to bring to bear to
the task of building interculturalism in football. The Football Intercultural Advisory Group
already embraces SARI and Show Racism the Red Card, alongside the Department of
Justice, Equality and Law Reform and the NCCRI. Through the extension of the group into a
wider forum, embracing the major minority/intercultural NGOs in this area, it will be possible
to tap that vital knowledge.
6.3. Clubs, senior and junior
The unit of football is the club, from the Eircom League of Ireland right down to the smallest
schoolboy/girl endeavour. So if the intercultural plan is to enter the mainstream of football
in Ireland, it must be organically connected to the organisation and playing of the game at
club level. This will not only make the plan more effective; it will also reduce accordingly the
additional work implementation will require.
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It would be unreasonable, even then, to place a disproportionate burden on clubs with
limited resources. So this plan deliberately places much less onerous requirements on junior
than senior clubs. But every schoolboy or schoolgirl club, for example, however small, has
to have a child-protection ofﬁcer. His or her task includes ensuring that any child from a
minority background is protected from racist bullying.
The FAI brochures advising clubs on issues such as the code of ethics make clear the
requirement that children be respected regardless of colour or creed.
Clubs will also be key to developing good practice in interculturalism. So pioneering clubs
could be invited to make an input into the new intercultural forum.
6.4. Coaches
There are around 17,000 registered coaches around the country, a critical group of potential
envoys for interculturalism. This is particularly so as they are involved with players from day
to day, set moral standards and must solve the practical problems, like language difﬁculties,
that cultural diversity raises.
An intercultural dimension to all coach-education courses will help equip coaches to handle
these issues. Coaches will be responsible for ensuring the FAI’s guidance on appropriate—
and inappropriate—language in an intercultural context is acted upon, including by parents in
schoolboy and schoolgirl clubs.
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They will also be key to instilling a more technical and creative culture in the game, ensuring
for example that the opportunities presented by Futsal for the development of young
players are fully exploited. In line with Football for the Future, the FAI will ensure that as
many coaches as possible can progress up the coaching ladder, so that their own technical
competence is fully developed.
In particular, coaches must avoid falling into ethnic stereotyping. When a strongly physical
game is taken for granted, players for whom this is not the norm may be regarded as
insufﬁciently ‘robust’. Coaches need to be mindful of the insidious forms of racism to which
this can lead.

While players will always berate each other—and, even more, referees—in football, insults
which refer to an opponent’s nationality, colour or creed are clearly unacceptable and will
demand an immediate sending-off. Trainee referees are already told on FAI courses that
racism represents a red-card offence, and the association will ensure that what constitutes
racist behaviour is made clear on such courses, so that there is consistency of approach.
The FAI would want to discuss any such episode with the club concerned, to ensure nonrepetition.
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6.5. Referees
Referees are the only moral arbiters in football during the critical period of the game itself.
They need to be seen throughout to act impartially, as well as dealing severely with any
racist behaviour. At junior level, in the absence of a match delegate to report, it is imperative
that the referee reports to the relevant league any racist incident during the game, of which
again he or she will be the only independent witness.

More subtle challenges are faced by referees, however, again as a result of diverse
styles of play. There is a ﬁne line between ‘diving’ and being unprepared for powerful
physical challenges. Referees need to be aware that they cannot assume that because a
player comes from, say, mainland Europe it means—as much TV commentary on UEFA
competitions routinely assumes—they have a predisposition to simulation.
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6.6. Stewards
Members of minority-ethnic communities need to know that if they play or simply attend a
football game they will not have to endure racial abuse by spectators. The FETAC-accredited
course for stewards deals with racism and disability issues and will be essential for senior
clubs to comply with the new club-licensing arrangements. While hitherto only available in
Dublin it will be available online and be delivered as outreach training through four centres
across the country. The FAI has developed separate course for event controllers, available to
senior stewards, to which the intercultural programme co-ordinator makes an input. Material
on handling racist behaviour will be inserted into the stewards’ handbook.
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It is difﬁcult to get stewards and event controllers to work for clubs, especially as
volunteers, and there is a big turnover. Periodic update training and payment of club
stewards will therefore be required to raise standards and create a stable base of stewards,
who feel an allegiance and commitment to the club, co-ordinated by an event controller.
Clubs can also expect a more favourable legislative environment; however, as indicated
above, if they are to deal properly with any racist chanting and wider public-safety issues.
6.7. Players
Much of our behaviour, particularly as youngsters, is imitation. Racism and xenophobia
constitute learned behaviour, rather than being a ‘natural’ disposition. And footballers,
particularly star players, have a great capacity to act as role models, for good or ill: Zinedine
Zidane has helped French people come to terms with their society’s cultural diversity, while
Paolo di Canio’s fascist salute only served to reinforce the extremism of some Italian ‘ultras’.
Paul McGrath, Chris Hughton and Clinton Morrison have similarly pioneered the involvement
of members of minority communities in the Irish international side, signalling to countless
youngsters ‘That could be me.’ It should not, however, fall to players from minority
backgrounds to shoulder the burden of challenging racism and promoting interculturalism.
This is a responsibility of all senior players, and should be seen as a key part of the
requirement in the current standard professional player’s contract to be available for club
‘community relations’ activities. The contract commits a player not to do anything that would
bring the club or the game ‘into disrepute’ and, as indicated above, this could be spelled out
as indicating that any form of racist behaviour would result in severe sanction.
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Players can contribute by being photographed as a team with anti-racist messages and
by appearing before a game with anti-racist tee-shirts or displays. Individually, they can
particularly help in work with children, for example in visiting schools, along with club
promotion ofﬁcers, to support activities addressing racism and interculturalism. They will
feature on the DVD being developed by Show Racism the Red Card. Articulate players can
offer a powerful counterweight to peer pressures towards racist behaviour.
6.8. Supporters
Supporters have a key role to play in making this plan a reality in the stands. The goal is to
transfer the ebullient hospitality which has characterised the international fans’ behaviour
to club loyalties. One way of enhancing that sense of ownership and commitment is by
promoting supporter involvement in club management. Shamrock Rovers is now run by its
supporters and the club believes this has enhanced fans’ sense of responsibility, such that
any racist comment by a supporter would be shouted down by neighbours.
This self-policing by supporters makes the task of securing the safety of all fans—including
those from minority communities—much easier. The work of the Amalgamation of Ofﬁcial
Northern Ireland Supporters’ Clubs, along with the IFA, to stop sectarian manifestations
at Windsor Park during Northern Ireland international games has been associated with a
more carnivalesque atmosphere. This has attracted a much broader audience to games and
underpinned recent successes on the pitch.
Efforts to develop a league supporters’ association in Ireland have not been successful;
the hope instead is that club promotion ofﬁcers will help organise supporters. A code of
conduct for fans is one way clubs and active supporters can make clear to everyone the
bounds of acceptable behaviour—and that any form of racism lies beyond them.
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7.1. Collecting information
This plan relies on the rigorous collection and dissemination of relevant information, using
the simplest and quickest electronic means. If the FAI is to play the brokering role central
to the plan—connecting clubs and communities, in particular—it must have access to the
information that clubs and communities, and individuals, may themselves lack. It is also critical
that the FAI knows what is happening on the ground, and can communicate as widely as
possible experiences of good practice, which others can adopt and adapt.
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But information is particularly important for the monitoring and evaluation of the success of
this plan, particularly since it is broaching new ground for the association. In terms of players,
for example, a fully electronic database of all registered players in Ireland, with relevant details
on ethnicity and/or nationality, will allow a baseline to be established as to participation in the
sport by members of various communities and allow progress to be assessed over time.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

7.2. Annual operational planning and review
The plan will be fed into the FAI’s wider process of annual operational planning. This will be
based on a review of achievements in the previous year and any evidence emerging of issues
which need to be prioritised in the coming year. The broad benchmark of progress should be
that football ought to be reﬂective, countrywide and locally, of the community it serves.
The plan is set out for three years, 2007-2010. A fuller review will take place towards
its conclusion. The expectation would be of a renewal of the plan, revised in the light of
experience, for a further three-year period.
7.2.1. Measurements
Conditions for success
There are a number of essential pre conditions for the success of the plan.
Key ones include:
•
•
•
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The extents to which afﬁliates, organisations and agencies involved with the organisation
of football and community development at a local, regional and national level engage with
this plan
The development of the internal organisations capacity to effectively deliver this plan
Resourcing support from the FAI and other statutory and non statutory agencies

Critical Success Indicators
Interculturalism can never be said to be ‘job done’ but will represent a continuing challenge
for the association, indeed one likely only to rise in prominence. However there are important
qualitative and quantitative measurement tools and markers that provide a clear indication as
to how this plan has impacted on football and interculturalism, these include:
•
•
•
•
•

Ethnicity monitoring
Participation audits
Policy/training audits
Incident monitoring
Surveys/questionnaires

The annual operational planning process will seek to utilise and expand on these methodologies
in order to fully evaluate the progress of this plan over the course of the next 3 years
7.3. Football Intercultural Forum
While objective evidence is critical for evaluating this plan, there will still be legitimate
differences of perspective as to the degree to which progress is being made. By extending
membership of the Football Intercultural Advisory Group, the FAI envisages that this can
become a continuing forum for all those interested in football and interculturalism to reﬂect on
the implementation of the plan. Pioneering clubs and representatives of minority associations
will all bring valid perspectives and experiences to bear.
The aim will be for the forum to meet quarterly. This would allow regular, periodic monitoring
of progress and exchange of information. The forum will also address each year the operational
plan for the intercultural programme.
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08 Conclusion
Anti-racism can sometimes be seen as an unfortunate duty which has to be met. For the
FAI, however, this plan is an important opportunity to turn Ireland’s growing cultural diversity
to advantage—for football, and the wider society.
8.1. Taking Irish football to new level
Football in Ireland has been on a rising curve in recent decades, boosted by the
achievements of the international team since the 80s and the Celtic Tiger phenomenon.
The FAI has expanded dramatically as a result. But competitive success is never secure,
and a strand running through this plan is that Ireland’s newfound cultural diversity provides
a resource on which to build, to develop a more globally competitive football style and to
underpin the future of the international team.

8.2. Leading way towards a more integrated society
This plan can make a signiﬁcant contribution to the wider public good of a more integrated
Irish society. A number of government departments are involved in intercultural initiatives,
but ironically it is sometimes easier for non-governmental organisations, like the FAI, to
take a ‘joined-up’ approach to such a complex problem, as government can fall foul of its
departmental ‘silos’.
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Success at elite level, however, depends on a wide basis of participation at the grassroots.
And this plan is also about redressing the weak community embeddedness of football in
Ireland, by comparison for example with Gaelic sports. Strengthening minority participation
in football at all levels is part and parcel of ensuring that more people support and volunteer
for local clubs and put the sport on a stronger social foundation.

The FAI is proud to be the ﬁrst mover, in terms of sporting governing bodies, in developing
this intercultural plan. The universal nature of the game undoubtedly gives football an edge
in this regard. But it very much hopes that other sporting organisations in Ireland will ﬁnd
this plan useful, as they too come to terms with today’s culturally diverse society.
8.3. Support from government
Finally, the FAI looks to government to assist in the success of this plan. There will
be signiﬁcant resource implications, which the association will want to discuss with
government as it contributes to the achievement of an integrated Ireland. But investment
in integration today can avoid huge potential costs in disintegration tomorrow, as evidenced
by the riots in 2001 in northern England and in 2005 in the French suburbs. The FAI will also
look to government to help champion the plan and ensure that it enjoys support across the
full range of departments, through the National Action Plan Against Racism ofﬁcers.
Politicians, for good or ill, may not be seen as role models in the same way as celebrity
football players. But they do set a tone, which is picked up by the media and frames the way
the public debate social issues. Public and sustained support for this plan from ministers
and senior ofﬁcials would be strongly welcomed by the FAI.
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Annex one
Football Intercultural Advisory Group: a background
The Football Intercultural Advisory Group was conceived further to the developing working
relationship of the FAI and SARI and Show Racism the Red Card. In order to build an
intercultural strategy the group was expanded so that the FAI’s Intercultural Strategy would
have input from the two Non Government Organisations and also the Department of
Justice, Equality and Law Reform and the government’s advisory body the NCCRI.
As a consequence, a round-table meeting was called in March 2006. It was attended by
representatives of the FAI; SARI; the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform;
the Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism; the NCCRI and Show Racism the Red Card. It
was agreed that all participant parties, with the exception of DAST (which elected to take a
supportive / observatory role), would form a working group to advise the FAI on a three-year
strategic plan focused on intercultural integration, social inclusion and anti-racist policy.

ANNEX ONE

The group drove the recruitment and appointment, on behalf of the FAI, of the association’s
ﬁrst ever intercultural ofﬁcer (Des Tomlinson), and then engaged Neil Jarman of the Institute
for Conﬂict Research and Robin Wilson to formulate and encapsulate an Intercultural
Strategic Plan on behalf of the FAI. Funding for this plan was kindly provided by the
Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform.
This plan, together with its deployment schedule, is the summation of the group’s collective
efforts to date. It builds an excellent base for extending the scope and ambition of the work
beyond its three-year focus, and also to widen the group to include representatives from our
new communities.
The current membership of FIAG is: Frank Buckley (SARI), Miriam Malone (grassroots unit
manager, FAI), Garrett Mullan (Show Racism the Red Card), Eamonn O’Shea (SARI), Des
Tomlinson (intercultural programme co-ordinator, FAI) Philip Watt (NCCRI) Willie O’Dwyer,
Julie Anderson and Maria Troy from the department of Justice Equality and Law Reform.
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Annex two
Interviewees for this project and/or attendees at the associated consultative event

Noel King
Pierre Lanfranchi
Lawrence Lee
Michael Lynam
Nicky McAlinden
Declan McCluskey
Ken McCue
Martin McDonagh
Gerry McGinn
Liam McGroarty
Stephen McGuinness
Sgt Dave McInerney
Martin McKenna

Fast Ireland Soccer School
Algerian Community
SIPTU
SARI / Brian Kerr Intercontinental League
Latvian Society in Ireland
Technical Director, FAI
Bohemian FC
football coach
Domestic Football Manager, FAI
Club Licensing Manager, FAI
Sport Against Racism in Ireland
Shamrock Rovers FC
Louth County Council
Irish Sport Council
Dublin City Council
Pavee Point
Drogheda United FC
Irish Sport Council
Galway City Council
Spirasi / Mosney United FC
Chief Executive, FAI
football coach
Tallaght Partnership
Integrating Ireland
Assistant Technical Director, FAI
football coach
Referee Education Ofﬁcer, FAI
Somali Community in Ireland
Islamic Cultural Centre
UEFA
Eircom League of Ireland Director, FAI
Africa Centre
Education Unit Manager, FAI
Irish Sports Council
coach, Galway
Galway Refugee Support Group
Waterford Local Sports Partnership
FIFA referee
Referees Manager, FAI
SARI / former international manager
St Mary’s Place PS, Dublin
Women’s Development Ofﬁcer,
Dublin to border region, FAI
Senior Women’s Manager, FAI
De Montfort University, Leicester
Association of Chinese Professionals in Ireland
Children’s Ofﬁcer, FAI
Louth County Council
Safety Ofﬁcer, FAI
Sport Against Racism in Ireland
East United FC, Galway
Drogheda Boys FC
Volunteer Co-ordination Director, FAI
Professional Footballers’ Association of Ireland
Garda Síochána
Drogheda Boys FC
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Moktar Addanni
Oaumer Amar
Kazik Anhalt
Gil Berkovich
Andris Bogdanovs
Packie Bonner
Garrett Bracken
Kenneth Brady
Paul Brady
Bob Breen
Frank Buckley
John Byrne
Mary Capliss
Emma-Jane Clark
Gerard Carty
John-Paul Collins
Terry Collins
Fiona Coyne
Jason Craughwell
Audrey Crawford
John Delaney
Tongai Dodo
John Doyle
Jean Pierre Eyanga Ekumeloko
Richard Fahy
Jose Ferreira
James Finnegan
Ahmed Gadaf
Mostafhiz Gani
Patrick Gasser
Fran Gavin
Mubarak Habib
Paul Hamill
Mark Howard
Henry Jackson
Kelly Jipe
Rosarie Kealy
Alan Kelly
Pat Kelly
Brian Kerr
Gregor Kerr
Eoin Killackey
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Promote
participation
by members
of minority
communities

FAI to give
leadership

Combat racism in
football

FAI to encourage
inclusion

Engage supporters

Clubs to show
commitment

TASKS

2007

Eircom League of Ireland,
FAI domestic department

Migrant/refugee players
FAI to clarify procedures for registering players who have played in
other countries

Reduction of bureaucratic barriers to participation of
minority ethnic players in senior game

2007-2008

FA intercultural programme,
SARI, NCCRI

All FAI staff

Provide anti-racism and intercultural training for all FAI staff;
build links between regional ofﬁcers and local minority ethnic
communities

Raising of awareness of minority ethnic communities,
interculturalism and anti-racism within FAI and among
FAI staff

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

FAI intercultural programme,
international squad

Minority communities,
prospective elite players

Engage in outreach work with minority communities, using senior
FAI ﬁgures and international players; promote the use of existing
introductory ticket offers to lower barriers

Broadening of support for international team among
minority communities, including among young potential
players

FAI international department,
international squad, SARI,
SRRC
Supporters’ clubs, Eircom FAI international department,
League of Ireland clubs
FAI domestic football manager,
SARI, SRRC, African Ireland
Supporters’ Club, etc

FAI children’s ofﬁcer,
intercultural programme; Garda
community relations ofﬁce

All afﬁliates and clubs

Develop links with International supporters’ clubs; encourage
Eircom League of Ireland clubs to build capacity of their supporters’
clubs; liaise with Amalgamation of Ofﬁcial Northern Ireland
Supporters’ Clubs

FAI grassroots unit

Junior clubs

Supporters to be active participants in building culture
of anti-racism

FAI club licensing manager,
SRRC, SARI

Racial equality practice’ to be elevated from ‘C’ (good practice) to ‘B’ Eircom League of Ireland
(mandatory ) requirement in club licensing manual, anti-racist clause clubs
to be included in players’ contracts; Eircom League of Ireland clubs
to liaise with IFA clubs to learn from their experience

Full implementation of UEFA 10-point plan by senior
clubs as minimum, with ‘charter for diversity’ as goal

Irish team fans

FAI intercultural programme,
regional ofﬁcers; NCCRI, SARI,
SRRC

Liaise with IFA’s Football for All; encourage Eircom League of Ireland General population
clubs to work with Irish League clubs; support local cross-border
initiatives

Reduction of sectarianism in game through cross-border
contacts and projects

Use all opportunities around home internationals and via
international players as role models to present anti-racism and
intercultural messages; visual displays and PA messages to be
utilised at all international matches

2007-2010

FAI board of management;
domestic football manager
Stadia and Security committee

Government; club
stewards

Lobby for legislation to deal with racist behaviour by
supporters and providing for stadium safety certiﬁcates; amend
stewards’ handbook to address racist behaviour

Safe environment at all grounds for all supporters

All international fans to be fully aware of FAI’s stance

2008

FAI education unit manager,
referee education ofﬁcer

Coaches, referees

Address anti-racism and interculturalism in all coach and referee
education courses, including education in diversity within style and
control of play

Coaches and referees to be guardians of fairness of
game on training pitches and match days

Link dealing with racist abuse to child protection regime, and establish
clear reporting mechanism with link to police for criminal behaviour to
be reported; address misbehaviour by parents through club code of
practice to which parents must sign up on registering child

FAI, all afﬁliates and clubs FAI domestic football manager, 2007- 2010
NCCRI

Establish system to record and analyse all racist and sectarian
incidents in football; ﬁgures to be published in FAI annual report

Benchmarking and monitoring of racist and sectarian
incidents

Racist bullying to be absent from junior game, with
redress available to anyone participating in game subject
to abuse

FAI domestic football manager, 2007-2010
referees manager

All afﬁliates and clubs

Use match delegate’s report (where applicable) and evidence of
match ofﬁcial(s) and any other appropriate channels as basis for
sanctions against players and/or clubs/leagues

Racist behaviour to be subject to ﬁrm
sanction throughout game

Quality benchmark to be developed for clubs; appropriate support,
advice and training to junior clubs

2007-2010

FAI intercultural programme

All afﬁliates and clubs

Guidance to all afﬁliates and clubs, organisation of regional seminars.

Clarity on appropriate language to use in context of
more diverse society

All clubs in compliance with quality benchmark, including
with regard to openness, with potential to progress to
Eircom League of Ireland status

FAI human resources manager, 2007-2010
FAI council

Minority communities

Ensure recruitment to FAI associated with welcoming statement
promoted in minority media.

FAI staff and governing bodies to become reﬂective of
diverse Irish society

2007

FAI international department,
FAI agm

FAI; all afﬁliates and
clubs; Supporters

Use all internationals and major cup matches to promote FAI
support for UEFA 10-point plan; carry information on FAI web
site home page; amend disciplinary code in line with FIFA/UEFA
requirement; liaise with IFA to learn from its experience

Full implementation of UEFA 10-point plan by FAI

TIME
FRAME

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)
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(Activity)
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OBJECTIVES
(Activity)
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Link to local
and regional
development

Eircom League of Ireland
Ensure all Eircom League of Ireland and other senior clubs trawl as
widely as possible for players and consciously integrate players from managers
minority backgrounds, including via youth teams and academies

Engagement by senior clubs of players from minority
communities

2007-2010

Minority and intercultural Sport Against Racism in
associations, senior clubs Ireland, FAI intercultural
programme
Regional ofﬁcers; LSPs

Aim to support SARI with publicity and promotion and encourage
scouting presence by senior clubs; consider events to coincide with
annual intercultural dates
Promote projects and competitions in other regions of Ireland;
explore how Northern Ireland groups and teams can be included in
activities.

Maximum participation in Brian Kerr Intercontinental
League, SoccerFest and similar cosmopolitan activities

Diversiﬁed geographical basis of intercultural football
projects and competitions

FAI intercultural programme;
SARI, SRRC; IFA Football
for All

2007-2010

Department of Arts Sport &
Tourism , FAI special projects
manager,interculturs

Grassroots intercultural
volunteers

Department of Arts Sport & Tourism to be urged to include
interculturalism as criterion in priortising investment bids

Access to training pitches for new intercultural clubs

2007-2010

2007-2010
FAI intercultural programme
and regional ofﬁcers;
local minority community
organisations

Minority youngsters

Pursue targeted and afﬁrmative action to address
under-representation; ensure information is available in appropriate
medium; provide translations targeted at parents; acknowledge role
that mothers can play; liaise with minority faith groups

Engagement of youngsters from under-represented
minority communities at local level

2007-2010
FAI intercultural programme,
club and league development
co-ordinator (when appointed),
corporate affairs and
communications departments

Minority communities,
junior clubs/leagues

Develop database linked to website on club availability by locality
and produce handbook on how to set up a local club, afﬁliate to
a league, etc; broker relationships between clubs and minority
communities, and vice versa, eg by providing up to date information
on contacts among latter, linked to possible easement of
membership fees for those who are socially marginalised

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

TIME
FRAME

Strengthening network of contacts between clubs/
leagues and minority communities

Eircom League of Ireland
director

FAI Domestic Football
manager, Eircom League
of Ireland director, FAI
intercultural programme

Eircom League of
Ireland managers, club
promotion ofﬁcers

Clubs to designate intercultural ofﬁcer and/or ensure club
promotion ofﬁcers committed and trained to promote clubs among
diverse communities via open days, minority media, web pages
in minority languages and links with minority associations; clubs
also to engage with Local Sports Partnerships and support local
intercultural initiatives.

FAI education unit manager,
referee education ofﬁcer

Ensure recruitment to coach and referee education courses is based Minority communities
on widest possible trawl, including via minority media and contacts
with minority associations

Involvement of minority coaches and referees on basis
reﬂective of community

Increased engagement between Eircom League of
Ireland clubs and minority communities

FAI volunteer co-ordination
director, grassroots unit
manager

Ensure ‘human resources’ of minority communities (eg high general Minority communities,
level of communication, diverse footballing experiences) fully tapped including parents via
child/young players

Engagement of volunteers from minority communities in
junior game on basis reﬂective of community

FAI chief executive,
intercultural co-ordinator and
all unit heads, First Sports

Minority girls and women FAI intercultural programme,
women’s unit

Ensure intercultural plan fully applied to work on women’s
development, and that speciﬁc concerns of minority girls and
women addressed; promote Soccer Sisters programme through
minority communities networks

Involvement of minority women in football on basis
reﬂective of community

All FAI units, afﬁliates
and clubs

FAI development ofﬁcers

Minority communities,
children/youth clubs/
leagues

Organise local open days and ‘blitzes’ to welcome all children
unrestricted by ethnicity (or gender), with emphasis on participation
and not competition; provide appropriate support, assistance and
training to local leagues and clubs

Attraction of youngsters from minority communities to
game on basis reﬂective of community

Ensure registrations of players (including age of young players),
coaches, referees etc all all rendered electronic and that include
questions on ethnicity/nationality, and that these databases are
integrated and searchable, subject to data-protection legislation

FAI communications
department

Minority communities,
football ‘family’

Ensure all FAI brochures, plans, etc show diversity of sporting
participation as normal and natural; translate selectively for
availability in minority languages as pdfs; include interculturalist
achievement as one of criteria for club-of-month award

Recognition by sport of contribution of members of
minority communities

Full information on ethnicity and/or nationality of origin of
those involved at all levels of game

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)
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Clubs to reach out

TASKS
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Integration more
generally

Integration via
football

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2008

2007-2010

FAI technical department
director, player development
manager
FAI grassroots unit, local
authorities, SFAI
FAI grassroots unit, local
authorities, LSPs
Eircom League of Ireland
director

FAI board of management,
chief executive, intercultural
programme co-ordinator

Minority communities,
schools with signiﬁcant
minority representation
Children, including from
minority communities
All children
Eircom League of Ireland
club chairs, managers,
club promotion ofﬁcers

Minority communities
(inc via minority media),
football ‘family’

Department of Taoiseach,
FAI chief executive, DJELR
Department of Arts, Sports
and Tourism, Department
of Education and Science
Minority communities
(inc via minority media),
general population

Minority activists, football FAI intercultural programme,
volunteers and workers
grasroots unit, website
manager, Irish Sports Council

Interested schools and
FAI intercultural programme,
teachers, local authorities NCCRI, SARI, SRRC, teacher
unions

Eircom League of Ireland, FAI and IFA senior
Irish League
management, Setanta

UEFA, FARE, European
institutions, FIFA

Link anti-racism and interculturalism to technical development plan
and emerging talent programme, with detailed monitoring of each
individual via player databases envisaged, with regional centres of
excellence as focus
Through Its Futsal Plan expand Futsal programme beyond Dublin
Through the schools plan build ethos of maximum participation
through schools and Buntús programme
Link anti-racism and interculturalism to club development in social,
commercial and footballing terms, so that attendance at Eircom
League of Ireland games better reﬂects interest in participation and
clubs develop more secure community footing, linked to supporter
involvement in governance arrangements
Establish wider Football Intercultural Forum, broadening out FIAG;
work towards establishment of FAI intercultural unit
Seek engagement of all relevant departments

Promote idea of football in Ireland as global game and symbol
of ‘new Ireland’ through major public awareness campaign, in
partnership with minority and anti-descrimination associations and
engaging star players
Establish countrywide e-mail system to publicise activities and
good practice; encourage regular information updates on local
and regional websites facilitate notiﬁcation of regular activities
including groups contacts, events and opportunities on its own
websites , and an intranet aspect to promote ‘virtual’ conversations;
create forums at regional level engaging development ofﬁcers,
women’s development ofﬁcers, Local Sports Partnerships, minority
associations and refugee centres / support groups
Use football and star players to promote ideas of anti-racism and
interculturalism, particularly in schools with disadvantaged and
diverse catchment areas (eg allied to Show Racism the Red Card
DVD), and to anti-racism and diversity plans at local level and work
of NCCRI nationally
Expand participation in Setanta Cup to 16 sides; include Northern
Irish participation in intercultural competitions; build working links
and share good practice between intercultural programme and
Football for All team
Link to Council of Europe and EU initiatives in intercultural dialogue;
highlight UEFA/CAF Meridian Cup, FIFA/FARE anti-racist projects,
UNICEF’s Football for Peace

Youngsters from minority backgrounds appear reﬂective
of community at all levels of player pathways and in
identiﬁed emerging talent, and do not disproportionately
drop away with age

Futsal widely promoted and accessible to young players
across country

Culture of participation as much as competition widely
promoted

Eircom League of Ireland clubs develop virtuous circle
of community embeddedness, growing support,
progressive engagement via youth teams, better stadia
and facilities, better and more attractive performances,
enhanced sponsorship and player attraction

FAI to be ‘ﬁrst mover’ as national governing body
working in this arena, working in partnership with
minority associations

Full government support for interculturalism strategy

Football seen as positive symbol and role model for
emerging Ireland

Well connected network of football people
‘spontaneously’ working for interculturalism around
country

Contribution to wider delivery of National Action Plan
Against Racism and other policies in arena of integration

Contribution to north-south reconciliation

Contribution to wider European project and to global
interculturalist football initiatives

FAI intercultural programme,
DJELR

FAI board of management,
chief executive, intercultural
programme, wider intercultural
forum, PFAI, private sponsors

2007-2010

FAI chief executive, player
development manager

Minority youth
organisations, junior
leagues

learn from Clairefontaine capacity to attract young minority elite
players

Abbotstown to become intercultural sporting centre of
excellence

2007

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

2007-2010

FAI intercultural programme,
Pavee Point, regional Traveller
support groups

Traveller and Roma
people

Develop links with Traveller organisations and support groups;
develop local strategies to engage with Traveller communities;
acknowledge the particular discrimination faced by Travellers in
Ireland

Increased participation and engagement of Travellers
and Roma

TIME
FRAME

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET GROUP

ACTIONS

OUTCOMES (KPI)
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Note that throughout above ‘minority communities’ is taken to include Travellers, though not recognised as an ethnic minority. Note also that ‘racism’ is taken to include sectarianism and other forms of xenophobic abuse and hostility.

Contribute to
wider process of
integration

Change the culture
of the game

Develop a culture
of football which
is dynamic
and globally
competitive

Change the culture
of the club

TASKS

OBJECTIVES
(Activity)

TABLE 5 INTERCULTURAL FOOTBALL ACTION PLAN
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Notes

NOTES
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